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CITATION PRESENTED TO 

PROF H.S. Ananthanarayana 
ON THE EVENT OF HIS RETIREMENi FROM SERVICE AT 

OSMANIA UNIVERSil)' 

13om in a famifyweff versed in 'Vedic traditions, Prof JfS.Jlnantfw.naraganafwti 
tfie advantage of acquirillg cfa.ssical IndiaJ!. finguistic tradition, before it was 

suppfementd witli western fomraUearning in 'U.S5l In lii.s fong clieck§red academic 
career, fie lias been a 1{esearcli :Jeffow, an Instructor_ a Lecturer, a 1{eader anti a 
Professor anti liis career was capped bJ tfi.e 'l1 qc recognition wlierei.n. lie was 

appointed as a 9{_ational .Lecturer. 

J{e slioufiereti numerous administrative anti aca.de:mic respon.sibill ties in OSTTUlnia 
'llniversitg anti atfier !earned institutions. Jfe lias been tlie Jfead of tlie 'Department, 
Cliai.rman, 13oarti of studies, 'Dean, :Jacuftg of Jlrts in Osrrumia apart from being a 
TTICTiber of 13oarti of Studies in otfi.er 'llnit'frsities. Jfe lias lia.d a Ul!Ufue distinction 
of 6eing tfi.e President of 'Dravi.tfian .Linguistic .1wocia tio n and LinguisticS ocie tg of 
I ntiia, simuftaneousfy. J{e lias tauglit aruf fectu.mf in many 'Universities in India anti 
a6road. Jfe lias activefg participated in a number af national an.tf international 
semiluzrs. Jl{tfiougli liis formaf designation is Professor af Jfistorical.Linguisti.cs, lii.s 
researcli covers a wiife range of areas. Jfe lias written on Sansf::!;i, Prd:Jit, Panini anti 
'IofRgppiar. Jfis o:pforations into tlie San~ti fanguage lias brouglit its structure to 
tfie 'l(nowf.etige of jeffow finguists. In. ase:nse, we can. caf{fiim. t!ie Pan.ini of San{§ti. 
:He lias pubfislieti si:( book:§ and seven.tg articfes in 'Engfisli a.ruf '1( annada, pop ufar as 
weff as Scliofarfy in Journals, en.cgcfopaedUz.s anti antliofogies. 

Profe.s.sor Jtnantfianaragana befongs to tfwt gen.ertinn of fingu.i.sts wliicli lias 
contintwusfg o:parufed its vistas of inteffectua[ pursuit b'J e:{tendmg its areas of 
a:pforatio n. ratfi.er tlian slirinf:jng in to a weff p rotecteli narrow s/ie([ of specia!isa tio n. 

Professor Jln.antlianarayana lias served tfi.e Osmania 'lln.iversitg for nearfg tliree 
tfeca.des. Jfe lias trained severaf generations of linguists, sume of wliom. fwve becume 
liis own co{feagues in tfi.e department. 

'Ifie quafities tfiat liis frien.d.s aruf co{feagues liave a/wags clieri.sli.etf are lii.s ever 
wifll.n.gness to taf:! up cliaffenges, always standing b!J lii.s c.o{feagues aruf fove for tlie 
students. 'Tiiougli,at times, his communicative performance m.ag liavebeen atv~rian.ce 
witli liis communicative competence, its tenderness is, n.evertliefes, I[U-ite palpabfe. 

'Wisliing Prof Jtn.antliaruuagana a fwppy, fieaft!ig, prosperous retire.tf fife anti 
active actuiemic eruieavours. 

HIS EVER LOVING COLLEAGUES AND STUDENTS. 
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EDITOR'S NOTE 

Though it was not anticipated, the structure 
of this combined special volume, which is being 
presented to Prof.H.S.Ananthanarayana in appreciation 
of his contribution to the Department.of Linguistics at 
Osmania University, is really unique. in the sense it has 
contributions from varied areas oflinguistics. There are 
sixteen papers including a review article: four dealing 
with phonetics and phonology; three papers concerned 
with historical linguistics; twooutofthese three focus on 
Dravidian studies; only one paper which has child 
language acquisition process as its theme; two papers 
which speak about Pan- Indian language features of the 
verb forms; another' couple of papers that have contact 
and convergence oflndian languages as the core point of 
discussion. The remaining four papers are related to 
some specific aspect of Telugu language. Thus, the 
present volume, though it is slightly delayed, with its 
multidimensional approach to different areas of 
linguistics, will be an addition to the existing literature 
in Indian Linguistics Studies. · 

Prof. Ananthanarayana is one of the founder - editors 
of the OPlL, and we. in the department feel that the 
dedication of this combined special volume is a fitting 
tribute to him. 

Editor 
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PALATAL SIBILANT: I 
ASPECT OF ASPIRATION 

Dinker Deshpande I 
osmania university 

Abstnlct: By drawing examples from Marathi and Hindi and 
quoting extensively fromlndian traditional grammarians, this 
paper concludes that Sanskrit Sibilants are aspirated sounds 
and more so in case of palatal Sibilant 

The second and fourth consonants of all the classes of 
stops are aspirated consonants in almost all Indo Aryan Lan
guages. Western linguists aslo treat these consonants as 
aspirated ones. So, this is an undisputed fact accepted by all. 
In Indian tradition even semi vowels and sibilants are also 
treated on the level of aspiration. In siddhcmta Kaumudi of 
Bhatt(>ji Dikshita we come across a statement, which reads 
thus"': 'Varga~Jam Prathamo.TrtTya Pancama Yaralavlisca 
alpaprii!Jal; anye mahiipriirtaiJ. ' i.e., First, third and fifth 
consonant of stop-classes and the semivowels are unaspirated 
sounds and rest are aspirated. The Tatvabodhini commentary 
op this explains again thus - 'V argii!J,iim DwitTya caturtho 
Sa Iasca mahOpriilJaiJ.' i.e., Second and fourth consonants of 
stop classes and sibilants are aspirated sounds. The cynosure 
for us is that the sibilants are treated as aspirated sounds. Thus 
Indian tradition in phonetics emphasises that just as all the 
sounds are either voiced or voiceless so also all the sounds are 
either aspirated or unaspirated sounds. Western phoneticians 
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have treated sibilants as fricatives only and not as aspirated 
sounds. Even panini has not mentioned the aspiration of 
sibilants. Sibilants are called ~ma consonants i.e. warm 
consonants by Indian grammarians. Siddhant Kaumudi of 
BhaHoji Dzkshit is almost a rearrangement of panini!i 
A~~tadhyayi. Then how is that Bha!foji Dzkshit has called 
sibilants as aspirated when panini has not called likewise? It 
seems Bhaffoji has taken cue from VZljasaneyi pratiStikhya 
wherein sibilants are called~ma sounds and in the commentary 
it is explained that fi.$ma means mahliprli!Jjl also. Thus Indian 
phonetic tradition clearly establishes S, S and~ as aspirated 
consonants. 

Many a times sibilants are changed to h in Neo-Indo 
Aryan languages. The retroflex sibilant ~ changes to Kh 
almost invariably. There are of course a few exceptions in 
Marathi. This sound was treated as~ or kh even in old days. 
Thus we have sat and khat tradition. The cluster /d, which 
is found abundantly in Sanskrit, changes to kh in NIA lan
guages. The data I have collected has no retroflex sibilant and 
therefore this sibilant is not relevant for my conclusions. The 
data consists of some Sanskrit tadbhawa (i.e., formed from 
Sanskrit) words. The words are in vogue mostly in Marathi 
and Hindi. The behaviour of palatal sibilant is to be noted here. 
The follwoing table gives complete data. 

Sao~ktil MuDilbi ll.iw!i ~ 
1. Pasa phasa phasa a noose 
2. santa santha placid, calm 
3. vesa bhesa dress 
4. sarkara sakhar . sakkar sugar 
5. k1sa khisa khisa shreddings, bits 
6. kosa. khoss(khoca) khosa to tuck, to prod 
7. las~~a las una lahasan garlic 
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8. sana sahaQ -------
.,_~ 

sat1 
a whet stone 

sagi saree 9. 
10. sat1 
11. saka~ 

saqi 
chat1 
chakac.Ja 

sanyasi's garment 
chakaga bullock cart 

12. kesa kesa hair 
The above data gives clear indication that the palatal 

SibilantS has more aspiration than~ andS changes toS passing 
its extra aspiration to the consonant in proximity in tadbhawa 
words. Examples 1 to 6 are so clear that no other comment is 
necessary. When the consonant in proximity is not a stop, the 
~ 

S has split into two parts i.e., one, the occlusion part and two 
the aspiration part. The aspiration part has become h and the 
occlusion part has changed to S. This is evident in examples 
7 and 8. Example 9 again falls in line with examples 1 to 6. 
Though the word sadhi has given place to sadi in Hindi, the 
wordsadhi is invogueinPunjabievennow. Examples lOand , 
11 show how S has changed to ch, the aspirated stop and not 
to c the unaspirated one. The sandhi sutra also says saschoti" 
i.e., S changes to chin certain conditions. Now whyS should 
change to ch and not to c? Acceptance of extra aspiration in , 
S should be an answer to this. In pali this phenomenon of 
aspiration is noticed but there the aspiration has no definite 
pattern. parasu' (skt)changes to pharasu'and kubja changes to 
khuji and therefore some linguists call this as sporadic aspira
tion. In the examples <!iven above we clearly see a definite 
pattern, tendency f ~ changing to S and passing its extra 
aspiration to adjaeent stop. In Marathi I could get only one 
tadbhawa word kesa (skt, kesa ex.No12) wherein this pattern 
is not followed, but then the exception may prove the rule. 
From the data given above we may not be able to establish a 
phonetic law but we can definitely of establish 'phonetic 
tendency'. Finally the question of points of articulation of S , 
and S may arise. In the tradition of paini S is palatal and S 
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dental. While passing on its extra aspiration why palatal 
should change to dental? In fact from the time of pali and 
prakrt the articulation ofShas slowly beome alveolar andS has 
become front palatal i.e., it has come close to alveola. In this 
condition, chageofpoint of articulation is not a tall impossible. 
Thus following conclusion could be drawn. 

{ The sibilants are aspirated sounds in Indian tradition. 
The retroflex sibilant has a tendency to change to kh. 
The palatal sibilant is inore aspirated than dental sibilant 
and in the course of development it changes to S passing 
on its aspiration to adjacent consonant, or splits into h 
and s, or changes to ch; leaving no doubt about its extra 
aspiration.) 

Colophone - I am very much thankful to Dr. H.S. 
Ananthanarayana of the Department of Linguistics, for some 
valuable suggestions and to Dr.P.Sriramachandrudu, retd. 
Professor of Sanskrit for giving me one or two important 
references. 
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MEASUREMENTS OF FORMANT I 
FREQUENCIES OF URDU VOWELS 

Mohd. Ansari I 
Osmania University 

Abstract: This paper deals with. the acoustic features of Urdu 
vowels in ~erms of their quality, as measured from the spectro
grams. The measurement of formant frequencies of vowels in 
hertz is provided and discussed in detail. 

Basically, the, spectrograms of speech represent a 
visual display that shows the frequency _dimension hori
zontally, while the inteiUiity is shown by varying degrees 
of darkness -depending on the source. Broadly three types 
of spectrographic analysis were used. They are namely; 
(i) Broad band or wide band, (ii) narrow bands, (iii) Con
tinuous amplitude display. For this it was felt convinient to 
use the broad band analysis, for the reason that this type of 
analysis is very helpful in the analysis of segmental pho
nemes. By and large, the broad band spectrogram involves 
analysis with 300 cps filter which results in the display of 
formant structures. These formant structures are regions of 
energy concentration (H.M.Tryby). These formants appear 
horizontally starting at the bottom of s~ctrograms and are 
called formant one (F1), formant two (F

2
), formant three 

(F
3
) etc., where F

1 
deals with height of the tongue, F

2 
deals 

with backness of the tongue; lower F
1 

is for a high vowel, 
high F

1 
is for a low vowel and F

2 
is high for a front vowel, 

F 
2 

is low for a back vowel etc. 
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.Measurements of Formant Frequencies of Vowels:·· 

The sound when produced will be the sum of differ
ent vibrations and has ·corresponding frequency compo
nents in its spectrum. The black and slightly dark regions 
in the spectra of vowels correspond to the basic frequen
cies of the vibrations of the air in the vocal tract. The 
regions of the spectrum in which the frequency compo
nents are relatively large are known as formants (every 
region of vowel seen to be }~rge, so is treated as formants). 
The formant shapes and their concentration -of energy does 
not only helping recognisation of the vowels but also gives 
us a detailed image of how each vowel behaves different 
from the other. The formants of a sound are thus aspects of 
it which are directly dependent on !he shape of the vocal 
tract, and are largely responsible for the characteristic qual
ity. The formant relations that specify the vowels of Urdu 
are inherently relationed rather than absolute. Since differ
ent sized supralaryngeal vocal tracts will produce different 
absolute formant frequencies. If we start with the vowels 
like /i, u, a/, the vowel Iii has the highest F

3 
of all Urdu 

vowels, it also has the ?igh F
2 

as you can see in Table-I. 

Table-1: Frequency values of vowels: 

Formant frequencies (cps) 

Vowel Fl F2 F3 

500 2000 2800 

I 550 1800 2500 
a 800 1300 2300 
A 750 1400 2500 
u 500 800 2350} 
u 550 900 2300 not clear 
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e 700 2000 2700 

0 600 1000 2600 

Ai 650 1800 2700 

Au 500 1000 2750 etc 

Table-1 shows the values of F
1
, F

2 
and F

3 
of vowels 

which form past of the lexical items given to be spoken by 
native speakers of Urdu which spectrograms have been 
made. The over all frequency of each vow~! has been mea
suring the steady state of formants and tabulated on 
Table-I. 

The contrast between short and long vowels can be 
identified by having a vowel plot diagramatically in figure 
1 (as shown below). F

1 
and F

2 
of both short and long 

voweJs·were measured as pronounced by the· informants. 
Figure '1 indicates the location of vowels according to 
their formant mea$\)rement ofeach v..owel is shown at the 
intersection of the reading of the measurements of F

1 
and 

F2• It appears that with /a/ and IN is not only a quantity. 

Fz 

3000 2600 2200 1800 1400 1000 600 
200 

300 

400 

500 F 

600 
1 

700 

800 

a 900 
Figure 1 : Short and long vowels 
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difference but a substantial quality difference as well. The 
broken line indicates short vowels and the solid line indi
cates long vowels. That there is difference in quality as 
well as duration between the long and short counter parts 
of high front, II/ and /i/, and of high back /u/ and lUI 
vowels. 

The values of F
1
, F

2 
and F

3 
of /if is 500 cps, 2000 

cps, 2800 cps respectively (See Table 1). But the F
2 

of /u/ 
and lUI is low about 800 cps than other vowels. The /i/ 
and /u/ yield two vertices. Vertices of the acoustic vowel 
triangle, where the first and second fonnat frequencies are 
plotted (See figure 1). The vowel /a/, which is specified by 
Fl' F

2 
tending to converge each other at about 1000 cps. 

The mean values of F
1
, F

2 
of /a/ 800 cps, 1300 cps respec

tively. Here it should be noted that the formant frequency 
pattern of Urdu vowels are distinctive. For instance, /i/, F

3 

of /i/ is high of all Urdu vowels, F
1 

lowest, some times 
equal (eg. /u/ and /Auf). This distinctiveness may account 
for its perceptual advantages visa-vise other vowels. 

3000 

2500 - --2000 --1500 ----1000 -- ----500 -
I e A a 0 u u 

Figure 2: Formant frequency of Urdu vowels. 
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It can be seen (in figure 2) that the first format (i.e. 
the lowest in the spectrum) is at a low frequency for the 
vowels /i/ and /u/ (500 cps) and it is a little higher for each 
of the vowel/e/ (700 cps), /a/ (800 cps) etc., as can be seen 
from figure 2. The second formant becomes progressively 
lowered for each of the vowel in this series. The frequency 
of the vowel /a/ has the highest F

1 
and the frequency of 

vowel/i/ has the highest F
2

• 

If we observe the F
1 

pattern of the vowels in a set of 
words shown in Table II. 

Table-II: Resonance parameters for steady-state 
(vowel) sounds 

Vowel Word 
Formant frequencies (cps) 

Ft F2 F3 

mil 500 2500 3000 
I mil 550 2200 2800 
A mAl 800 1400 2500 
a mal 850 1300 2300 
u mUl 550 900 
u mul 500 800 
e mel 700 2250 2750 
0 mol 600 1000 2300 

For vowels such as these in/mil, mil, mel and mal/, 
the chief cause of the vibration in the frequency of the first 
formant is the vibration in the size of the degree of con
striction in the vocal tract. The tongue is closest to the roof 
of the mouth for the word/mil, mul etc./, and for each of 
the other words, it is little close. For vowels such as those 
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m/mol, mul, mUll the variation in the frequency of the 
first formant is largely determined by the position of the 
point of maximum at the constriction at the back of the 
mouth. As the point of maximum constriction moves fur
ther from the glottis, the frequency of the first formant 
decreases. In some cases such as those in /mil, mol and 
mull; as the constriction increases the frequency of the 
second formant decreases. However, the variation in the 
second formant may also due to the rounding of the lips. 

Acoustic description of Urdu vowels: 

/i/: The vowel /i/ seems to possess format frequen
cies at (F

1
) 500 cps., (F

2
) is 2000 cps, and (FJ 2800 cps. 

The duration varies from 120m.sec. to 260m.sec. and the 
average is 180m.sec. 

11/: The vowel II/ has the formant frequencies at (F
1
) 

550 cps., (F
2
) 1800 cps, and (F J 2500 cps. Its relative 

duration varies from minimum 80m.sec. to maximum 
120m.sec. and average duration of II/ is 100m.sec. 

/e/: The vowel /e/ has the formant frequencies at (F
1
) 

700 cps., (F
2

) 2000 cps., and (F J 2700 cps. The duration 
of /e/ ranging fom 100 m.sc. to 240 m.sec. and its mean 
duration is 205 m.sec. 

IN: The vowel IN has formed formant frequencies 
at (F1) 750 cps., (F2) 1400 cps., and (FJ 2500 cps. The 
duration of this vowel is ranging from 40 m.sec. to 160 
m.sec. and its mean duration is 90 m.sec. 

/a/: The vowel /a/ seems to possess formant frequen
cies at (F1 ) 800 cps., (F

2
) 1300 cps., and (F

3
) 2300 cps. 
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And its relative duration varies from 140 m.sec. to 280 
m.sec. and average duration 230 m.sec. 

/o/: The vowel /o/ seems to posses formant frequen
cies at (F

1
) 600 cps., (F

2
) 1000 cps., and (F J 2600 cps. The 

duration varies from 100 m.sec. to 200 m.sec., the average 
duration is 160 m.sec. 

/U/: The formant freqneucy of vowel /U/ possess at 
(F

1
) 550 cps., and (F

2
) 900 cps. It does not found the 

formanb further. The concentration of energy may ob
serve due to the influence of following/preceding conso
nants (especially fricatives). The duration of /U/ is varies 
from 80 m.sec. to 160 m.sec. and the average value is 110 
m.sec. 

/u/: The vowel /u/ seems to possess format frequen
cies at (F

1
) 500 cps., and (F

2
) 800 cps. Formats will not 

formed further. The concentration of energy may observe 
due to the influence of following/preceding consonants ( es
pecially fricatives). The duration of /u/ varies from 200 
m.sec. to 280 m.sec. and its average duration is 220 m.sec. 

Conclusion ~· 

The measurements of the first three formant frequen
cies of the vowels show F 

1 
relatively low for long vowels 

(i, a, e, o and u) and higher for corresponding short vowels 
(1, A and U), which means the long vowels are articulated 
by the body of the tongue more close than the correspond
ing short ones similarly with in the front vowel group or 
series the long /i/ has higher F 

2 
than the short II/ and 

among the back vowel series there is opposite position of 
F2 from the front vowel pairs in that /u/ has relatively 
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lower F
2 

than the short /U/. Therefore, both III and !U/ are 
centralized when compare to their long counterparts. This 
may be observed on the frequency plots ofF1 and F2 shown 
in figure 1. The amount or extent of centralization is more 
for front vowel pair than the back vowel pair. Thus the so 
called long vowels are spread out a wider area than the 
corresponding short vowels. 

Within the series of both front and back vowels, the 
first three formants of vowels all have energy concentra
tions in the regions below 3000 cps. /u/ and /i/ have the F

1 

frequency at 500 cps. which is lowest than other vowels, 
and /a/ has the highest F

1 
around 800 cps. which /u/ has 

the lowest F
2 

around 800 cps., the /i/ has the highest F
2 

frequency at 2000 cps. 

What is important in this study is that the pairs like il 
I, u/U, and a/A- have change in their format positions of 
both F

1 
and F

2 
where the frequency of F

1 
representing the 

long /i/ and /u/ are lower than the corresponding short III 
and lUI and the frequency of F

2 
is higher for /i/ than for III 

and lower for /u/ than in the case of /U/, thus centralises 
the short vowels when compared to their counter parts. 
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TELUGU PHONOLOGICAL STUDIES: I 
A CRITICAL REVIEW 

V.Prakasam I 
Centra//nstffute of 

Foreign Languages 

I would like to start this review with a discussion of 
a thirteenth century ~mmar of Telugu - Andhra Bhasha 
Bhushana by Ketana Kavi. This is assumed to be the first 
grammar of Telugu, at least in Telugu. Andhra Sabda 
Chintamani, a Telugu grammar in Sanskrit, is attributed to 
Nannaya of the eleventh Century, the first Telugu poet. 
But not all scholars accept it ~ of Nannaya and as Pre
Ketana. 

Ketana's grammar is in Telugu verse - 192 stanzas 
of four lines each. His fourteenth stanza talks of the rela
tionship between Sanskrit and Telugu : 

l.- Mother Sanskrit is to all languages 

Due to her a part is formed 

On her o.wn a part all together· 

It got famous in the name of Telugu (14) 

He makes a five way distinction of lexical items -
tatsama, tadbhava, acca tenugu, desya, gramya. He 
defines tatsama as a word with Telugu case marker added 
to a Sanskrit base. He also says with approval : 



io 

2. The other four save tatsama 

All people say are pure Telugu 

Gramya no one welcomes 

It fits in while condemning others (27) 

V.PRAKASAM 

Ketana makes a very perceptive remark about vowel 
length in the final position of loan words if the word has 
more than one syllable: 

3. Leaving aside monosyllabic words 

The length of the word final position 

When pruned the words became Telugu 

They fit into the general pattern (31) 

He then quotes strl, dhl and srl as acceptable in 

Telugu and tells us that in gaw-l, vaNl and maNl the 
final length is lost. After explaining how Sanskrit loans are 
n:ativised Ketana says : 

4. I have explained 

How are uttered the Sanskrit words in Telugu 

There are others not explained 

They mix up in Telugu as they are 

Now he goes on to explain the phenomenon of 
Sandhi: 

5. The last sound of the first word unleft 

The first sound of the next word 

When joined Sandhi is the result 

I shall explain all these junctions ( 44) 
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One of the interesting remarks he makes is about the 
'nasal' after short vowels and long vowels: 

6. The nasal after short vowel letters may be heavy 
or light. Both are welcome in literary compositions. But 
on long vowels it will be half (56 & 57). 

It seems that by then nasal length and vocalic length 
were already developing paradigmatic relationship~ 

Eg. ghanuDu- ghanunDu 'big man', kunkuDu --kukutju 'soap nut'. 

The 'trace' of nasality was represented in literary 
Telugu in the form of 'ardhanuswaera'. 

Ketana notices vowel changes in the vocative case. 
In some cases 'u' becomes 'a' and in others a short vowel 
acquires length (102). He also discusses the loss of gemi
nation of a word when it is compounded with another 
word. 

7. Illu, kallu, mullu, pallu, villu 

kannu, munnu, vennu, cannu 

eg. 

When with the consonant of the next word 
Combined the gemination is pruned (121). 

mullu 

(thorn)-

mulupoda 

(thorny bush) 

kannu

(eye) 

kanugonalu 

(corner of the eye) (122) 
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The demonstrative concept is expressed by a (that/ 

those) and T (this/that) 

8) Verily a, i and e 
when with the next syllable 
Joined they shorten 
and while shortening the next consonant 

geminates (136). 

eg. i + kmjuku - ikko4uku (137) 

In certain areas of Andhra Pradesh the infinitives of 
'nu' ending verbs (eg. tinu{a 'eating') have their medial 
syllable 'nu' reduced to 'anuswara'(tin{a). Ketana refers to 
it in his grfimmar (159). Obviously this is a pretty old 
phenomenon. 

Ketana seems to realize the strong need to bring in 
meaning to explain phonological processes. 

9) 'alu' becomes 'ralu' 

when suffixed to a quality base (168) 

egJavaralu 

(young lady) 

Patakuralu 

(sinner) 

He seems to have noticed also an intricate relation
ship between long/short vowel and long/short consonant. 
We have already seen some examples in this regard (8). 
He notices this relationship in imperatives: 

10. While calling others, long letters shorten and carry 
gemination (171) 

Eg. ra 

po 

rammu(Come!) 

pommu(go!) 
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The second set of forms are used even now while 
subordinating direct narrations: 

Eg. pommanncuju (Go, said he) 

rammannadu (Come, said he) 

This gemination is absent if the vowel is short: 

Por.juvu - pOljavamannaqu (172) 

(Pierce! attack!) 

Ketana says 

11. malliya 
gaddiya 

(Jasmine) 

(Throne) 

are preferable to malle, gadde (177). I had once suggested 
(1972) that 'e' ending forms should have been later devel
opments as e/o do not operate in noninitial syllables. The 
'e' forms are very few and they also have alternatives 
though considered non-standard: 

gaddiya - gadde 
gaddi 

Ketana derives Verbal forms from verb+ pronomi
nal suffixes. 

12.kanina + varju- kaninaqu- kannar.ju (181) 

For a detailed survey of Telugu grammars see 
Rajasekhara Sanna (1973). 
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The next set of grammars I would like to refer to are 
Bala Vyalwraf}Qm (1858) and Prawjha Vy1ikara~Jam (1885). 
Both these grammars discuss phonology under two head
ings: sounds and sandhi. Chinnayasuri's Bala Vyakarar.am 
starts with the vamarnala of Sanskrit (50) Prakrit ( 40) and 
then of Telugu (36). Among Telugu sounds (full) 'nasal' 
and 'Trace Nasal' (half nasal) are treated as separate sounds. 
This tells us that the 'sound' here is an abstract entity 
rather than a surface phonetic entity. A clear division is 
made between Sanskrit loans and native words. 

In other words the Etymological dimension is given 
due recognition. In the case of consonants the voiced and 
voiceless distinction is captured by the distinction of 
Par~ha (Tense) and' ~ara]a (lax). A clear distinction is 
made between dental and palatal allophones. They are 
declared as savarlJ.aS - the sounds which are "mutual 
friends" (paraspara mitramulu) as they undergo the same 
phonological processes. 

Words are divided into two groups 'n' ending and 
'non - n' ending. This distinction is mainly valuable for 
sandhi contexts. 'n' is optionally present in surface reali
zation. This points to the fact that the grammarian recog
nized an underlying representation for each word from 
which post-sandhi forms are derived through phonological 
processes. 

The 'trace nasal' {ardhanuswharas) can be full nasal 
only after a short vowel, not after a long vowel. This again 
establishes the realization that nasality and vocalic length 
are somehow paradigmatically related. The nasal sound is 
found in Telugu words only before tense and lax conso
nants (only stops). If a word is seen with this nasal before 
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a non-stop one can say it is a non-native word. 

Praw!a Vyakarara by Bahujanapalli Sitharama 
charyulu does not keep Sanskrit sounds and Telugu sounds 
separate. Both the sounds are treated as part of 
Andhrabha~ha. Generally the scholars treat this grammar 
as a complement to Bala Vyakara!lam. 

Korada Ramakrishnaiah treats sandhi in detail in his 
book Sandhi (1956). The traditional grammars written in 
Telugu are very close to the process models in their treat
ment of sandhi. They take a particular form as basic and 
derive other forms by means of sandhi rules. Along the 
lines of multidimentionality, the traditional grammars 
recognized the non phonic dimensions of morphology, 
etymology and variety. Though they do not make an ex
plicit distinction between paradigmatic and syntagmatic di
.mensions, their treatment of nasality, trace nasal, gemina
tion and vowel length show their awareness of these 
aspects. 
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DEVELOPMENT OF VERB-FORMS I 
IN TELUGU CHILDREN 

V.SAILAJA I 
OSMAN/A UNIVEP.SITY 

Present study combines longitudinal and cross-sec
tional designs to show the evolution of verb-forms in child 
language based on evidence from three Telugusubjects, aged 
between 1:6 and 2:6. This study reveals that a child will have 
an intermediate stage where two kinds of verb-forms are in 
alternation before they become stabilized in the speech. The 
data consists of both spontaneous speech samples as well as 
elicited speech. 

1.0 Telugu-Verb 

The Telugu-Verb may be finite or non-finite on the 
syntactic or the outer distribution level. A finite-verb may be 
the only constituent of a sentence, while non-finite verb 
always occurs as a satellite to a finite-verb. On morphologi
cal level, a finite-verb always possesses a morpheme indicat
ing person which is lacking in the non-finite (Krishnamurti, 
1961). Certain finite forms at the morphological level do not 
carry the marker indicating person (Ramarao, 1975) - eg_ 
rawaccu 1can comet telusu1 1

knOW
1

• 

1.1 Classification 
According to Venkateswarlu (1982) the mood in Tel

ugu verb is of four major types: 
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(I) Indicative 

(ii) Imperative 

(III) doubt expressing 

(iv) subjunctive 

Andronov (1970) also indicates that Telugu possesses four 
types of mood: (I) indicative (II) imperative (III) potential 
(suppositional) and (iv) conditional (subjunctive). Of all 
moods, indicative is fully conjugated for PNG and tense. 
Imperative mood is used in commands, requests, directions; 
here subject is unspecified second person, and verb always 
refers to future time. 

Hortative (Krishnamurti, 1961) or hortatory (Lisker, 
1963 and Sambasivarao, 1969) is sometimes considered to 
be an imperative (Brown 1840, Arden 1873 and Venkates
warlu 1982). This is fanned by adding-da+m(u) to the verb 
stem and takes first person plural inclusive subject. 

Indicative positive fonn of a Telugu finite verb has the 
following stmcture. 

Past Non-past 
1. Utre-nu idu-ta-nu 

'I swam' 'I shall swim' 
2. mlis- re-nu mli.s-tii-nu 

'I closed' 'I shall close' 

3. vinnanu vin-ta-nu 
'I heard' 'I shall listen' 

Future tense in Telugu has many labellings given by many 
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people viz, 'Present-future' by Lisker (1963) and Andronov 
(1970), habitual present and future by Arden (1873; 
'visuddlza vartamiina' (simple present) by Venkateshwarlu 
(1982); future habitual by Krishnamurti and Gwynn (1985) 
non-past by Sambasivarao (1969), present tense by Brown 
(1840). Frequently occuring future tense suffix form -to
comes after the verb stem.Past progressive like 'cestumzadu' • 
(He was doing) and future progressives 'cestunTCi_du' (He 
will be doing) are present. Past progressive form is also 
referred to non future durative; (imperfect) present continous 
tense. 

1.2 Non-fmite 
A non-finite verb is subcategorized into four forms 

according to its function in the sentence: 
(I) Verbal participle 

(a) past verbal participle 
(b) Present progressive verbal participle 

(II) the conditional verbal participle 
(III) the concessive verbal participle 
(lv) the relative verbal participle 

All of these are formed by special suffixes added to the verb 
stem. The verbal participles of past and present are used to 
conjoin a sequence of actions while the conditional and 
concessive are used to indicate respectively a conditional and 
a concessive relationship between two actions. The relative 
verbal participles are used to qualify a noun or a pronoun, 
They may be either affirmative or negative" 

In Telugu there are three more forms- the infinitive, the 
verbal noun, the participial noun. They have been included 
in the non-finite category by Andronov (1970). 
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1.3 Methodology 

Present study combines longitudinal and cross-sec

tional designs to show the evolution of verb-forms in child 

language based on evidence from three Telugu subjects, aged 
between 1;6 and 2;6. The subjeclc; are Swati-1;6-a girl, 
Kaushik 2;0-a boy, Sweta-2;3-a girl. Swati's data is taken 

from C. Nirmala (1981), whom she studied for six months. 
Data from the other two children were collected by me, for a 
period of three months with fifteen days interval between 
sessions. The data consists of· both spontaneous speech 
samples as well as elictied speech. 

1.4 Objectives of the study 

It seems a child cannot acquire all kinds of verb-forms 
simultaneously. There should be an order in the acquisition 
relating to the age. This study tries to explore the following 
objectives. 

(a) Present study reveals that a child will have an 
intennediate stage where two kinds of verb-forms are in 
alternation before they become stabilized in the speech. 

(b) It gives out, the frequency of finite and non-finite 
verbs in the production of speech of these children. 

(c) It also focusses on "when the imperatives and the 
horatives come into existence in the speech" 

(d) It provides a description for the durative verbs and 
their development in the speech. 
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1.5 Data 

It starts with the first child's i.e, Swati 1;6 acquisition 
of verb-forms. 

1.5.1 Swati had a few verbs with the past tense used in place 
of non past verbs from 1 ;6 onwards. She used past forms first 
rightly in the context. 

1;7 AF CF 
1. tintunna tinna 

to eat dur. eat p 
(I am) eating (I) ate 

Here the child used past form in the place of non-past. 1;8 By 
this age she acquired non-past forms referring to non past 
action. 

2. AF 
Pilusta 

r(l) will call' 

CF 
tilta 

'(I) will call' 

1;9 Here Swati had a confusion or intermediate state where 
both past and non-past could be interpreted by the 
investigator. 

3. AF CF 
amma occindi ammottini 
'mother came' mother came/will 

come. 

At 1;0 she could show a clear distinction between past and 
non-past, and was able to give past and non-past with the 
same verb. 
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4. AF CF 
(a) ostondi ottondi-ottoni 

' (She) is coming' ' (she) is coming' 

(b) occindi ottini 
' (She) came' ' (She) came' 

Even after showing that kind of distinction, she made a 
mistake in using same form for past and non-past. 

5. AF 
Kocj.atEuf.u 
' (He) will beat' 

CF 
Kottadu 

'(He) beat/will beat' 

After this stage these past and non-past forms both were 
clearly expressed by her. 

At 1;11 durative verbs emerged in her speech. 

6. AF 
tint-un-nanu 

CF 
tintunna 

eat-dur. pre.prog. I sg, 
'(I) am eating' 

' (I) am eating' 

This type of construction with durative verbs was not shown 
with many verbs. 

After this stage there were no more alternations between past 
and non-past. Durative verbs emerged in Swati's speech at 
1;11, formed by verbal base+ durative suffix as in adult form 
( eg.6.). These durative verb forms were used for non past. 

7. AF 
tin[linu 

' (l)will eat' 

CF 
tintunnl1 

' (I) am eating' 
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Hortatives and imperatives were not present in her 
speech. Swati had only two non-finite verbs in her speech at 
1;9 and 1;10. 

1;9. 
8. 

AF CF 
tisi cU.sta tztitutta 

'(I)will open and see '(I) will open and see' 

1; 10 (b) tTsukoni vasta tzkotta 
'(I) will take and come' '(I) will take and come' 

1.5.2. Kaushik - 2; 0 - a boy : He had past and non-past
forms with clear distinction between them by the time I 
started collecting speech samples from him. At 2; 0 he had 
shown very productive use of non-finite verb-forms whereas 
these were not productive in Swati's speech. 

2;0 AF CF 
9. vacci kottindi vacci kottindi 

'(It) came and hit' (it) came and hit' 
Context: He was playing with an aeroplane when it was in 
running position. It came and hit him 

Kaushik at 2;0 did not produce durative forms, these were 
replaced by non-past forms 

10. AF CF 
vastunnadi vattundi (AF: vastundl) 
' (It) is coming' '(It) will come' 

Context : Referring to a train (a toy) which is moving 
towards him. It is clear from the context that the expected 
verb form should be in continuous tense. 

11. AF CF 
peddatta in{iki pootaa peddatta intiki pootunnaa 

(I) will go to big aunt's house' I am going to big aunt's house. 
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Investigator: ipputj.e potunnawa 
'now (you) are going' 

Child : Uh, amma 
'mother' 

Investigator: ammawacccekapotiiwii 
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'after mummy comes (you) will go.' 

Child :a 
'yes' 

Utterance (11) clearly shows that the child at 2; 0: 15 used 
durative form of the verb in the place of non-past or future 
tense. At 2; 1 durative non-past verb forms were established 
in his speech referring to proper contexts 

12. AF CF 
bala4utunnaru biil.atunnalu 
'(They, are playing ball' '(They) are playing ball' 

Hortatives and imperatives both were shown at 2; 1:15 in his 
speech. 
13. AF CF 

ikka4e rliddamu 
'Let us write here' 

14. AF 

ikkate Liiddam 
'Let us write here' 
CF 

riiyi Uiyi 
'write II p.Sg. imp. 'write II p.Sg. imp. 

Hortative expressions were many when compared to impera
tives at this age in his speech. 

Habitual expressions were shown by Kaushik at 2; 2. 
2;2. 

15. Context :Referring to a face cream. 
AF CF 

riisukuntaru liitukuntalu 
'(They) apply '(They) apply 
(habitual)' '(habitual)' 

This non-past form is used for habitual purposes even in the 
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adult model (for me). 
At 2; 2: 15 These habitual verb forms were expressed in non
finite verb constructions. 
16. AF CF 

vesukuni potaru 
'(He)' goes using a 
(motor cycle) 

Context : He wanted to 
motorcycle to his office. 

ecuni potalu 
'(He) goes using a 
(motor cycle) 

say that his father goes on 

Before 2;2:15 he had all non-finite in only one type i.e., 
verba I participle form. At 2;2; 15 he used a condi tiona! verbal 
participle of a non-finite verb. 

17. Context : He was saying that "a purse will have money 
inside" and he was asking me to look into it. 

AF CF 
kawalanfe cii4u kalanteculu 
'If (you) want, see' 'If (you) want, see' 

At this stage these were not productive. 

1.5.3 Sweta 2;3-a girl : Sweta had shown a clear stage at 
2; 3 as it was in continuation of the earlier child kaushik's (2;0 
to 2;3) speech. By the time I started collecting data with her, 
she had past, non-past, duratives, hortatives and imperative 
forms in her speech. As for the non-finite verb forms, she 
used verbal participle constructions productively and quite a 
few conditional verbal particple forms at 2;4 and 2;5. At 2;5 
she used causative constructions. 
2;5 AF CF 
18. teppistundi teppittundi 

'(She) will make '(She) will make 
(someone) to get' '(someone) to get' 

At 2;4 she could describe past event in progression with non
past durative form. 
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Context: She was giving information about what happened 
in the morning, when her father was putting something. 

19. AF CF 
4ti4i pecjtunnliru .... 
'daddy was putting .... 

1.6 Results 

tjacji pettunnalu .... 
'daddy was putting ..... 

I report the results obtained from this study on the 
development of verb-forms in the above children as they are 
in the order. 

First child Swati ( 1;6) used finite verb froms exten
sively from the beginning i.e., from 1;6 onwards. At 1;9 & 
1;10 only two non-finite forms were shown in her speech ( 8a 
& b). In her speech past forms (1;7) evolved first and 
followed by non-past forms (1;8). And then at 1;9 she mixed 
these two functions and expressed by one form as a result 
both the functions could be interpreted by the investigator. 
By 1;10 she could attain a stage where both the forms were 
stabilized in her speech. At 1;11 duratives, emerged in her 
speech, but they were not productive. Hortatives and impera
tives were not available in her speech. 

The above stage of aquisition of verb-forms was con
tinued in Kaushik's (2;0) speech. He got past and non-past as 
well placed in his grammar. At 2;1 he was able to produce 
hortatives and imperatives (eg. 13 &14 respectively). Non
finite verb forms were many at 2;0 itself and these were all of 
verbal participle formations ( eg.9) and they were productive 
in his speech. At 2;0 he started using non-past in place of 
durative non-past ( eg.10). At2;0;15 he used durative verb 
form in place of non-past form (eg.ll). By 2;1 durative non
past verb-form were well used in his speech. He crossed the 
intermediate stage between non-past and durative non-past 
by 2;1. Even though, the durative form was settled ( eg.12), 
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it was not productive in his speech. At 2;2 habitual verb 
forms (expressed by non-past form even in adult model) were 
present in his speech(eg. 15). These expressions were even 
used in non-finite verbal constructions ( eg.16) at 2;2:15. At 
2;2;15 he had one conditional verbal participle ( eg.17 ). 

Sweta (2;3)- a girl, also expressed an idea through her 
study, as if she was continuing the. acquisitional processes in 
the growth ofverbforms, from kaushik ( 2;0-2;2:15). Sweta 
by 2;3 had past, non-past, progressives/duratives, hortatives 
imperatives, and habituals in her speech. In &.veta's speech 
duratives ( non-past) were very productive by 2;4. The 
advancement in her, was, that she could make use of durative 
verb-form for describing the past event. This was not at all 
present in the other two children. Past habituals were not 
present even in this child. At 2;5 she had causative verb 
forms. The conditional verbal participle of non-finiteverb 
forms were improved in her speech. The verbal participles, 
which were used by kaushik and Swati, were only restricted 
to future, past verbal participle construction was used by 
Sweta to represent past function. Other kinds of non-funite 
forms were not present. All the results have been tabulated 
according to the developmental stages in the following tables 
I & II. 

1. 7 Discussion 

From the results, my observations through this study 
are supporting the objectives which are taken for the present 
study. I have given the data in the order of development of 
verb-forms from onestage to the other. The study shows very 
clearly that past forms come first and early and will be 
followed bynon-pastforms. C. Nirmala (1981) has proposed 
the same idea which substantiates my observation. Although 
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N irmala's work is a descriptive study based on evidence from 
Telugu children, it does not reveal the developmental stages. 
as far as verb-forms concerned. It does not tackle the 
intermediate states where child is kept under an alternation 
stage in choosing and using of forms. Some western works 
also substantiate my observations regarding the acquisition 
ofpastverb-forms. Stephany (1981) has reported that during 
an early phase of acquisition of Modem Greek children used 
activity verb as well as telic verbs in past tense form. 
Regarding syntactic component of the argument Radulovic 
(1975) observed that during his acquisition of serbo-croat of 
the age 2;0-2;2, . past froms were imperfective and these 
include activity verbs. Smoizynska's (1978) study shows 
imperfective activity verbs in the past form can also be found 
in the early corpora of children learning polish. (CF.Weist 
1984) 

In this study, a verb is classified as finite or non-finite 
and both forms were used in the past forms by these children. 
In the non-finite form as verbal participle, the non-finite verb 
is shown in past tense and the finite verb, which is supposed 
to indicate for person number, gender, is in non-past form. 
Durative forms seem to be late in the acquisition when 
compared to past and non-past in this study. 

There are two more studies which contradict my 
observations regarding acquisition of past form. They are 
studies of Dipaolo & Smith (1978) and Harner (1981) who 
worked with American children and found that even 3 years 
old children have some eapacity to use past tense inflections 
to describe only 50% prior situations, this weak performance 
improved with their age. 

Present study also reports that hortatives and impera-
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tives take precedence over habitual forms. This study does 
not explain the reflexives, as I did not include them in it I 
observed through this study, that Sweta, who is older child 
among three, could use all three forms- hortatives, impera
tives habituals in productive manner. 
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Table 1 

Name Age Finite Non-Infinite 

of child Past Non- dura- Verbal Condi-
past live participle tiona! 

(p) (n-p) (dur) verbal 
participle 

Swati 1;7 p p 
1;8 p p/1)-p 
1;9 p/n-p p/n-p one verb 
1;10 p n-p one verb 
1;11 p n-p dur. 

Kaushik 2.0 p n-p dur. many 
2;0;15 p n-p/dur dur/n-p 11 

2;1 p n-p dur II 

2;2 p n-p dur II 

2;2;15 p n-p dur II one form 

Sweta 2;3 p n-p dur produc- many 
tive 

2;4 p n-p dur produc- produc-
tive tive 

2;5 p n-p dur produc- produc-
tive tive 

Table· II 
Name of 
Child Age Horta- Impera- Habituals 

tives tives 
Swati 1;6-1;11 
Kaushik 2;1 many a few 

2;2 productive many a few 

Sweta 2;3-2;6 productive productive productive 
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STATIVE EXPRESSIONS IN 
INDIAN LANGUAGES 

(Some Semantic and 
Syntactic Aspects)* 

Bh. Krishnamurti I 
University of Hyderabad 

An attempt is made in this paper to present some seman!ic 
and syntactic properties ofstative predicates in Telugu which 
are also known to be common to many other languages of 
India. The essential characteristics of statives are as follows : 

1. Expressions representing 'states' are typically abstract 
nouns or adjectives which fall broadly into such semantic 
categories as mental, physical, instinctive, impulsive, cli
matic, accidental and qualificatory (qualitative, dimensional, 
color), etc. Such a classification (combined with other specific 
semantic features) accounts for a number of syntactic conse
quences apparent in sentences containing stative predicates. 

2. Stative predicates typically carry the feature [- Agentive] 
according to Gruber (1965:135-68). According to Lakoff 
(1966) statives do not occur as 'true imperatives', lack progres
sive aspect (be-----ing) and do-so pro-forms. Lakoff suggests 
that [+Stative] should be assigned as an inherent feature of a 
verb in deep structure. He, however, does not discuss the 
semantic structure of verbs which require this feature assign-
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ment Fillmore (1968: 30-1) suggests that Stative predicates 
require a Dative case whereas active verbs an Agentive case 
in their deep structure. The contrast is shown in the frame 
features of verbs as [ -D] for Statives and as [- A+ 0] 
for actives. 

· 3. Stative expressions are minimally one-place or one
argument predicates, e.g. John is hungry= H(a), where H = 
'be-hungry', a= 'John'. It is possible to consider climatic states 
as minimally zero-place predicates in which the zero is re
placed by a dummy subject it in English, e.g. It is cold= C(0) 
(Leech 1970: 68). In Telugu, such expressions lack a surface 
subject, e.g. caliga undi 'it's cold'. 

4. All statives (with, perhaps, the exception of climatic) 
represent conditions that occur to animate beings or objects 
and therefore cannot be expressed independent of the beings 
or objects that 'have' them or 'undergo' them. In other words, 
'states' are attributes which do not exist independent of 'pos
sessors' of such attributes. Only in a philosphical or 
metalinguisticsense can one talkof'tallness', 'hunger', etc. as 
in what is 'hunger'?, what is 'tallness'?, etc. Even when we use 
words like 'poverty', 'intelligence', 'anger' in sentences without 
expressing the possessors of these states, they are always 
understood as states relevant to human beings: Poverty is the 
worst ene~mankinll. 

5. There are three basic ways of framing propositions ·with 
stative predicates, perhaps, in all languages of the world. (I use 
the following formalism in order to make some generaliza
tions about statives in Indian languages.) 
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Let P= Possessor of a state (animate being or object) and S= 
State, and+, : , -,predicators, then 

I (a) P : S =ToP, there isS 
(b) P : S = P is S 

II (a) P -s =ToP, S occurs, comes, etc. 
(b) P -s = f becomes S 

III (a) P+ S =ToP, S is (habitually) 
(b) P+S = P has S (habitually) 

Ia and Ib are synonymous with only difference in focus. In 
Ia it is the state (S) that is predicated and in lb it is the 
possessor (P) that is predicated, e.g. 

(1) wa 9-iki akaliga undi (= P :S) 
he-to hunger is-it 
'he has hunger' 

(2) w a flu a kalig a unn a q.u ( =P :S) 
he hunger is-he 
'he is hungry' 

Notice that undi (3n. sg.) has agreement with the grammatical 
subjectS (i.e. 7ikali 'hunger'), and unna4u has agreement with 
the subject P (i.e. w1i4u 'he'). In the case of qualitative states, 
which are not characteristically human, only propositions in 
which Pis predicated occur and not the P: S type. 

(3) wa flu porj.uguga unna 4u (= P: S) 
'he is tall' 

but not 

(4) *waq.ikipoq.uguga undi (=*P: S) 
'to him is tallness' 

On the other hand, climatic states in Telugu can be predicated 
only in P :~type of propositions and not in P : S ( cali 'cold'): 
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( 5) w a fliki calig a undi (P :S ) 
'to him, there is cold' or 'it is cold for him' 

but not 
(6) *wa flu caliga unna tju (P:S) 

'he is cold'. 

Notice that, even in English, with the exception of 'cold' and 
'heat' and their variants, the other weather conditions like 
'rain', 'fog', 'snow', cannot be predicated as human experiences, 
as would be in *he is rainy, * he is snowy, etc. 

Propositions IIa and lib are again synonymous, although 
lib is restricted only to qualificatory states, e.g : · 

(7) w a tjiki a kali awutunnadi 
he-to hunger is occurring 
'he is getting hungry' 

(8) w a tj.u potj.ugu awutunn a tj.u ' 
'he is getting tall'. 

Telugu and the other Indian languages generally employ Ia 
and IIa, whereas English lb and lib. The difference between 
(a) and (b) in each case is thus a surface difference and they are 
perfectly inter-translatable. I and II are not synonymous, since 
a proposition of Type II can be contradicted by a proposition 
of Type I and vice versa. 

(9) a. He is getting hungry, but he is still not hungry. 
b. He is nothu_ngry, but he will get hungry (soon). 

If the 'time' identified by the stative predicate in II is prior 
to the 'time' identified by that in I, we have a logical 
contradiction. 
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( 1 0) w a cjiki a kali ayndi k ani wacju a kalig a lecju 
'? He got hungry but he is not hungry' 

Type III with the absence of -ga followingS is character
istically employed in a truly possessive sense where the 
possessed is [ + concrete] : 

(11) wacjiki illu undi 
to-him a -house is-it 
'he has a house' 

A small set of statives which are more external and non
transient occur in propositions of lila type. 

(12) wacjiki bhagyam undi 
to-him ·wealth is 
'he has wealth' 

These are mostly the states which occur in English sen
tences like X has y : he has competence, he has education, etc. 
Notice, on the contrary, this frame cannot be employed for 
instinctive and impulsive states in English, e.g. *John has 
hunger. 

Since most Indian languages lack the verb 'have', lllb 
does not occur. As in the case of I and II, Ilia and lllb are 
synonymous and inter-translatable. 

6. Propositions of types I and II can be expressed 
either referentially (referring to a particular P or a particularS) 
or generically. These contrasts are expressed in Telugu in the 
verb inflection (aspectual), whereasin English they are mani
~ested by the choice of the article and or by the form of the verb 
(tense-aspect), or by a manner adverbial. The concerned 
semantic featue may be termed [±Definite]. 

Ia. P: S (+Def.) (13) wafliki akaliga undi 
to him there is hunger 
'he is hu~gry' 
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(-Def.) (14) wat:jiki (epputj.ii) akaliga unfundi 
to him there (habitually) 
is hunger (always) 
'he is always hungry' 

b. P: S (+ Def.) (15) watju akaliga unna4u 
'he is hungry' 

(-Def.) (16) watj.u eppwj.ii akaliga untatj.u 
'he is hungry always' 

II a.P-S (+Def.)(17)wat:jiki akaliwestunnadi 
to him hunger is occuring 

' he is getting hungry' 
(-Def.) (18) watj.iki eppwjii'akali westundi 

to him always hunger occurs 
'he always becomes hungry' 

Verbless equative sentences in Telugu can be derived by 
positing [-Def] as a feature of the predicate in the deep 
structure. 

(19) ayana peddaman~i 
'he (is) a gentleman' 

(20) w a tj.u potjugu 
'he (is) tall' 

Sentences like (20) can be derived from sentences like 
(3) by optionally deleting the predicator,ifthe state mentioned 
is [ +Qualificatory ] and if there is a feature [ -Def] attached to 
the predicate. 

7. In the above fonnalism, the symbol complexes [ :S] 
[ -SJ [ +S] should each be taken as a predicate consisting of a 
stative noun or adjective (S), and a predicator (: + -) 
represented by an auxiliary verb or copula. In the case of 
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statives characterizing the 'existential aspect', the predicator 
(:+)is typically the verb 'to be' (Te. un-). The 'transitory 
aspect' of states is predicated by a closed set of verbs meaning 
'come', 'occur', 'hit', 'strike', etc. The common ones for Telugu 
are: wacc- 'to come', aw- 'to happen, occur', wes- 'to happen 
(intensely)', tagulu 'to hit, strike',pafl- 'to stick', ces- 'to do'. 
The selection of these is conditioned by the semantic structure 
of the stative nouns or adjectives which they follow. Thus 
instincts and certain emotions come, 'fear', 'cold', 'heat' and 
'viral diseases' hit, madness sticks or rises (details discussed 
below). 

The predicators are all intransitive verbs and therefore 
cannot take -kon (ref!.) which is the property of Agentive verbs 
alone, e.g. wal}flu 'to cook', wal}tjukon 'to cook for oneself. 
Both semantically and syntactically these predicators behave 
differently from their homphonous forms used as main verbs. 
The causative ofwacc 'to come' as main verb is rappinc 'cause 
someone to come', but in its use as a predicator of statives its 
causatives are ces- 'to make' and tecc 'to bring', e.g. 

(21) a. naku a sangati jnapakam waccindi 
to me that fact memory came 
'I remembered that fact' 

b. waQ.u naku a sangatijnapakam teccretj.u/ 
cesretj.u 
'he brought that fact to my memory' or 
'he reminded me of that' 

Notice that ·even in the causative sentence, the noun denot
ing 'possessor' of'state' still remains in the dative. case. When 
an active verb is changed into a causal, the subject NP of the 
active sentence takes the instrumental case in the Causative 
sentence. 
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(22) a. wa cj.u pani ces cedu 
'he did the work' 
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b. nenu wiiflidEta pani ceyinccenu 
'I got the work done b)' him' 

Before presenting some details about the semantic struc
ture of statives, it would be helpful to explain a few grammati
cal facts of Stative sentences in Tel ugu. The surface represen
tations of (Ia) P:S and (Ib) P: S are as follows: 

Ia. P: S = Pku- S ga undi /unnadi 
b. {» : s = p - s g a unn a flu 

(-leu 'to' (dative morpheme); un- 'to be', -ga 'manner, like' 
(Stativizer)'. un 'to be' is a defective verb which has the 
following inflection in finite forms : 

Non-future Future-habjtual 

3 sg.m un-n a -tftJ 'he is/was/ 
bas been/ 

un-! a -tf.u 'be will be, be 
habitually is' 

pi un-na-ru 
(hum) 

3 sg 
f.n. 

un-na-di/ 
un-di 

pl. un-na -y 
(non-hum) 

2 sg un-n a -wu 

'they are/were/ un-! a -rli 
have been' 

'she or it is, un-p.a.di 
was, has been' 

'they are were/ un-!a -wu 
have been' 

'you are/were/ un-!a -wu 
have been' 

pl. 

1 sg 
(same as for 3 human pl.) 

un-n a -nu 'lamfwas/have rm-! a -nu 
been' 

pl. WJ-n a-m 'we are/were/ Wl·! a-m 
have been' 

they will be, 
they habitually 
are" 
'she or it will 
be/ha)Jitually' 

is 

'they will be/ 
habitually are' 

'you are/were/ 
have been' 

'I will be/ 
habitually am' 

'we will be/ 
habitually are' 
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A ~cularity of this verb is that its grammatical past 
tense is used for all non-future tenses and aspects. Compare, 
for instance, the paradigm of tin- which belongs to the same 
morphophonemic class as un-; tin-n a -nu 'I ate', tin-[- anu 'I 
habitually eat'. There is no simple present form 'I eat' here, as 
in the case of un-na -nu 'I am'. The durative form of all other 
verbs are derived by adding the inflected forms of un- to a 
bound non-past stem, e.g. tin-J-un-n a -nu 'I am/was/have been 
eating'. -gO: is added tostative nouns andadjectives before the 
copula un-. Its function seems to be that of an 'adjectivizer', 
e.g.; 

(23) gotja tellaga undi 
'the wall is white 

(24) watjiki akaliga wuii 
'he is hungry' 

(25) watjiki akali wuli, ruciledu 
'he has hunger, but no taste' 

The contrast between (24) and (25) seems to be that in (24), the 
state identified by a kali is tied up with definite time reference, 
whereas in (25) it is mentioned as a 'state' coexisting with the 
'possessor' without definite time reference, in the same way 
that 'has' is interpreted in 'he has intelligence' in English. 

In the following the semantic structure of Statives is exam
ined tentatively. The substantial semantic categories are: 

a. Instinctive : hunger, fear, sleep, waking, etc. 
b. Impulsive: anger, sorrow, joy, distress, arrogance, etc. 
c. Mental/Psychological: memory, forgetfulness, 

intelligence. 
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d. Characteristically human and humane: kindness, 
honesty, carefulness, anxiety, happiness, misery, beauty, 
ugliness, wealth, poverty, fame. 

e. Health conditions: 
(i) General: good health, illness, fever, etc. 
(ii) Specific (names of diseases) :malaria, typhoid 

cholera, headache, etc. 
f. Climatic : 

(i) Human experiences: cold, chill, heat, warmth 
(ii) Others: fog, snow, rain, sunshine, moonlight, etc. 

g. Accidental States: luck,profit,loss, etc. 
h. Qualificatory or Attributive ('true adjectives~ : 

(i) Measure: iong~ short, tall, stout, slim, broad, etc. 
(ii) Qualities perceivable by touch: hard, soft, smooth, 

rough, etc. 
(iii) Qualities perceivable by eye: white, black, red, 

ugly, beautiful, etc. 
(iv) Qualities perceivable by tongue: salt, pepper, hot, 

bland, sweet, sour, bitter, astringent, etc. 
(v) Qualities perceivable by nose: fragrance, stink, etc. 

Redundant Features 

_Categories (a) - (g) (except f ii) are all [±Animate]; (a) is 
[+Human]; (b)- (e) are [+Human] (h) is (+Animate]; states 
listed under (h iv) require[+ Human] as experiencer and 
[-Animate] as the object possessing the quality, e.g.: 

(26) (wa rjiki) lpaf}flu tiyyaga undi 
'this fruit is sweet (for him)'. 

In such expressions the 'experiencer' is not expressed. 
[+Transient]: 

Certain states are more transient than others. Those under 
(d) are more spread out in time than instinctive and impulsive 
states. This is reflected by the absence of -ga in the fonner: 
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(27) a. w Zi rjiki j Zi garta undi 
'he has carefulness' [Ilia] 

but not 

b. warjujagartaga untadu 
'he is watchful, alert' 

c. *w a rjiki j a gar tag a undi [II a] 
Compare these with: 

d. wa diki kopamga undi [IIa] 
'he has anger'. 

49 

It has already been explained that where a given stative 
occurs both asP: .S. and P + .S., the l:itter means a habitual (non
transient) state and the former a transient state. The point here 

·is that 'some statives' are always treated as though they are 
[-Transient] and they lack propositions ofP :,S,_type, e.g.daya 

'kindness',n zti'honesty',jagarta' alertness',bhagyam 'wealth', 
daridram 'poverty', garvam 'arrogance', sukham 'happiness', 

caduwu 'education', kzrti 'fame', etc. These are mostly the 
ones which occur in English as 'Z has Y from which 'X is Y 
is transforrnationally derivable: John has fame =John is 
famous. 
[±Marked] or [±Positive] 

(28) a. w 0: rjiki jnapakam undi (P+.S) 
to him, memory is 

'he remembers' 
There is no - g a expression for this : 

b. *waflikijnapakamga undi (*P :l;D 

'Memory' is a positive (unmarked) state of the mind, just as 
'seeing' is an unmarked state of the eye, and 'hearing' that of the 
ear, so on and so forth. Most languages have expressions only 
for negative (marked) states and not for the unmarked ones. 
Notice that we can say in English: 
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[+Marked] [-Marked] 
(29) a. He is blind : *He is ? [able to see] 

b. He is deaf: *He is? [able to hear] 
c. He is mad : He is ? [? normal] 
d. He is lame: He is? [able to walk normally] 
e. He is forgetful : *He is memoryful 

When there is an attribute, the unmarked states become 
marked and have P + S type of expressions: he has good sight, 
he has good hearing, he has good memory, etc. In Telugu also 
Stative expressionsoccurfor[+ Marked] or [-Positive]. Those 
carrying this feature occur asP+ S without -gii. In other words, 
they behave like [-Transient]. 

(30) wa ljiki cewwju (undl) = P+S or P ~ S. 
'he has deafness' 

(31) waljikipicci (undl) 'he has madness' 

lnthecaseofjniipakam 'memory'[-Transient]- [+Marked]. 

[±Recurring] 

This feature accounts for states whic. 'come', 'hit', as op
posed to those which 'occur', 'happen'. Appropriate predica
tors are selected by this feature. 

kula sa 'being in good' health' [-Rec.] 
jwaram 'fever' [ +Rec.] 

(32) a. w a ljiki kula saga undi. (P : S) 
It is fme for him 'he is fine' 

but not 

b. walju kulasaga unniilju (P: S) 
'he is fine' 

c.* waljikikulasa waccindi (P-S) 
'good health come to him' 
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As opposed to 

(33) a. wa rjiki kopamga undi (P :S) 
'to him there is anger' 

b. wa4u kopamga unnatju (P: S) 
'he is angry' 

c. w a rjiki k o pam waccindi (P +- S) 
'anger came to him' 

'he became angry' 

The features [ ±.Recurring] may be utilized to distinguish 
between 'states with accompanying feelings' and 'states with~ 
out feelings, Consider, for instance, 

(34) a. He is rich (intelligent, beautiful, etc.) 
b. *He feels rich (intelligent, beautiful, etc.) 
c. He is sleepy 
d. He is feeling sleepy 
e. He is awake 
f. *He is feeling awake 

[+Recurring] specifies several states besides instinctives and 
impulsives which are generally characterized as 'feelings'. In 
Telugu some of the non-feeling states specified by [ + Recur
ring] are: picci 'madness', nawwu 'laughter', e t;jupu 'crying', 
pogaru 'arrogance', kala 'dream'. These occur in P+-S with 
wacc- 'to come' as the predicator. 
[-Recurring]: teliwi 'intelligence,j a garta 'alertness', andam 
'beauty', etc. These requi~e kalugu 'to happen' as predicator in 
P~ type of expressions. 

[±Recurring]:labham'profit',n~!am'loss',sandeham'doubt', 
melakuwa 'waking from sleep', santi5~am 'joy, sukham 
'happiness', dukkham 'misery'. 
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[±.Tangible] 

kala 'dream' is in a class by itself. It occurs only in Ila 
type of proposition P-S with wacc - as the predicator. 

(35) a. wiitjiki kala waccindi 
'a dream came to him' or 

'he dreamt' 
b. *wlicj.iki kalaga undi 'to him, there is a dream' 
c. *wii4u kalaga unnacj.u '*he is dreaming' 
d. *wac/i.ki ka!O. .. !indi '*he has a dream'. 

The impossibility of b,c,d is due to the fact that 'dreaming' 
is a state for which the speaker has no apparatus to judge with. 
This shows that statives, by and large, are expressions of states 
from w.hich there is some tangible evidence for the speaker to 
make judgments about. All statives which can characterize 
animate beings or objects in the form 'P has S', or 'P is S' are 
[ + Tangible]. 

[±Inherent] or [ -t_Quality] 

In predicating qualificatory states (see (h) above), Telugu 
and the other Indian languages do not have the normal sen
tence types Ia (P : S), lla (P+-Sl, lila (P +.s). Instead, they have 
lb (P :S), lib (P +-S) , and Illb (P +S) 

(36) a. wlitj.u pot;iugga unniitj.u (P :S) 
'he is tall' 

b. watju potj.ugu awutunnatj.u (P S) 
'he is becoming tall' 

but not c. *watj.iki pocj.uguga undi (P - S) 
'he has tallness' 

d. *wacj.iki. pocj.ugu waccindi (P: S) 
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'tallness came to him' 'he became tall' 
In the case of Illb = P + S, Telugu optionally deletes the 
predicator un- 'to be' 

e. wacju pocjugu 'he is tall' 
adi po¢ugu 'it is tall' 

It appears that there is a basic distinction between 'true 
statives' and 'qualities'. The latter are qualities which are 
basically inherent to beings and objects and therefore require 
that the possessor of these be predicated. It would be interest
ing to explore if there is any language in the world which 
would express a sentence like 

(37) a. The mountain is high 
as b. *There is height to the mountain. 

Secondly most of these are marked [±Animate] whereas 
true statives are [± Animate]. This is perhaps what distin
guishes true adjectives from stative adjectives, e.g. white vs. 
WlSe. 

(38) a. John is wise (P : S) 
b. John has wisdom (P + S) 
c. The wall is white (P : S) 
d. *The wall has whiteness. 

Summary of Conclusions 

1. True ·statives are all marked [ + Animate] and 
[-Agentive]. True adjectives which look like statives in 
surface structure have deep structure differences which are 
manifested in syntax differently in different languages. 
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(39) a. John is cold [True Stative] 
b. It is cold for John. 
c. John is dark [True adjective] 
d. *John has darkness 

In Indian languages 'true statives' characteristically occur 
with 'Possessor' in the dative case, and 'true adjectives' do not 
have this property. 

2. All stative expressions occur in three basic types of 
propositions. 

Ia. ToP, there isS 
b. PisS 

Ila. To P, S comes, occurs 
b. P becomes S 

Ilia. ToP, S (is) (Habitual) 
b. P has S (Habitual) 

Indian languages generalize Ia, Ila, and lila, whereas En· 
glish and other European languages generalize Ib, lib, and 
Illb. (a) and (b) are true translation equivalents and are 
therefore synonymous. It appears that no language uses 'true 
adjectives' in propositions of the type Ia, Ila, and lila. 

3. The semantic structure of stative expressions can be 
described in terms of complex symbols consisting of 
substantive features plus such general features as [±animate] 
[±Human], [±Definite],[± Transient], [±Inherent], [±Marked], 
[±Recurring], etc. This area needs to be explored ·more 
intensively. 

4. Climatic statives may be specified [+Locative: 
and[± Animate]. The minimal argument of a climatic stative 
expression is 0 or a Locative phrase. 
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5. The predicators of stative expressions are of two 
classes (1) copula 'to be' in predicating the 'existential aspect' 
of states; (2) auxiliaries, generally implying 'motion' or 'hap
pening' in predicating the transitory aspect of states. The 
characteristic predicators of this class in IQdian languages 
mean 'come', 'occur', 'hit', 'strike', etc. 

6. A thorough analysis ofstative expressions in Indian 
languages along the lines suggested here will throw light on 
the inter-translatability of these languages, in addition to 
providing insights into language universals. 

7. Some languages may use simple verbs in the place 
of a noun/adjective+ be, come, etc. Te. kala wacc 'a dream to 
come'= English 'to dream'. Even the same language may use 
alternative expressions of this sort, Hindi nTnd ana 'sleep to 
come' as well as sana 'to sleep'. These facts look like surface 
features, language specific or idiosyncratic. However, hypo
thetically, it appears. that languages which generalize lb, lib 
and Illb types of propositions tend to use simple stative verbs 
more extensively than those which generalize types Ia, II a, and 
Ilia. English belongs to the former group and Indian lan
guages to the latter. If this is found true, we have one more 
parameter for studying language typologies. 

8. The absence of 'imperative', 'do----so' pro-forms 
and other such syntactic clues are a direct consequence of the 
semantic structure of stative predicates which distinguishes 
them from non-statives and actives. some of these syntactic 
properties are language specific and not universal like the 
absence of the progressive aspect 'be-iing' for stative verbs 
know, see$ hear, etc. as opposed to LiMn, look and listen. 
Telugu has the progressive aspect even with verbs like 
kanaba4u 'to appear', winaba4u 'to be heard, etc. 
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9. That all statives have two aspects, 'existential' and 
'transitory', seems to emerge as a language universal. These 
may be called 'stative' (existential) and 'enstative' (transitory) 
aspects of stative predicates. Enstatives like 'become hungry' 
'get angry' should not be called actives simply because they 
can occur as 'be---ing' forms. 

10. A thorough analysis of stative expressions in Indian 
languages along the lines suggested here will throw light on 
the intertranslatability of these languages, in addition to pro
viding insights into language universals. 

The appendix to this paper presents a list of stative 
predicates in Telugu with corresponding predicators, and the 
types of the underlying propositions in which they occur in 
terms of the conventions set up in this paper. 
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Appendix 

A. 
[+Human, -Conscious] 

Pred. 
I II III 

I II (a) (b) (a) (b) (a) (b) 
(:) ( -) P:S P:S P -s P- S P+S P+S 

kala wacc + - 'dream' 
This belongs to a class by ieetf 2!S explained in the 

paper. The following expressions are ungrammatical. 

*naku kalaga undi 'to me, it is dreamy' 
*nenu kalaga unnanu ' I am dreamy ' 
*naku kala undi 'I have a dream' 

The following selectional features are assigned to this item: 
[+Transient, +Recurring, -Tangible, -Inherent]. With the 
redundancy rule[- Conscious] - [-Tangible], we can 
eliminate [-Tangible ] from the matrix. 

B.(i) 
(i) [ + Instinct, + Human ] 

(t)akali un aw + + + - + - hunger 
wes 

(2) nidra un wacc + - (?) + - + - sleep 
(3) bhayam un wes + - (?) + - + - fear 
(4)melakuwa un wacc + + + - + - awakening 

(ii) [+Impulse, +Human ] 

(5)/Wpam un wac + + + - + - anger 
(6) wicaram un kalugu + + + - + - sadness 

wacc 
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(7) santi5~am un wacc + + + - + - joy 
kalugu 

(8) garvam un wacc + + + - + - vanity 

(II) [ +Impulse, +Human~ 

Pred. I II III 
I II (a) (b) (a) (b) (a) (b) 

(:) (+--) P:S P:S P +-S P +-SP+S P+S 
(9) siggu un kalugu + + + - + - shyness 

wacc 
(lO)dukklwmunkalugu + + + - + - sorrow 
(11) suklwm un kalugu + + + - + - happiness 

(12) aduru un kalugu + + + - + - anxiety 

Instincts are [+Animate], impulses are [+Human]. All 
the four possible types occur in most cases, the blanks being 
idiosyncratic, e.g. 

P:S wa4iki garvamga undi 'he is vain' 
P:S watju garvamga unnacju 
P-S watjiki garvam waccindi 'he became vain' 
P+S wii4iki garvam undi 'he has vanity' (habitually) 

All these can be marked [±Transient]. All Instincts are 
[+Recurring]; sukham (11) 'happiness' is [-Recurring]. 
All Instincts and Impulses are [+Tangible] and [-Inherent]. 

C.(i) 

[ + Climatic, ± Human ] 

(1) cali 
(2) ukka 

un wes 
un pos 

per{ 

+ -
+ -

+ - ( +) - cold,chill 
+ - stuffiness 

sweat 
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(3) el}cja un kas + - + - sun 
patju 

(4) cTka!i un patj.u + - + - darkness 

c. (ii) 

[+Climatic ,_-~i, +Location] 

Pred II III 
I II (a) (b) (a) (b) (a) (b) 

(:) (-) P:S P:S P -s P -s P+S P+S 
(5) mancu un pacju + - + - + - snow 
(6) wiina un kurus + - + - + - rain 
(7) wennela un kiis + - + - + - moonlight 
(8) gati un ko[! + - + - + - wind 

.,. 
WIC 

States marked [-Human] cannot be predicated as human 
experiences. P:S & P -shave either no grammatical subject 
or they carry a locative complement. (ikkacja) wanagaundi 'it 
is rainy (here)', not *naku wanaga undi '*to me, it is rainy'. 
Only cali 'cold' and ukka 'stuffiness', e!Jcja 'sun', czkafi 'dark
ness' can be predicated as human experiences with State as 
focus, e.g. naku caliga undi 'it is cold for me', nliku cikatiga 
unnadi 'it is dark forme'. Even here the possessor cannot be 
focussed as in English, e.g. I am cold (*nenu caliga unnZinu). 

All climatic states can occur normally with Locative 
complim~nts, L:S, L -s (L = Locative phrase) 

akkatj.a wanaga undi 'it is rainy there' 
akkacj.a wana kurisindi 'it rained there', etc. 
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These states are basically divided into two : 

[±Human] 'cold' 'heal' 'sun' 'dark' 
[-Human] 'rain' 'snow' 'moonshine' 'wind', etc. 

All climatic states are[+ T!ansi~nt; -+Recurring,+ Tangible, 
- Inherent]. -

D. (i) 

[ +Health, - Common] 

Pred 
I II III 

I II (a) (b) (a) (b) (a) (b) 
(:)(-) P:S P:S P -s P +-S P+S P+S 

1. ku.lasii un cikk + + + - ? - good health 
2. iirogyam un kawgu + + + - + - good health 
3. jabbu un wacc + + + - + - sickness 
4. susti un ces + + + - ailment 
5. jwaram un wac + + + - + - fever 

(ii) [-Common] 

6. kalara wacc + - cholera 
7. maliria wacc + - malaria 
8. {ayfiiyi4 - wacc + - typhoid 
9. {ibt un wacc + - + - TB 
10. picci un wacc + - + - madness 
11. cewUflu un wacc + - + - deafness 

General health conditions are specified as 
[+Common ].Specific diseases are [-Common]. All are [ + Hu· 
man]. A feature [ + Good] may be utilized to distinguish 
'Grogyam 'good health' as [+Health, +Common, +Good] from 
susti 'ailment'[ +Health , +Common , -Good] Diseases are 
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specifiable as [+Health , - Common , -Good] 

General health conditions and chronic diseases are 
[-Transient] ; viruses are [+Transient]. 'Good health' is 
[-Recurring], 'bad health' and disesases are [+Recurring]. All 
are [+Tangible] and [-Inherent], e.g. 

wlirjiki jabbugli undi 'he is ill' 
warju jabbugli unnli4u 
wli4iki jabbu cesindi 'he became ill' 
wa4iki jabbu undi 'he has illness' (Chronically) 
*wa4iki ka/araga undi 'he is choleric' 
*wa4u ka/araga unnat;i.u 
wa4iki kalara waccindi 
*wa4iki ka/ara undi 

E. (i) 

[+Animate, + Accidenta\] 
Pred 

I . 
I II (a) (b) 

(:) (-) P:S P:S 
(l)ad~{am un kalugu 

wacc 
(2) liibham un kalugu 

wacc 
(3)~{am un kalugu 

wacc 

(4l cawu - wacc 

'he got cholera' 
'he has cholera' 

II ill 
(a) (b) (a) (b) 

P -s P -s P+S P+S 
+ -

+ - + -

+ - + -

+ - + -

luck 

profit 

loss 

death 

The first three are [+Human], the last [+Animate]. All are 
[+Recurring], [+Tangible]; the last is [+Transient], but others 
are [±Transient]. We cannot say 
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*wacjiki cawu undi 'he has derith' 

as though death is a non-transient state or possession. But 
WQ~iki adrU.~!Qm Ufldi I he has luck' is grammatical. (2) and (3) 
can occur in P:S or P:S as two-argument predicates 

F. 

wacjiki wyaparam 15 
labhamga undi 
? wacju wyaparamlo 
labhmga unnatj.u 

'It is profitable for him 
in business' 

'he is profitting in business' 

[+Health. -Instinct, -Impulse,+ Common] 

.. 

Pred 

I IL 
(:) (--) 

(l)jnapakf!m un wacc 
(2) daya ~. un kalugu 
(3) nlti un -
( 4) nijiiyui. un 
(S)jagana un kalugu 

(6) sukJwm un kalugu 
(7) dukkham un kalugu 
(8) wicaram un kab.1gu 
(9) blliigyam · un wacc 

kab.lgu 
(lO)daridram un wacc 
(11) kfrti un wacc 

I II III 
(a) (b) (a) (b) (a) (b) 

P:S P:S P .--s P -s P+S P+S 

- + 

- + 
- ? 
- + 

+ -
+ -

+ -

+ -
+ -
+ -
+ -

+ -
+ -

+ -
+ -
+ -
+ -
+ -

+ -
+ -
+ -
+ -

+ -
+ -

memory 
kindness 
morality 
honesty 
alertness 
care 
happiness 
misery 

sadness 

wealth 

poverty 

fame 
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All th~ states in this class can be specified by the matrix 
[+Human, -lnsrinct,-Impulse,-Health.J All of them are 
[-Transient], [+Tangible], and [-Inherent]. Only 9-11 are 
[±Recurring]; the rest are [-Recurring]. These latter states 
'exist' or 'occur', and do not 'come'. These states are treated 
as semi-permanent possessions rather than as 'transient' feel
ings. (5) jagarta 'alertness' and (6) sukham happiness, 
(7)dukkham 'sorrow', (8) wicaram 'sadness' are the only ones 
that occur in thre~ possible propositions. 

E.g.: P:S *wacjiki dayaga undi 'to him, there is kindness' 
P:S *wacj.u da_vaga unnarj.u 'he is kind' 

G. 

p - s wacfiki daya k.aligindi 'he became kind' 
P+S waqiki daya undi 'he has kindness' 
P:S *warj.iki jagartaga undi 'he is alert' 
P:S · wacj.u jagartaga unnatj.u 
P - S u,oa4iki jagarta_ k.aligindi 'he became alert' 
P+S wacj.iki jagarta undi 'he has alertness' 

[+Inherent, ±Animate] 

Pred I II III 
I II (a) (b) . (a) (b) (a) (b) 

(:) (--) P:S P:S P +-S P +-S P+S P+S 

(i) pocjugu un aw + + tall 

po[!i un aw + + short 
ettu Ufl QW + + high· 
lawu. un QW + + stout 
sannamun aw + + thin 
pcd{iil un aw + + big 
cznn:?. WI aw + + small 
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(ii) ga{{i un paqu/aw + 
metta un paqu/aw + 
nunna un patj.u/aw + 
garuku un Jaw + 

(iii) tel/a un pacju/aw + 
nalla un paqu/aw + 
·erra un pacju/aw + 
pacca un bacju/aw + 

(iv) andam un - + 
asahyamun - + 

(v)uppa- un pa4u!aw + 
kiiram un Jaw + 
cappa un pa4u/aw + 
tiyya WI pa4u/aw + 
pulla WI pa~u/aw + 
cedu WI Jaw + 
wagaru WI Jaw + 
kamma un aw + 

(vi)wasana WI ko_l! + 
wacc 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 
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hard 
soft 
smooth 
rough 

white,fair 
black,dark 
red 
green/ 
yellow 

beauty 
repulsion 

·salt 
hot 
bland 
sweet 
sour 
bitter 
astringent · 
tasty 

fragrance 

Most, if not all, of these attributes are inherent features E>f 
objects or anim~te beings. (i) to (iv) are [+Animate], (v) and 
(vi) are [-Animate]. In propositions containing these predi
cates, the 'possessor' of the state is not the 'experiencer'. The 
experiencer is always [+Animate]. Examine, for instance: 

P:S waqiki akaliga undi 'he is hungry' 
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P:S wac!u akaliga unna4u 
P:S w'iicj.u nallagO. unnliqu' 'he is dark (black)' 

but not 
P:S "'-wacjiki nallaga undi '*to him, is blackness' 

65 

In the first pair wa4u 'h~r fs the possessor of the state of 
hunger, he is also the experience[ of 'fiunger'. In the second 
.pair the experiencer is the one makirrg the utterance a bout !)is 
visual experience~ The possessor of tbe state is not its 
experiencer. For this reason we C}n _s~y naku >vacju -rtallaga 
unnacju 'to me, he is (seems) dark' but not-1to him; there is 
darkness'. Where the experienreris also tbe possessor of the 
attribute we get a two-place predication. 

w'iicj.i/.."i mogam nallaga undi 'to him, the face is dark' 
(his face is dark) 
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We can represent the deep structure contrasts by the following 
diagram. 

(1) wacj.u okiliga unnii4u }'he is hungry' . P=Possessor 
wa4iki iik.aliga undi E=Experiencer 

A= Attribute 
• 

Proposition 

r ossessor - E Predicate 

~ 
State 

I 
iikfJliga 

&Zig a 

·Predictor 
I 

· unnZJ4u 

undi 

(2) (naku) wii4u nallaga unniiqu 'he is dark' (speaker =I) 
P

2 
who is notE in the embedded proposition does not 

occur in the dative. 
Proposition 

Predicate 

p =E 
2 

l 
wadu 

Predicate 

1\ 
State Predicator 
I I , 

nallaga unniidu 
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__ (3) wat:jiki mogam nallaga undi ' to him, the face is dark' 

This proposition is possible because P
2 

is a body part or 
possession of P1• We may generalize that where we have P1 
and P

2
,P

1 
should be Experiencer or Possessor of the object 

denoted by P2 • Where P1 = Experiencer or True Possessor, 
certain syntactic constructions are blocked. 

Proposition 

Predicate 

pl 
/\ 

pr 
State -Attri Predictor 

I 
wadiki mogam nallaga undi 

Another characteristic of attributive ( sta tiv~ )predicates is that 
they occur in sentences without a copula under P+S type (?). 

wa4u po{f.ugu 'he is tall' (habitual) (that -man +taliness) 
7 koTJi!a euu 'this hill is high (habitual) (this hill +height) 
a abbayinalupu 'that -boy is dark' -(that boy+darkness) 

The statives are derived abstract nouns. Such constructions are 
not possible with states which may be characterized as expe
riences ofpossessions.This classof:predicates hasP-S type 
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(P becoms S) as in English. This is a feature not shared by the 
other statives. 

wacj.u sannaba4utunn54u 'he is becoming lean' 
pa!Jfllu tiyyabaf!4ay 'the froitrtarned sweet' 

In other words these are 'inceptive verbs' derived from a ttribu
tive adjectives. The following sentence types deserve expla
nation: 

P+S T paf)t.juku. pulupu un.di 'this fruit has sourness' 
T puwwuku wlisana undi 'this flower has fragrance' 

A NOTE ON THE TENSE OF 'EXISTENTIAL' AND 
'TRANSITORY' ASPECTS OF STATIVES 

i.e. 
The 'existential aspect' of as~iJle.is.necessarily dura tiona!, 

wa4u kOpamga unnlitju 'he is angry, he was angry, 
he has been angry' 

If no defmite tim,e adverbial is used, the state of anger 
attributed to the person is said to obtain at the time of the 
utterance. There is no indication when the state 'began' and 
how long the person 'has had' the state. In other words an 
unmarked existential aspect has only one terminal (the time of 
utterance) crf the time span indicated. A time adverbial of the 
type 'from morning till evening', 'for three hours' can be added 
in which the two termimils of duration may be indicated. The. 
time focussed by the verb is a strech rather than a point when 
an existential predicator is used (i.e., undi, unnacj.u, etc.). But 
in the case of'transitory' predi-cators like 'he became angry' ('to 
him, anger came') the time focussed by the predicator is a 
'point' and.not a 'span'. Transitory predictors do not take 
durational adverb complements 
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•wa4iki ninna{i nunci kOpam '*he became angry since 
waccindi yesterday' 

This situation seems to hold good for many other 
languages. The following diagrams represent the contrast be
tween 'durational' and 'transitory' aspects of statives. Leech 
calls them 'perfective' and 'inceptive' (Leech 1970:57-8). 

Durational (TL= time of locution) 

(1) Unmarked with time-terminals unrepresented as in 
'He knows' (=Present) 

Past Future 

TL 

(2) One terminal stated, anchored to TL. (Present Perfect) 
'He has been angry for three hours' 

Past Future 

TL 
(3) Two terminals stated of which one terminal is not 

anchored to TI... (Past or Past Perfect) 'He was angry yester
day'. 

Past e ·- I ·Future 

These three varieties are expressed by the same form of copula 
in Telugu. 
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Transitory 
1 - -Past I Future 

TL 

any point in past or future or at TL. 

Examples: 

watj.iki kopamga undi 'he is/was/has been angry' 
wadu kor' ·m~a unniidu . . (._ . 
wa4iki kupam wastundi 
wa4iki. kopam waccindi 
watj.iki .: .. )pam wastunnadi 

'he will become angry' 
'he became angry' 
'he is/was/has been getting 
Jngry' 
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A NOTE ON THE I 
NONSEPARABILITY OF 

TENSE AND ASPECT 

I C. Ramarao 
Osmania University 

Abstract: It has been rather a vexing problem to separate tense and 
aspect in natural languages, even tlwugh there is a broad agreement 
among linguists on what constitutes tense and what constilutes aspect. 
Tlzis difficulty mainly arises from the fact "in many languages the formal 
encoding of tense is not seperate from the formal encoding of aspect". 
However, Comrie makes the distinction between tense and aspect on 
conceptual basis. This note tries to explore such a possibility of distin
guishing in Telugu and owlines the problems that arised. 

Comrie, succinctly expresses the distinction by saying that 
aspect is situational internal and tense is situation external. He 
elaborates it by saying that 'aspect is concerned with the 
internal temporal constituency of a situation" whereas "tense 
is grammaticalized expression of localization in time". 

The present note is strictly a characterological exploration 
which might at least facilitate future typological or areal 
investigations of Tense and aspect in Indian languages. 

Before going into the topic proper, I would like to outline 
the tense system of Telugu as I understand. 

It is customary to identify three tenses, namely, present, 
past and future in Telugu . Taking the verb "to come" as an 
instance the following forms can be taken as illustration. 

Future 
was-ta-nu 
I come 

Present 
wast-unna -nu 
I am coming 

Past 
wacc- re-nu 
I came 
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The future form also expresses habitual aspect, which depends 
upon linguistic and non-linguistic contexts. The past form i1 

indefinite to proximity or remoteness. The past and future 
forms can be used with the present implication (? relevance) 
like. 

(1) i[;. --.: e 1 >:;[anu "I will come right away" 
(2) ippmfe wu:...c a::nu "I have come right now" 

Though both the forms have present implications, the past 
denotes a completed action and the future form denotes a yel· 
to-start action. 

The present verb form is readily a progressive form 
with no time marking. It can be used in future and past also m 
the following examples suggest. 

(3) reppodduna mi in{iki kafzki wastunnan~ 
'Tomorrow morning, I will be coming to yom 
house for (a cup of) coffee' 

( 4) ninna m I£inguayip o gan e in{iki wefutunnanu· 
'I was going home immediately after the 
meeting' 

(5) ippu4e bazaru nunci wastunnanu 
'Right now, I am coming from the market' 

As the above example suggest that the tense of 'present' form, 
is not independent but depends upon some other time expres· 
sian in the sentences. It is true that a sentence with no explicit 
clue for time, often gets present interpretation. It is however 
quite natural to give a present interpretation, for a fonn that. 
expresses an on going action with no time reference. Present 
tense is an unmarked tense and there are many languages 
which have no morphological markings for it. By.the above 
examples we can say that Telugu marks past and nonpast in; 
verbs and present is not linguistically coded. The preseDII 
interpretation of the verb forms depend upon either the timel 
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reference elsewhere or the absence of it. 

75 

Equational sentence in Telugu have no explicit verbs. 
They express the states and qualities of Topic noun phrases. 

( 6) Zi me andamayinadi 
'She is pretty' 

(7) atanu m ii rkhwJu 
'He is an idiot 

(8) ayana ~ZikJaru 
'He is a doctor' 

The above sentence are non action sentences that 
express states, qualities or profesSi6ns. In the absence of any 
other clue, they express the qualities of the topic noun phrases 
which must be true at the time ofthe speech act. They are 
actually tenseless sentences and they get present interpretation 
because of the unmarked quality of present tense. They can be 
made sensitive to past reference only by lexical expression of 
time. They cannot be made future sentences even by lexical 
choice. The equivalent of certain semantic ranges of the 
English verb 'to be' in Telugu is 'undu' which usually expresses 
the location of an object in time-space continuos. In some 
dialects the tense inflected forms are the following. 

Past & Present Future 
unn-a-nu 
I am & was 

un-{-a nu 
I will be 

(9) Sinha garu ninna cfhilli lo unnaru 
iwwala haidarabadulo unnaru 
repu maisurlo Uf1t.aru 

"Dr. Sinha was in Delhi yesterday, (he) is in H yderabad 
today and (he) will be in Mysore tomorrow" 

For this dialect of Telugu the Tense distinction is future and 
non future. What is common to both action verbs and stative 
verbs, is that past verbs express factual information and the 
future verbs express expected information. In these finite 
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verbs, it become difficult to separate factual from the past and 
expectational from the future. It is possible to take factual and 
expectational as primary and past, present and future are 
derived from the linguistic and non linguistic contexts. 

Coming to nonfinite verbs, there are two participles 
which are generally called past participle and present parti
ciple as in the following typical sentences. 

(1 0) atanu annam tini nidra p o y a tJu 
'He ate (his) meal (and) slept 

(11) ame nawwutii matladutundi • • 
'She smiles while she talks' 
'She talks with a smile' 

These nonfinite verbs donotspecifically denote any time. The 
typicai functions of these non finite verbs are that the past 
participle serialises the actions chronologically and the present 
participle, expresse·s- simultaneity. There are many other 
functions which are treated elsewhere. Many of the functions 
are derived from the semantic content of the predicates and 
probably from the nature of the external world. When these 
nonfinite verbs are used in immediate proximity they function 
as attributes to the main verbs expressing the state, habit or 
quality of the agent. 

(12) atanu kalejiki annam tini wel!{i4u 
'He goes to college by eating a meal' 
(13) atanu caduwutu nidra pot a rJu 

'He sleeps while reading (a book)' 
In the above sentences it is not so much of sequentiality or 

simultaneity that are expressed but they express state or a 
habit. The priority of the action expressed in the nonfinite 
verbs looks like an iconic feature related to their occurrence in 
a sentence. The tense interpretation is a derived factor but not 
inherent in the participles. The negative participle clearly 
express a state rather than an acticn in these sentences. 
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(14) atanu annam tinakunqa ka lejiki we![ _a;qu 
'He went to college without eating his meal' 

There is only one negative one negntive non finite participle 
corresponding to both of the pc~itive non finite participles. 
The descrepency in the presuppositions bet\veen 
corressponding positive and negative forms is expected. 

Telugu also has another set of participles used in 
relativizations. The past and present relative participles cor
respond to the past and present finite verbs illustrated earlier. 
The future like relative participle is a more generalized one and 
does not point to any time. Corresponding to all relative 
participles, correspond to the past and present finite verbs 
illustrated earlier. The future like relative participle is a more 
generalized one and does not point to any time. Corresponding 
to all relative participlei there is only one negative 
participlewhich usually denotes a quality or state in attributive 
position. 

(15) klasuku raniwaclu kalejiki enduku 
waccinattu? 
'Why has he come to college when he does not 
come to class' 
(The person who doesn't come to class) 

The above discussion points out to the fact that aspects 
and tenses are quite intertwined in such a way that they are not 
separable. Whether the forms denote primarily tense or aspect 
depends upon the linguistic and non linguistic contexts as well 
as the perspective of an observer. I do not mean to say that it 
is the general case. I only intend to say that this is the case in 
some languages. 
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CONSEQUENCES OF SYNTACTIC I 
CHANGES IN CONTACT SITUATION 

Harblr Arora I 
University of Delhi 

When two languages come in contact, borrowing of 
phonological, morphological and syntactic features takes 
place.lnteraction due to prolonged contact betwen two 
languages belonging to two genetic groups rna y result in a 
language with a totally different grammatical structure. 
Dakkhinjl spoken in Andhra Pradesh and the other southern 
parts of India provides one such example. Prior to the 
formation of Andhra Pradesh, Hyderabad and the other area 
of Telangana were under Mus lim rule. Contact between 
Telugu speakers and Urdu speakers started around 14th 
century when Muslim invaded south. Such a bilingual situ
ation that prevailed for more than five centuries resulted in 
the present variety of Dakkhini which in many ways is 
identical to Telugu in its syntactic traits and is radically 
different from Hindi-Urdu as well as from earlier variety of 
Dakkhini that emerged in the fourteenth century and existed 
as a written laguage till the seventeenth century2

• 

As a language undergoes process of syntactic change 
due to contact: 

( I ) It expands its structure and function leading to the 
emergence of new device/devices to expres certain construc
tion types that are not found in the source language. Devel
opment of bol ke the past participial form of verb bol 'say' and 
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ki as complementizer in Dakkhini along with their multiple 
function 3 provides examples of such a device not found in the 
source language. The following examples are illustrative. 
1. D: Uno a: ta: bolke bola: pan niiT: a:y a: 

he will come COMP said but NEG come 
' He said that he will come but did not come.' 

2. D: uno kab a:ta: ki mere ku naT: ma:lum 
he when will come COMP I DAT NEG know 
' I do not know when he will come' 

The development of the new complernentizer bol ke 
and extention offuction of ki can be attributed to Telugu, the 
donor language. 

3.T: wa:cju osta:cJ ani ceppy a:cju fra:ni ra:le:du 
he will come COMP said' -tmt-did not come 

4.T: wa:du yeppuqu osta:c;Io: na:ku teliyadu . 
he when will COMP I DAT do not know 

(II) When two languages come in contact as a result of 
convergence either one of the two languages incorporates 
syntactic rules of the other language almost in toto leading 
to Extreme Convergence4 (i.e. convergence of two systems). 
A one to one correspondence between the form and function 
in case of two complementizers bol ke and ki the syntactic 
changes involved in the shift of a presentential complemen
tizer found in Hindi-Urdu (sentences ( 5) & ( 6) below to a 
post sentential complementizer in Dakkhini (sentences (1) 
and (2) above ) on the Dravidian pattern. The multiple 
functions5 performed by these complementizers are evidence 
for convergence of two systems where either one incorpo
rates the rules of the other almost in toto. Following examples 
are illustrative: 
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( 5) H-U: us ne kaha: tha ki vah a:yega: par nahi:a:ya: 
he ERG said was COMP he will come but NEG 

come 

( 6 ) H-U: mujhe nahT:pata: ki vah kab a: yega: ? 
I DAT NEG known COMP he when will come 

(III) An existing construction in the recipient language may 
be reanalysed to incorporate new construction types of the 
donor language into its system. By reanalysis6 we mean a 
mechanism of syntactic change which may or may not lose 
its original function and is reanalysed to perform various new 
functions. Complement constructions with bol ke and ki and 
relative participle with so in Dakkhini are examples of such 
a reanalysis. The complementizer ki has been reanalyzed to 
perform the various functions in addition to functioning as a 
generalized postposed complementizer (ki functions as a 
disjunctive marker (both clausal and phrasal), as dubitative 
marker, as an indefinite liner in relative constructions, as a 
staller etc.) bol ke the post participial form of the verb bol'say' 
has been been grammaticalized. bolke performs various 
functions such as: as a reason marker, purposive marker, 
purposive marker, quotative, to express thought and desire or 

intention, is used for naming and labelling, as quotative etc. 

(For detailed discussion ,see Arora 1987) losing its lexical 
meaning. Furhter, the adjectivalizer so, a correlative marker 
in Hindu-Urdu is re-assigned an entirely a new set of func
.tions such as adjectivalizer, (pronomial as well as pred.ica
tive ), complementizer, Linker in negative verbal participles 
and in reason clauses 7 • Such a reassignment of functions to 
so illustrates that there need not be any commonness of a 
particular item between the s~urce.and borrowing languages 
in reanalysis in contrast to the r"'eassignment of functions in 
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Dakkhini to the Hindi-Urdu complementizer ki where the 
basic function ki forms the focus for the extension of domains 
of the complementizer in Dakkhini. 

(IV) Syntactic change may lead to elimination of an existing 
category on the pattern of the language which it comes in 
contact with. The loss of ne the ergative marker and loss of 
the verb 'to be' as a tense carrier in the final position8 in most 
of the constructions are instances which support this. The 
following examples are illustrative: 

( 7) D: anjayya: ca:y pi: liya: 
Anjayya tea drank 
'Anjayya drank tea.' 

( 8) H-U: anjayya: ne ca:y pi: li: 
Anjayya..ERG tea drank 
'Anjayya drank tea.' 

Telugu does not have any ergative marker. 

( 9) T: anjaya:¢ ca:y ta:gina:tju 
Anjayya tea drank 
'Anjayya drank tea' . 

.L.oss of verb 'to be' can be illustrated by the following 
example. Notice that Telugu too does not have verb 'be' in the 
final position. 

(10) D: uno mere Khar ku roz a:ta ¢ 
he my home DAT every day come IMPF 
'He comes to my nouse every day.' 

(11) H-U: wah roz mere ghar a:ta: hai 
-~e everyday mv nome come i:MPF is 
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(12) T: wa:r;Iu rozu na: in!i ki osta:4u 
he everyday my home DATcome IMPF 

such a change involving the loss of the verb 'to be' in the 
final position supports the claim made by Li and Thompson 
(1977) that "Copula is extremely susceptible to change, it can 
be easily lost, borrowed or redeveloped (p.16. lntr.)". The 
loss of gender·number agreement especially in relative par
ticiples and the loss of genitive in participial construction9 in 
Dakkhini are further examples of this principle. 

The loss of gender, number and person agreement can 
be seen in the following example. 
(13) D: ghar ku a:re so bacca: 

home DATis 
comingADJR boy 

bacci: 
girl 
bacce 
boys 
bacciya: 
girls 

'The girl/girls/boy/boys who are coming home.' 
r-\5 opposed to this Hindu-Urdu does show agreement 

m participial constructions: 

'14) H-U: ghar a:ta: hua larka: 
;lome a:ti: hui: iarki: 
a:ta a:te hue iarke 

'Telugu as expected does not show the agreement. 

1 15) T: iniiki ostunna 
~ • .Jme DAT will come 

pilla 
girl 
mlaga:cju 
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pillalu 
girls 
pilawa4u 
boys 
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(V) On the other hand, an existing category may be expressed 
by a new morpheme on the pattern of the donor language. 
Onceagain the complement construction provides one such 
example. The complement construction with post sentential 
complementizer kar ke, the past participial form of the verb 
kar'do' can be expressed by thecomplementizer bolkewhich 
has potential to replace kar ke in almost all the functions. Due 
to existance of kar ke as a post sentential complementizer in 
earlier Dakkhini as well as in the present day Dakkhini we 
hypothesize that kar ke was already being used as a post 
sentential complementizer in Dakkhini but innovation of 
bolke on the pattern of ani (the post sentential complemen
tizer in Telugu) has repla~ed karke. karke might have acted 
as a catalyst for the borrowing of bolke complementizer with 
various functions from Telugu into Dakkhini, which in turn 
might have introduced its different functions to kar ke. On 
the basis of the this type of change we can conclude that a 
particular syntactic change may have effect of triggering the 
syntactic change in other element resulting in a complement 
construction with two complementizers competing with each 
other in various functions 10• Complementizer bolke andkarke 
show almost indential behavior in their functions. 

(16) D: un a:ta: karke/bolke bola: pan nai a:ya: 
he will come COMP COMP said but NEG came 
'He said that he will come but did not come.' 

Thus, a new complementizer with verb 'say' (ie. bolke) 
emerged due to syntactic reanalysis in contact situation. 
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(VI) Synatactic change in a contact and convergent situation 
may lead to total or partial loss of obligatory distinctions. An 
expression or an element may become less obligatory thus 
showing the tendency towards loss or optional occurrence of 
that expression or element on the pattern of the donor 
language. One can think of such a situation in Dakkhini 
where the Hindu-Urdu genitive is replaced by 0 in participles 
or is replaced by other categories such as the dative ku as in 
sentence (18) and the complementizer bolke in sentence (20). 
The following are illustrative. 

(17)H-U: ra:m ki: di: hui kita:b 

(18) D: 

Ram DAT give PERF PPLE book 
'The book that Ram gave.' 

ra:m ¢ 

ram 
diye so kita:b 
give PERF ADJR book 

(19) H-U: mujhe ghar ja:ne ki:· jaldi: hai 
GEN hurry is 

(20) D: 

I DAT home go INF 
'I am in a hurry to go home.' 

mere ku ghar jane ku jaldi: hori 
I DAT home go INF DAT hurry hap 

ja:na: bolke 
goiNFCOMP 

-pening 

Notice that the genitive in sentence (17) above func
tioning as a status reducer (as it reduces the status of a clause 
to that of a phrase) in Hindu-Urdu is deleted in Dakkhini 
(sentence (18) above). The deletion of the genitive as a status 
reducer can be explained by hypothesizing that it is due to 
convergence with Telugu as illustrated in sentence (21) 
below: 



(21) T: ra:mu4u 
Ramudu 
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zcczna pustakam 
give PERF ADJR book 

The replacement of the genitive by the dative in 
Dakkhini (sentence (20) above) is due to a syntactic process 
which we !able as 'dativization' 11 which again is due to 
convergnce with Telugu. 

(22) T: na:kuinJiki po:vacja:niki tondarga: undi 
I DAT home DAT go INF DAT hurry is 

The reason for the retention of the gentive in Dakkhini 
in addition of the dative lw in some sentences as in sentence 
(23) below and the complementizer bolke could be that a 
syntactic change is still in progress and at present the bolke 
type construction, the dative and the genitive are three 
competing constructions. The follwoing sentence with all 
the three complementizers is illustrative: 

(23) D: MiT va: .ja:na ka bhot kosiS kara: 
I there goiNF GENa lot tried 

ja:na: bolke 
goiNF COMP 
ja:ne ku 
go INF DAT 

'I tried a lot to go there.' 

The distinction between the dative and the genitive is 
minimized in many constructions. Thus the loss of the 
genitive is still in a transistional stage whereas in case of the 
ergative and non ergative consturctions the distinction is lost 
completely due to loss of the ergative marker ne. The loss in 
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total in the sense that loss of ne has resulted in the change 
where the verb agrees with the subject in Dakkhini unlike 
Hindu-Urdu where the agreement is between the object and 
the verb. The following examples are illustrative. 

(24)H-U: 

(25) 0: 

D: 

ra:m si:ta: ne ca:y pz: 
ERG tea drank 

ra:m/sita drank tea. 

ra:m ¢ 

Ram 
ca:y pzya: 

tea drank 
'Ram drank tea.' 

si:ta: ¢ 

sita 
ca:y pz: 

tea drank 
'sita drank tea.' 

(VII) In additon to the elimination or loss of obligatory 
distinctions, convergence may lead to syntactic change re
sulting in innovation of certain distinctions which become 
obligatory. Syntactic as well as formal distinction between 
verbal and relativ~ particilpes in Dakkhini can be regarded as 
an evidence, such a distinction is an innovation on the 
Dravidian pattern as Indo-Aryan languages do not maintain 
such a distinction. Verbal participles in Dravidain languages 
are used to link a subordniate clause to the main clause12• 

They never be used as adjectives unless an adjectivalizer is 
attached. Hindi. Urdu has three kinds of participles: imper
fect, perfect and conjunctive participles. The imperfect and 
perfect participles can be used as verbal as well as relative 
participles and they are indentical in form. The following 
examples are illustrative: 
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(26) H-U: vah ka:m karte hui T.V. dekh rahi: thi: 
she work do IMPF PPLE T.V.seePROG was 
'she was watching T. V while working.' 

(27) H-U: ka:m karti:hui: larki: 
work do IMPF PPLE: girl 
'The girl who is working.' 

(28) D: use gaye hue bahutdin ho gaye hai 
him go PERF PPLE manydays have happened 
lit is many days since he has gone.' 

(29) D: gay a: hua: larka: 
go PERF PPLE boy 
'The boy who has gone.' 

Thus we see that imperfect and perfect participles are 
homophonous in its verbal and adjectival usage. The same iS 
not the case with Dhakkhini. 

(30) D: bacca: khate ue kuch tobi: sacra: 

(31) D: 

{32) T: 

boy eat IMP PPLE something EMPH thinking 
'The boy is thinking something while eating.' 

kha:na: 
food 

kha:te so 
eat IMP ADJR 

'The boy who is eating.' 

bacca: 
boy 

ma: pillaga: flu annam tintu: e :mo: 
a:locincukontu nna:du . . 
my boy food eat IMPF 
PPLE something was thinking 
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(33) T: annam tintunna 
food eat IMPF PPLE 

pillaga :rj.u 
boy 

Hence we notice that syntatic change due to conver
gence can result in loss of certain distinction as well as 
innovation of certain new ones: 

(VII) A construction may be partially retained and a hybrid 
construction may be formed due to contact induced change 
where part of the construction is retained from the recipient 
language either in function or in fonn. The hybrid relatives 
in Dakkhini provide such an example. Hybrid relatives 
exhibit parital similarity with Telugu as well as Hindi-Urdu 
in the form and function. In such a construction, in Dakkhini, 
though a relative pronoun is used (the one found in Hindi
Urdu) in place of the interrogative pronoun on Dravidian 
pattern, the post sentential relative linker ki too is retained 
which shows theTelugu influence. 

(34) D:Jo admi: Ku amma:paise dyo boli ki vo admi: ku de 
REL PRO man DAT mother money give said COMP 
that mna DAT give 

Give money to the person when the mother asked you to 
dyo.' 
give to' 

There is a parallel syntactic construction in Konkani, 
which shows identical pattern with regard to the usage of the 
relative prooun and linker as in Dakkhini. Consider the 
following example from Nadkami(1970): 

(35) jo mha:nta:ro pe: par va: ccet a:ssa(ki) to 
which old man paper reading is linker that 
da:ktarn a:sse 
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doctor is 
'The old man who is reading a paper is a doctor.' 
Thus, in the process of convergence a language shows 

innovation replacing an earlier form by new construction 
types, or retention, where the recipient language retains the 
earlier constructions along with the borrowed ones with 
similar function with the result that the two constructions 
compete with each other with similar functional distribution. 
In addition, the language also shows internal development 
and has novel innovations which can neither be attributed to 
the donor language nor to the recipient language but are result 
of contact independent developments. These innovations 
though less in number when compared to borrowed construc
tions and retentions are worth discussingY 

A close examination of complementation, dativiza
tion. conjunctive participles and noun modification 14 

reveals an extensive grammatical convergence which pro
vides counter evidence to the claim that"the grammatical 
systems of two languages are impenetrable to each other 
(Meilett 1938)"15 and also to the claim that "no where do we 
find any but superficial interinfluencings (Sapir 1927)".16 

However, such a convergence in grammar provides an 
example to what has been stated by Kuiper (1974) as"a 
language can adopt foreign syntactical construction while 
retaining its inherited morphological elements". A study of 
Dakkhini syntax provides further support for claims such as 
"language change can result in such for reaching changes 
.that the effected language assumes a different structural 
type"Y 
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Notes 

1. Considering different views (Grierson (1918), Shirani (1928), 
Bloch (1930), Saxena (1952),Verma and Verma (1959), 
Zore (1960), Chaterjee (1963), Sadique (1964), Khan (1954, 
1969), Haque (1964) and meterial available on Dakkhini it 
seems convincing to consic;ler Dakkhini as a form of lan
iuage which originated around Delhi and developed with 
lhe conquest to Muslims from Delhi to Punjab and was 
influenced by other dialects such as Haryanavi, Khari boli 
and Braj spoken in Delhi and the surrounding areas. Later it 
travelled through Gujarat, Maharashlra, Andhra and 
Kamataka with the conquest of Khilji. 

The language was further taken lo the south during Tuglaq's 
period. Later, when the capital was shifted back to Delhi, a 
large number of people stayed back. These people (both 
Hindus and Muslims) were from different places and spoke 
mixed language which had in it the elements of Punjabi, 
Haryanavi, Rajasthani, Khariboli and Braj. 

2. Written texts that are available (starting from 14th century 
onwards) include Banda Nawaz (1388,1423), Ashraf() 

Abdulla (1613), Wajahi (1636), Mohummad Sharif(1700), 
Mahmood Shah Husaini(1819), Mir As gar Ali Kazi (1869), 
Abidshah AI Hasan ul Husain (1670), Mahmood Shah 
Husaini(1819), Abdulla(1623), Gausi Dakkhini (n.d.),Vali 
Q. These works are found in different sources (Sharma1954, . 
1962,1964), Panchal (1978), Telang(1975). 

3 .. - For multiple functions performed by ki see Arora (1987), 
Subbarao and Arora (1989). For the functions performed by 
bolke see Arora (1987). 

4. See Subbarao and Arora (1989). 
5. See Arora (1987), Subbarao and Arora (1989). 
6. See Arora (1987), Arora and Subbarao (1989) 
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7. For detailed discussion,see Arora (1987), Arora and 
Subbarao (1988). 

8. 'be' is not lost totally, its occurence can be seen in many 
other positions. 

9. For a detailed discussion, see Arora and Subbarao(1990). 
10. For detailed discussion, see Arora(1987). 
11. Dativization is considered as Dravidian phenamenon by 

Subbarao (1983). 
12,13. For detailed discussion, see Arora(1987). 
14. For detailed discussion, see Arora (1989). 
15. Quoted in Weinreich (1963). 
16. Also quoted in Weinreich (1963). 
17. Belie' in the 6th International Congressof Linguistics as 

mentioned in Weinreich (1963). 
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That there has been linguistic convergence due to 
prolonged contact between speakers from different lan
guage families in India, is now an established fact (Eme
neau : 1956, 1969; Chatterji : 1953, Southworth : 1974, 
Kuiper : 1967, Caldwell : 1856). The data used by scholars 
for such assertions were primarily confined to written rec
ords for obvious reasons. Consequently, the observations 
may be said to be relevant for what got codified as norma
tive language. It would not be unreasonable to believe that 
the speakers did have other variants available to them for 
interaction at different sociolinguistic domains which did 
not necessarily match the normative use. Unfortunately, 
there is little data available on the actual language use in 
face to face interactions necessitating innovations and ad
aptations in linguistic strategies for pragmatic functions. 
There must have been bilingualism across language family 
boundaries at the grassroots level to such an extent that the 
mutual influences were not merely confined to the borrow
ing of formal properties of language (lexical as well as 
grammatical) but also penetrated the various discourse strat
egies adopted by the speakers for day to day informal 
conversations. In the absence of historical evidence for 
language usc in prehistoric India, the only way tc~ cecon-
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struct such information can be through exploring the 'cur
rent patterns of language use' (Shapiro and Schiffman : 
1981, p. 144). 

Even synchronic formal grammars do not generally 
encode information about how available normative struc
tures and lexicon in a given language can be, and are, 
exploited by the speakers for non-literal purposes in order 
to achieve pragmatic ends. For instance, as far as we know, 
no grammar of Indian languages tells us how an FT A (face 
threatening act- see Brown and Levinson : 1978) can be 
committeed by using a higher level honorific pronoun where 
a lower level honorific or non-honorific pronoun is 
required (i.e. saying aap Qr aapni where tum or tumi ''You" 
is expected in Hindi and Bangia respectively). Or, how a 
potential FTA can be redressed by the use of past tense 
where the reference is to the future (Subbarao, Agnihotri, 
Mukherjee: 1991). 

Some current studies dealing with the use of vector 
verbs to indicate attitudes (Abbi : 1991), question words 
for non-question functions (Lakshmi Bai : 1991), and 
causatives, passives and other syntatic strategies for polite
ness (Subbarao et al: 1991) indicate the pragmatic aspects 
of linguistic convergence in India. 

This paper deals with some discourse strategies com
monly shared by speakers of Dravidian languages like Tamil 
(Ta), Telugu (Te) and Kannada (K) on the one htmd, and 

· thdo-Aryan languages like Hindi (H), Bangia (B) and Ma
rathi (M), on the other. The following similarities, we be
lieve, could not be the result of an historical accident. We 
contend that as the speakers of Indo-Aryan and Dravidian 
language families participated in and shared more aad more 
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activities requiring communication, they felt the necessity 
for the expansion and modification of their linguistic rep
ertoire. The similarities increased as a result of conver
gence as the communication needs grew in more and more 
social contexts. 

1. Establishing the identity of the topic : A strat
egy commonly used for identifying the topic about which 
the speaker would proceed to make a comment is to intro
duce the topic with a tag question in the first clause and 
follow it up with the intended comment. For instance, 

1) (H) khanna hai na, bilkul bekaar aadmi hai 

Khanna is no absolutely useless man is 

'You know Khanna! He is an absolutely useless 
man.' 

2) (B) oije holde baaRiTaa chilo naa, ~e baaRiTaa 

that yellow house was no that house 

bhumikOmpe Ekabaare bheize gEche 

earthquake in totally break gone 

'You remember . that yellow house! It is com
pletely destroyed in the earthquake.' 

3) (Te) aayana unnaDu kadaa, okka pani kuuDaa 

he is no one work too 

sariga ceyyaDu 

correctly will not do 

'He! He will not do anything correctly.' 
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4) (Ta )inda poDavai irukku ilia, idu daan a vaL vaangi 

this sari 

kuDuttaaL 

bought gave 

is not this only she having 

'This sari you see! This is what she has bought 
for me.' 

5) (K) nii idi ye lla, nun obba hucca 

you are no you one mad 

'You? You are a mad person.' 

6) (M) haa raam aahe na, agdii bekaar 

this Ram is no absolutely useless 

mulgaa aahe 

boy is 

'Yo~ know Ram? He is absolutely useless.' 

In the Dravidian languages besides the tag question 
indicator namely Te. kadaa, Ta. illa etc., the suffix -ee 
can also be used with the verb 'be' in the topic introducinf 
clause a~ will be elear from the following examples frorr: 
these two languages. 

7) (Te) 

8) (Ta) 

nuvvu unnaav - ee, niiku eppuDuu 
you are suffix to you always 
tiNDi dhyaasee 
food thinking 
'You? You are always thinking of food.' 
naan irukeen - ee, 
iDa 

I am suffix this 
maaTeen 
will not 

inda visayattula talai 

matters in head put 

'As for me, I never get involved in such matters.' 
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2. Enumeration : While enumerating a set of items or 
entities especially when the speaker is trying to recall them, 
he tends to use a lexical item meaning 'after that' or 'later' 
interspersed with the items being enumerated. 

9) (Til) naan, mahan, apparam aruN ellarum poonoom 

I Mohan later Arun all of us went 

'Me, Mohan and Arun and all of us had gone.' 

10) (Te) benDekaayaluu, ullipaayaluu, tarvaataa allam 

okra 

kaavaali 

needed 

onions later ginger 

'We need okras, onions and ginger.' 

11) (K) kannaDa pustakagaLu ive, tamil pustakagaLu 

12) (B) 

Kannada books are Tamil books 

aamel a telugu pustakagaLu 

afterwards Telugu books 

'There are Kannada books, Tamil books, and 

Telugu books.' 

aaj Onek raannaa korechi. Daal, 

today a lot cooking I did lentils 

cOccoR~ bhaate, taarpOr, maach 

friend vegetable mashed food after that fish 

'I have cooked a lot today. There is lentils, fried 
vegetables, mashed food and fish.' 

13) (M) aruN, hariiS, mahe& tyaanantar kon bara 

Arun, Harish, Mahesh after that who well 

'Arun, Harish, Mahesh, after that, well, who ... ? ' 
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The frequent use of such a lexical item for enumera
tion in the conversational language may have been respon
sible for its being acquired earlier than other processes of 
conjoining by children. Nirmala (1981), for instance, points 
out that early conjoined structures produced by Telugu 
children is with tarvaata 'after that' or 'later' and not the 
process of vowel lengthening, also a major conjoining strat
egy. 

3. Discourse Openers : One of the commonly used 
discourse openers in languages of both Indo-Aryan and 
Dravidian stock is a lexical item meaning 'more'. The 
strategy is more appropriate when the intimacy or infor
mality between the interlocutors is presupposed. A few 
illustrations are given below : 

14) (H) aur bataaiye kyaa haal caal ha i 

more tell what matter is 

'And, how are things?' 

15)(B) aar ki khObor 

more what news 

'And, what's the news?' 

16) (M) aaNkhiin bola a kaay haalcaal a a he 

more say what matter is 

'And what else, how are things?' 

17) (Te) inka ceppu andaru bac{gaa unnaaraa 

more say all good are 

'And, is everyone alright?' 
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18) (Ta) znnum enn appaa 

more what address 

enna 

what 
of endearment 

'And, how are things?' 

19) (K) znnu eenide heeLu 

more what is there say 

'And, say what else?' 

vzsayam 

matter 

This strategy is also used to keep the conversation 
going. 

4. Discourse Closure : In the Indo-Aryan and 
Dravidian languages that we have examined, a word 
meaning 'good' is commonly employed to close the 
discourse. For example, all the following utterances may 
end a telephonic conversation. 

20) (H) accha JU 

good polite form 
of address 

rakh duu 
put shall I 

21) (M) bara mi aata Theeuu, kaa? 

good I now put it what 

'Okay shall I put it down?' 

22) (Ta) nalla-tunka 

good politeness form 

'Okay Sir.' 

23) (Te) mancidi uNTaanu 

good I remain 

'Okay.' 
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24) (K) oLLeyadu iDalee 

good it shall I put it 

'Okay, shall I put it down?' 

Another aspect of a culturally conditioned discourse 
closure occurs when taking leave in face to face communi
cation. In some Indo-Aryan and Dravidian languages it is 
customary for the person taking leave to say 'I will go and 
come' or 'I am coming/1 come' instead of 'I am going'. 
The person from whom leave is taken is traditionally ex
pected to respond with statements like 'Having gone, come' 
or just 'come'. 

person taking leave says 

25) (B) aasi giye! aasi 
I come having 

gone 

person from whom 
leave is taken says 
do giye!e'So 
you come having 

gone 
26) (M) ml aata eto yaa 

now will come you come 
or 

mz zaaun 
I having 

gone 
27) (Dakkhmi) 

28) (K) 

mai jaake 

I having 
gone 

hoogiddu 
having gone 

or 
bartini 

yeto 
will come 

aataa '---/!UU 

come aux 

bartini 
I will come 

1 will come 

jaake 

having gone 

hoogiddu 
having gone 

aao 

come 

banni 
come 
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29) (Te) pooyz vastaa pooyz raa 

having gone I will come having gone come 

or 

vastaa 

I will come 

30) (Ta) pooyiTiu vareen 
having gone I come 

or 
vareen 

I come 

poyiTiu vaa I vaa 
having gone come 

Note that while Bangia and Marathi share this fea
ture with the Dravidian languages, standard Hindi does 
not. Dakkhini like in many other features agrees with 
Dravidian languages in this respect. 

5. Attention Drawers : In face to face interaction a 
common way of drawing someone's attention in both Indo
Aryan and Dravidian languages is by the use of the de
monstrative pronoun of proximity followed by a participle 
or suffix. As will be clear from the examples given below 
Tamil and Telugu use the suffix -oo and -goo respec
tively. Bangia uses the complementizer je corresponding 
to the Dravidian suffixal elements. 

31) (Ta) idoo maa inda veNDakkaay veiai enna 
hay honorific this okra nnce what 

term (f) 
'Look here lady! What is the price of Okra?' 

32) (Te) idigoo cuuDaNDi fiziks DiparTmenT 
this-suffix please Physics Department 

ekkaDa 
whrre 

.~~ee 
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'Please look he1e! Where is the Physics 
Department?' 

33) (B) et Je, aamaaye Ekebaare dekhtei paacho 

this comp me at all to see can 

naa Je 

not comp 

'Here, you are ignoring me totally.' 

While standard Kannada does not seem to have this 
featureJKannada as spoken in Raichur, Gulbarga etc. which 
are in the proximity of the Telangana region shares this 
feature with Telugu as illustrated in the following example: 

34) (K) igoo I ikaa illi nooDu 

this voc. here see 

'Look here.' 

It is interesting that while Bangia shares this feature 
with the Dravidian languages, Hindi and Marathi on the 
other hand use other attention drawers like H. suniye 'lis
ten' dekhiye 'see' and M. he pahaa 'here look' etc., which 
seem to be more commonly used across languages. 

6. Expressing Indefiniteness : Dravidian languages 
like Tamil and Telugu have the dubitative suffix -oo which 
'indicates some vagueness or doubt in the speaker1s mind' 
(Asher, 1985 : 4). Note, for example, the following sen
tences from Tamil, Telugu and Kannada. 

35) (Ta) kozandaiki paszyoo 

child to hunger suffix 

'Could it be that the child is hungry?' 
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36) (Ta) enna aahumoo 

what will happen suffix 

'Don't know what will happen.' 

37) (Te) eemavutundoo 

what will happen suffix 

'Don't know what will happen!' 

38) (K) eenlf. aq_g~ttoo _ gottillaa 

what will happen not known 

'One does not knowwhat will happen.' 

It may be noted here that unlike Hindi, Bangia and 
Marathi show parallelism in this regard with Dravidian. In 
the place of the Dravidian suffix, both Marathi and Bangia 
exploit the complementizer ki and je respectively for this 
purpose. The following examples from these two languages 
will make the point clear. 

39) (B) ki Je hObe 

what comp. will happen 

40) (M) kaay hoNaar a a he kii 

what happen is comp 

'Do not know what is going to happen.' 

It has been pointed out by Subbarao and Arora (1989) 
that the complementizer ki has acquired new roles in 
Dakkhini under the influence of Telugu and one of these 
functions is the dubitative one. Note, for instance, the 
following sentence from Dakkhini : 
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41) (Dakkhini) 

kyaa karte ki 

what he/she will do comp. 

'I do not know what she/he will do.' 

7. Special uses of numerals :Indian languages make 
some very special pragmatic uses of certain numerals. The 
numerals thus involved are the equivalents of English one, 
two and four. 

a) One : In languages like Tamil and Telugu the 
numerals for one followed by the emphatic suffix -ee can 
be used to express the intensity of feelings of pleasure and 
pain, especially the latter, of physical conditions like being 

sleepy, tired, bored, vexed etc. as can be seen in the fol
lowing few examples : 

42) (Ta) enakku 

to me 

oree pasi 

one emph hunger 

'I am extremely hungry.' 

43) (Ta) siiT kaDeccudunu avanukku ooree gusii 

seat got therefore he extreme happiness 

'Because he got the seat he is so full of joy.' 

44) (Te) ninnaTinunci naaku okaTee talanoppi 

yesterday from to me one emph. head pain 

'Since yesterday I have a very bad headache.' 

45) (Te) u mandutoo okaTee nidra 

this medicine with one emph sleep 
'Because of this medicine I am feeling too sleepy.' 
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In Kannada such an expression is used more to de
scribe a continuous process as in the following examples: 

46) (K) ondee maLE 

one rain 

'It has been raining nonstop.' 

4 7) (K) ondee aLu 

crying 

'Crying has been going on.' 

A parallel of this can also be observed in Hindi, 
Bangia and Marathi. Hindi uses ekdam, Marathi uses 
ekdam and rarely ekac and Bangia uses Ekebaare. In 
Hindi ekdam can be used for indicating extremes of quali
ties or situations both good and bad while Marathi tends to 
use such an expression to refer to only negative attributes. 
Observe a few examples from both of these languages: 

48) (H) laDkaa to ekdam kaalaa hai 

boy emph. absolutely dark is 

'The boy is absolutely dark.' 

49) (H) makaan to ekdam fast klaas hai 

house em ph. absolutely first class is 

'The house is just first class.' 

50) (M) mulaacaa abhyaas ekdam vaayiT a a he 

boy of training absolutely bad lS 

'The boy's training is really of a poor quality.; 

In Bangia Ekebaare is used largely to indicate 'com-
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;J!eteness' as will be obvious from the following examples: 

51) (B) baapre ki briSTi, bhije gechi Ekebaare 

oh father! what rain wet gone totally 

'Goodness, what rain! I am drenched completely.' 

52) (B) baaRi ~kebaare khaali 

house completely empty 

'The house is completely empty.' 

(b) Two : Indian languages across families generally 
use the numeral two to indicate 'littleness' in quantity or 
time. Observe the following examples : 

53) (H) do din kii zindagii hai kyaa ronaa dhonaa 

two day of life is why cry etc 

'Life is short, why should we fuss about it!' 

54) (B) du paataa inriji poRe nijeke khub poNDit 

two pages English having oneself much scholar 
read 

mane kOre 
feel does 
'Having learnt a little of English he thinks him
self to be a great scholar.' 

55) (M) don ghaas khaaun ghe 

two morsel eat reflexive 

'Eat at least a little.' 

56) (Ta) nannaa kodild:aracca reNJ)y, . . kpDugu 

well boil at the time two mustard 

pooDaNum 

should be put 
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'When it is boiling well a little mustard should be added.' 

57) (Te) eedoo reNDu Dabbulu sampaayiddaamani undi 

just two money making is 

'I am Just thinking of making some money.' 

The littleness can also be expressed by a combina
tion of the numerals one and· two, with the order being 
variable in the different languages. 

58) (H) ek do din aur ruk Jaao 

one two day more stay go 

'Stay for a few more days.' 

(B) dui Ek din aaro theke jaao 

two one day more stay go 

'Stay for a few more days.' 

59) (M) malaa ek don goSTii vicaaraaycyaa aahet 

to me one two matter ask are 

'I have to find out about a few things.' 

60) (Ta) oNNu reNDu paZuttu kuuDa peyDuttu 

one two having ripened too gone 

'A few have even got ripened.' 

61) (Te) anduloo okaTi reNDu pagili pooyznay 

that in one two broken gone 

'Out of those, a few have got broken.' 

It should be noted here that while Kannada does not 
much favour the use of the numeral two for indicating the 
concept of littleness, differing thereby from Tamil and 
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Telugu, it also resorts to frequent use of the combination 
of one and two for the same purpose. For instance, 

62) (K) onderaDu tuttu tindu 

one two morsel having eaten 

'Eat a little and go.' 

hoogu 

go 

These languages also combine the numeral one with 
the word for half in that order to convey the meaning 
'a few' as indicated in the following sentences : 

63) (H) ekaadh baar mil cukaa huu mai unse 

one half time meet completed aux I with him 

'I have met him couple of times.' 

64) (B) rOsogolla sOb ses hoe gEche mone hOe 

rasgullas all finish happen went seems 

dekhchi Ek aadhTa beceche kina 

I will see one half classifier remains or not 

'Looks like all the Rasgullas are over, I will see 
if a few are left or noL' 

65) (Te) okaToo aroo pooyi unDa vaccu 

one half having gone be come 

'It is possible that a few are gone.' 

66) (Ta) oNNu ara iruntaa kuDee 
one half if there is give 

'Give even if you have a few.' 
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(c) Four : The numeral four is also used in two 
different special ways in these languages. Like the nu
meral two it can also be employed to indicate the 'lit
tleness' of something as in the following examples : 

67) (H) 

68)(B) 

69) (Te) 

caar din kii caandinii phir andherii raat 

four day of moonlight then dark night 

'Happiness is transient.' 

aar caarTi bhaat naao 

more four rice take 

'Take a little more nee.' 

naalugu roozula bhaagyaaniki inta 

four days h2ppiness this much 

kharcu enduku 

spending wh~· 

'Why should we ~m~nd a lot for a happiness which 
is going to be s:10rt lived.' 

A second mean:, "'·.:-·which the numeral four is used 
is to indicate 'differc:ni r~ pes' or 'variety'. The following 
sentences from differ._.:.l1a1:.guages illustrate this use : 

70) (H) caar log(· ke ~iic uThne baiThne kaa 

four people of center stand sit of 

taur tariko. to aanaa caahiye 
- ---· 

manners etc em ph partic._lerome definitely 
should 

'One should know atleast how to conduct one
self among a group of people.' 
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71) (H) caar log caar baate karenge, tum sabkii 

four people four talk will do you all of 

fikr kaise kar sakte ho 

worry how do can aux. 

'Different people will s<~: liifferent things. Why 
should you worry about every one?' 

72) (fa) naalu peerooDa seerndu irukka kattikkaNum 

four persons with having to stay learn should 
mixed 

'One should learn how to get along with differ
ent people.' 

73) (fe) naluguritoo kalisi melisi unDaalaNTee 

four persons with harmony remain if 

koncam oorpu WIDaali 

little. patience should be 

'If you wish to live .with people in harmony, you 
should have some patience.' 

It is interesting to note that unlike the other lan
guages, Bangla uses the numeral five and not four for this 
function. This point will be clear from an observation of 
the following examples from Bangia : 

74) (B) lekha pORa sekheni sOmaaje paac joner 

writing reading has not learnt in five people of 

songe 
with 
'(S)he 

the society 
oTha · bOsa /corte Jaane na 

stand· sit doing know not 
is not educated and therefore does not 

know how to move with people.' 
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75) (B) paac jane paac kOtha bolbe, tumi kaan 

five person five talk will say you ear 

diyo naa 

give not 

'Different people will say different things, you 
don't pay any attention.' 

Conclusion 

With limited data from very few languages, we have 
merely skimmed through the surface of the issue of study
ing 'current patterns of language use' towards contributing 
to 'some sociolinguistic reconstruction' (Shapiro and 
Schiffman : 1981. p. 149) leading to 'linguistic stratigra
phy' (Southworth 1974) of India as a sociolinguistic area. 
We realise that it is a very rich area for investigation in
volving more indepth study of more languages covering 
the other language families as well. Work along these lines 
will not only give a fuller picture of languages as they 
were in use in prehistoric India but may also throw some 
light on the nature and extent of bilingualism that might 
have existed and gone undocumented. Such endeavours 
will help us to transcend the limitations of linguistic de
scriptions which are abstractions divorced from language 
use and therefore do not provide a comprehensive picture 
of what a language is and does in a larger context. 
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INDICES FOR STANDARD TELUGU I 

J. Venkateswara Sastry I 
Osmanla University 

Abstract: While society urges linguistic sensitivity, sclwlars 
provide evidence for linguistic variation. Linguistic geographers 
providediua for geographical varwtion and sociolinguists provide 
the same for socwl varwtions. The underlying factor, language in 
its true form, holds people together inspite of diverse manifes 
lations geographically or socially. This paper is aimed at 
disproving the stand taken by earlier scholars wlw stated that a 
modem standard Telugu pronounciation is tobe found in the 
speech of educated speakers of the Coastal dwlect. In turn it also 
suggests some indices for standard Telugu. As such there is no 
standard Telugu and a standard pronunciation may be evolved 
now. 

1.0 The Telugu speaking districts of Andhra Pradesh State 
which are on the periphery, have a borderingstatewhere some 
other language of the Dravidian family or the Indo-Aryan 
language family is spoken. For example: the Srikakulam 
district in the north coastal area (Kalinga) borders Orissa state 
where the Oriya language of the Indo Aryan language family 
is spoken. Vijayanagaram and Visakhapatnam districts have 
common borders with Madhya Pradesh where Hindi, a 
language of the Indo Aryan language family is spoken. 
Khammam also belongs to this group. Adilabad, Nizamabad 
and Karimnagar share a boundry with Maharastra state, 
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where Marathi, a language of the Indo Aryan language family 
os spoken. Mahabubnagar, Kurnool and Ananthapur have 
common borders with Kama taka, where Kannada, a Dravid
ian language is spoken. Chittoor manily, and Nellore partly, 
have Tamilnadu state at the borders where Tamil, a Dravidian 
language is spoken. Nell ore, although it has features common 
to the coastal dialect, has Sandhi phenomena like the 
Rayalaseema group. A situation of bilingualism is prevalent 
in the districts which have other languages on their borders. On 
the eastern side, Andhra Pradesh has the long coast of the bay 
ofBengaP. 

Having considered the districts which lie on the 
periphery, we are left with some central areas. Of these areas, 
Warangal and Nalgonda districts in Telangana have a good 
number of Urdu speakers, as does Cuddapah in Rayalseema 
area. All these three districts, though lying in the central parts 
of Andhra Pradesh, are considered to be bilingual areas~ But, 
inspite of this factor, the Warangal dialect is considered as a 
regional standard for Telangana speech and Cudda pah dialect 
for that of Rayalseema speech. 

Thus only the Prakasam, Guntur, Krishna and East & 
West Godavari districts are unaffected by any external 
language influence. This may be one of the reasons for 
scholars to consider the speech of Coastal districts as the 
standard language. 

The capital city, Hyderabad, is situated in Hyderabad · 
district. It is the smallest district not only in Telangana area, 
but in the entire state. It has 36% Urdu speaking population. 
The single largest minority linguistic group in Andhra Pradesh 
is the Urdu speaking population, and it numbers around 7% of 
the total population of the state. At this juncture it is interesting 
to note that the Telugu language variety used in the capital 
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city of the Telugu speaking state is not considered as standard 
language3

• 

All the scholars ( ofcourse,in the case ofTelugu they are 
in countable numbers) study only the so called standard 
language, that is, the educated speech of the coastal dialect. 
The amount of scholarship devoted to Telangana Telugu and 
Rayalaseema Telugu is amazingly small. 

The Rayala seema districts are geographically situated 
on the plateau and because of hot climate and desert like 
terrain, vegetation is scarce. The Telengana districts are under
developed, because of the lack of interest in developmental 
activities, shown by the feudal kings of the area in the past. 
Some districts of Telangana, for example Nizamabad and 
Warangal, are very fertile. But others, like Medak and 
Nalgonda, are drought prone. The coastal districts are very 
fertile and irrigation facilities are well developed. As a result. 
the people there are comparatively rich. Naturally, rich indi
viduals have more say in matters of common interest.This 
may be another reason why the costal speech is considered to 
be the standard language4

• 

2.0 At the time of Independence there were only two Uni
versities catering for the needs of the entire area. Andhra 
University in Visakhapatnam was controlling collegiate edu
cation in the coastal districts, while Osmania University in 
Hyderabad was responsible for educational development in 
the Telangana districts. 

Up to the 1950s, Osmania University gave preference to 
Urdu and Persian studies. The Rayalaseema districts had no 
university. They were affiliated to either Madras or Andhra 
Universities. After independence, in the year 1954, Sri 
Venkateshwara University was established at Tirupathi. At 
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present we have eight Universities - Andhra University in 
Visakhapatnam and Nagarjuna University in Guntur (in the 
coastal area); Osmania University in Hyderabad and Kakitiya 
University in Warangal (in the Telangana area); 
Sri Venkateshwara University in Tirupathi and Sri 
Krishnadevaraya University in Ananthpur (in the 
Rayalaseema area), and finally the Andhra Pradesh open 
University, besides a Central University at Hyderabad. 

This above factual survey shows that only Andhra 
University in Viskhapatnam (in the Coastal area) was initially 
concerned with studying the modem Telugu language. As a 
matter of fact, the language faculty in most of the university 
colleges in the Coastal and Rayalaseema area, until recently, 
belonged originally to Andhra University. Visakhapatnam 
was considered as a seat of learning for Telugu studies during 
these days. This fact contributes towards a further reason for 
the Coastal dialect being considered as standard. 

3.0 We have seen that (i) the coastal districts are far away 
from outside influences; (ii) the coastal people are compar
itevely rich, and (iii) the coastal area is well developed in 
matters of eduction. Where all these three features co-exist, 
mass communication establishes firm roots. That is exactly 
what has happened in the case of Telugu. The newspapers, 
radio, cinema and journals of the whole Telugu- speaking 
community were managed by speakers from coastal areas. 
The users of the language tried to influence usage and also 
varieties that exist in other areas. This situation existed in the 
period between 1940-65, and prompted Krishnamurti (1957) 
to observe that the educted speech of the coastal dialect is what 
can be considered as standard Telugu. It is also the cause of 
Sjoberg's(1962) observation that a Sanskrit-like formal style 
exists in parallel with a relaxed informal style. All other 
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Telugu scholars and linguists who worked on Telugu 
language never looked beyond this point. 

The observations of Kris~mamurti and Sjoberg are ap
propriate to those prticular times. Now the situation has 
changed. What I mean to say is that the democratic set-up of 
the present day has produced neo-groups of speakers of the 
language who in the past were not in the limelight. The 
extremely complex ideas about language, eduction, and soci
ety of present day theoretical sociolinguists make the problem 
more difficult to deal with. 

The question of defining standard Telugu is a 
non-controversial point to discuss according to many purists 
(including many pedagogues). What forms this standard 
assumes is the controversial point of discussion between 
purists with their absolutist views of correctness handed down 
from such grammarians as Chinnayasuri (1860), and repeated 
in school books from then on, on the one hand, and on the 
other, linguists who are aware of the history and diversity of 
Telugu and its usages. The attack from the traditionalists still 
goes on virtually unabated. 

3.1 The modernists (linguists and non-traditional language 
scholars), however, have now assumed a different position for 
themselves by questioning the very notion of standard Tel ugu. 
As Edward Stephenson (1974: 211) observes, it is an interest
ing change ' from attackers who believe in an absolute stan
dard to attackers who believe in no standard'. This notion of 
no standard is further strengthened by my data of fourteen 
subjects who are all lecturers in the Andhra Pradesh State 
Education department. The data present a relatively wide 
variation in the speech of the subjects. The traditionalists only 
take grammar into account when assessing the standard and 
give less importance to the pronunciation. They are thus not 
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aware of the wide variation in pronun_ciation which needs to 
be taken into consideration along with other parameters. As 
noted above, traditionalists are concerned more with a written 
standard form, but the modernists are concerned with the 
spoken standard form of the language, with an emphasis on 
pronunciation. 

'Admittedly, standard ... is difficult to define, is 
constantly changing, and is relative not only to time but to 
situation and place as well' (Stephenson 1974: 211). Stephen
son continues his arguement further and states that 'Human 
languages tend to have both vertical and horizantal dimen
sions. Vertical lines separate the regional dialects and hori
zantal lines separate the social dialects' (ibid. : 212). These 
statements of Stephenson are considered when I examine the 
situation obtaining in Telugu dialects5• 

Modem standard Telugu used in present- day literature 
and the mass media, has been identified as that variety which 
is based on the speech of educated people of the central (or 
Coastal) area. The language of the Coastal districts is accepted 
as the standard variety ( cf. K.rishnamurti 1957, 62; Kostic 
et.al1977 ). It is also noted that there are differences between 
standard Telugu and non-standard varieties, particularly in 
phonology and morphology. 'In the process of acquistion of 
education, speakers of non-standard Telugu make a conscious 
effort to acquire the phonemic distinctions of standard Telugu' 
(ibid. : 2). This point is relevant for our discussion. 

3.2 In the process of acquisition of education, non-standard 
speakers are subjected to strict vigilance to make them acquire 
the standard phonetic features but not the morphological 
features or syntax. It is a sort of audio-visual training for the 
non-standard speaker, because he is able to see the syllabary 
in printed form and to hear it pronounced by the teachers in a 
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standard way. Apart from this type of artificial classroom 
training, the learners do not have much opportunity to hear 
these sounds in natural language surroundings. In other words, 
education introduces certain phonetic features to the 
non-standard speakers, which they have to learn as they do in 
the case of foreign language sounds. As we are aware, in such 
situations there is always the possibility of under differentia
tion or over differentiation. The question that arises then is, 
whether it is justified to eqate education with the use of the 
standard form ? My answer to this self-posed question is that 
it is not. My data provide ample evidence to demonstrate that 
even educated speakers do not have certain phonetic features 
in their speech which have been identified by Krishnamurti 
(1962) and Kostic et.al. (1977) as standard features. Kostic 
et.al. have come to the conclusion that inadequate eductional 
background of the speakers is responsible for the substandard 
variety, and that by identifying certain phonological features 
as standard, in accordance with prescriptive attitudes to the 
language, it is possible to describe a standard variety. 

3.3 As Milroy and Milroy (1985) rightly point out, 'pre
scription depends on an ideology (or set of beliefs) concern
ing language which requires that in language use, as in other 
matters, things shall be done in the "right" way' (ibid. : 1). 
Linguistics is primarily a descriptive - oriented discipline. 
Linguistics is descriptive, not prescriptive. A linguist is inter
ested in what is said, not what he thinks ought to be said. He 
describes language in all its aspects, but does not prescribe 
rules of correctness' (Aitchison 1978 : 13). In this connection 
it is also necessary to remind ourselves of the observations of 
Daniel Jones (1956 : XVI). Ignoring these and other such 
remarks, certain scholars set themselves up as public guardi
ans of usage, commenting on supposed misuse of language 
and on supposed language decline. 
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Milroy and Milroy{1985) refer to the formal structures 
of language as opposed to actual use of language - particular 
occasions. Their' formal structure' can be equated with that 
of Ia langue (approximately equal to 'language system') and 
their 'use of language' to Ia parole (approximately equal to 
language use) of Ferdinand de Saussure. It may also be 
equated with' competence' and' performance' of Chomsky 
(1965). Competence, according to Chomsky, is the underly
ing rules oflanguage which the native speakers know. This is 
an abstract feature. When anyone comments about language, 
it is this abstract system that they have in mind, but they apply 
it to the language use. What is considered as 'standard' 
language is approximately this abstract language system. 
There are absouletly no speakers who represent the total 
abstract language system' in their speech, and majority of 
speakers do not practice it in actual language. Some speakers, 
depending on their educationallevel and the degree of formal
ness that the situation demands, may switch over to this 
abstract system. This infact is in an artifical language 
situation. Generally all the people continue to use nonstand
ard varities and still claim to agree that only the 'standard' form 
is 'correct'. This is a clear mismatch. 

It is also noted by many linguists that no spoken lan
guage can ever be fully standardised. Spoken language is 
diverse in its forms and fu.nctio~.._whereas the norms of the 
grammar of written languages are uniform. Thus written 
usage in a way contributes towards the standardisation of 
speech. This has been. carried over into prescriptive 
pronouncements on osage. Spelling has been considered at 
the uniform level of language use, and this in turn has 
contributed towards pronunciation. This is the condition 
obtaining in the languages of the world in general. Languages 
may also exhibit the principle of uniformity in usage, 
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applicable in other levels of linguistic organisation, i.e., 
sentence construction etc .• But in Telugu the standardisation 
has taken a different tum. The written language, i.e. spelling, 
is considered as the measuring rod for standard prounciation, 
but the written language is not taken as a basis for standardi
sation for other levels of linguistic description viz, morphol
ogy and syntax. For them the basis is the so-called 'standard' 
spoken variety. As this involves regional variations, there is 
no agreement over it. 

4.0 Need For Standard Telugu 

The need to define standard Telugu may be agreed upon 
by people for various reasons. I discuss these reasons under 
the headings proposed by Wolfram and Fasold (1974) who do 
not accept the concept of standard language, as opposed to the 
majority of sociolinguists. 

1. Propriety 

It is agreed that different styles of speech are 
appropriate on different ocasions, but often there is confusion 
of dialect with diction. 

2. Psychological Theory 

According to this, a standard language may serve a 
unifying function, by linking an individual speaker with a 
large community. Where as the unifying function may unite 
individual speakers, what is identified as the separatist 
function opposes the standard language to other languages or 
varities as a sepertate entity, thus potentially serving as a 
symbol of national identity (ibid.22). Further, Wolfram and 
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Fasold say that these above-mentioned functions homogenise 
the language. Language standartisation seems to be inevi
table in most countries of the world. It is also observed by 
Wolfram and Fasold that one must realistically concede the 
establishment of prescriptive norms, for correct speeh is an 
inevitable by-product of the awareness ofbehavioural norms 
of all types. 

If lot .::...::tgestandardisation is an historical inevitability, 
Mayers (1974) wonders why prescriptivists find it difficult to 
help it along. 

3. Power and Prestige Theory 

According to this, the rich and influential have matters 
in their own way in the language. Frederick Crews (1974) 
observes that, 'the speech habits of one linguistic group ... the 
group, not surprisingly, ~ntaining nearly all the most pow
erful members of "1ety,' constitutes the standard 
language( Crews 1974:1673). If this is acceptable, then there 
is absoluetly no need to consider the middle-class speakers' 
speech habits. Similarly, if the Brahmin speech is considered 
as the standard form, or at least as much the closest to it, there 
is little reason to consider the forms of other speakers. But, 
neither the economic class nor the social class alone contrib
ute towards a standard Telugu7• 

4. Better-tool Theory 

This notion explains the individual's belief that the 
'formal' language is necessary for a particular purpose. Those 
~vho argue in favour of this theory, probably have vocabulary 
in their minds. One is at a loss to know whether they mean 
''ocabulary alone, or also pronunciation. In languages like 
';elugu, mere usage of vocabularv may not be useful. 
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Vocabulary may be used by speakers without adhering to the 
standard pronunciation. Telugu has borrowed Sanskrit vo
cabulary, and spelling pronunciation is a must in these cases8• 

It is opined now that there is no pressing need to define 
a presently non-existent fonn of the language. By trying to 
define the standard form of language we may raise more 
problems than we solve. As an anonymous scholar has noted, 
'every man would have been willing, and many would have 
been proud to disobey'. 

5.0 Can (and should) Standard Telugu be Defined? 

In a way any attempt to define standard Telugu is 
redundant because most of us already know what it is: it is that 
kind of Telugu which Telugu people do not speak. 

Kostic et.al (1977) have described the educated Costal 
speech as the generally accepted form of standard Telugu. But 
as pointed out earlier, 'eduction' is a concept which needs 
further clarification and consideration. 

In recent years it has been repeatedly demonstrated bv 
sociolinguists, that observed linguistic changes often 
correlate with social factors, e.g, Labov (1972), Trudgill 
•1974), Miloroy and Milroy (1978). Labov (1964) at the end 
of his thought-provoking paper, observes a set of those 
children 'who need the ability to use standard language, (but) 
do not learn this _form of the language' (ibid.· 4971. In a 
discussion that followed, Labov was asked to enumerate 'the 
indices of standard English in New York City' that had been 
the subject matter of his study. These indices are oan of the 
language that children need to be able to use.9 In other words 
they are prescriptive features of a standard language. For 
~--abov. the features are as follows. 
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·1. The use of r in post-vocalic and pre-consonantal 
position; 

2. The Vowel of bad, ask, dance, had, and cash. 

3. The stressed vowel in awfu~ coffee, office. 

4. The use of (9) in thing, thin. 

5. The use of [ tJ] in them, the 

6.0 Suggested Indices for standard Telugu 

Just as Labov provided indices for standard English, I 
would like to attempt the same for Standard Telugu. Reasons 
for selcting the particular fearures as indices are given below. 

1. The use of Aspiration 

Aspiration as a phonetic and phonogical feature occurs 
only in the borrowed lexical items from Sanskrit to Telugu. 
Education in ancient days was restricted to a privileged class. 
As a result, the speech of that particular group of speakers was 
enriched by aspiration as a phonemic feature. Even in that 
class of speakers, uneducated individuals may or may not 
preserve this feature. Thus aspirsation was looked upon as a 
mark of social prestige. Because the feature has acquired a 
prestigious status, uneducated spekers (and the educated also 
in some cases) created a number of hyper forms in the 
language. For example: 
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gha:li < ga:li 'breeze' 

okkha < okka 'only one' 

These in fact, are used for emphasis by upper-caste speakers 
who have aspiration in their phonological system. Modern 
education has given the feature of aspiration to all speakers in 
the written fonn. But in speech it has no place. Hyper fonns 
are present only in speech and not in writing. 

Furthernore, when aspirated consonants occur in the 
second syllable, the general trend is to shift the place of 
aspiration to the first syllable. In my data I have fonns such as: 

'ba:dha > bha:da 'problem, pain' 
'ga:nphi: > gha:ndi 'Mahatma Gandhi' 
'katha > khata 'story' 

Aspirating consonants at the appropriate places is one of the 
features which can be considered as a standard index. This is 
a caste marker according to my data. 

2. Use of Fricative [f] 

This is a sound borrrowed into Telugu from Urdu in 
ancient times and English in modem times. It has no cor
responding grapheme in the Telugu syllabary. It is roughly 
equated with the voiceless bilabial aspirated plosive [ph] 
grapheme. Using [f] as a fricative sound is also a marker of 
education and social prestige. Uneducated speakers do not 
pronounce[f]. Certain castes may use [ph] instead. Un
educated speakers who do not have aspirates in their system 
equate it with[p ]. 

3.The Use of Retroflex (Lateral,Nasal and Sibilant) 

Retroflexion is non-native to Sanskrit. It was orginally 
borrowed from the Dravidian languages. Strangely enough, 
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the retroflexion of lateral, nasal and sibilant has been 
reborrowed into Telugu, and is used by Brahmin speakers. 
The native Telugu vocabulary has the retroflex stop series in 
word-initial and word-medial positions. The frequency is 
relatively less than that of dental or alveolar stops. Also, there 
are retroflex L and TJ in native Telugu forms, but these are 
instances found only in certain morphological processes. For 
example: 

kannu 'eye' + lu 'pl. suffix ka'Y)Lu kaLLu eyes 
~i '~bool' + lu lxlllu schools 
pal)Du 'fruit' + lu pafJdLU fruits 

Pal.Lu 
Land Tl do not occur in word-initial position. In word-medial 
position they are found mostly in gemination as far as native 
Telugu vocabularly is concerned. The vocabulary of native 
Telugu with a single retroflex[L] or [Tl] has either become 
obsolete or has been reduced to dilect variant status. 

The retroflex sibilant [S] may occur in· word-initial 
position, but with reduced frequency. In word-medial posi
tion it is found in clusters with a retroflex [T], or may occur 
singly. 

Unlike the earlier two features, this is neither a caste 
feature nor a feature reflecting educational status. It has 
something to do with wider socio-cultural exposure of the 
speakers. 

4. The Vowel [ ce] 

This low front vowel is a clear marker of geographical 
region, and is found in the coastal dialect. It also occurs in the 
Rayalseema dialect, but only in vowel harmony and Sandhi 
situations. The TeluguAcademy dialect bulletins indicate that 
[ ie ] is fast acquiring phonemic status in the Rayalseema 
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dialect due to the influence of Coastal speakers (the so-called 
'standard' speakers). The bulletins show that the Rayalseema 
dialect has the following forms : the Coastal and Telengana 
forms are shown for comparison: 

Coastal: vacc reDu. 'he came' 
Rayalaseema: vaccina: cju 
Telangana: vacciNDu 

pe ] never occurs in the Telangana dialect. A front, mid
vowel corresponds to this low front vowel. In mono-mor
phemic forms [ re ] corresponds to [ e :] or a [y] glide followed 
by [a : ]. For example: 

Coastal Telangana 
me :ka 
be: nku 
bya: nku 

Gloss 
'goat' 
'bank' 

Unlike the three earlier features, this is regionally based 
feature. Telangana speakers who do not have this sound in 
their repertoire are able to recognise the other groups by the 
presence of [ ce] in their speech and they, in tum, are identified 
by others because of the absence of [ ce ]. Telangana speakers 
cite as justification for their antagonism to [ re ] that there is no 
grapheme for this vowel in the syllabary. 

5. Retention of Unstressed Second Syllable 

The Telugu stress patterns offer a peculiar situation.10 

The second syllable in a trisyllabic or polysyllabic word is 
unstressed. In the Coastal and Rayalaseema dialects this 
anstressed vowel is retained at least in the form of a ~-;)].But 
in the Telangana dialect this second unstressed syllable is lost, 
thus giving room for internal Sandhi (as scholars describe it). 
The clusters thus created are very many, and many of these 
dusters are restricted in their distribution to word-medial 
position only. In fact, Telangana Telugu has acquired this 
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feature under the influence of Urdu. It is said that in the Urdu 
language, the second syllable is weak and is generally lost, 
thus giving rise to word-medial clusters. The Telangana area 
was under Urdu speaking kings for a long time, and during 
that time the Telugu language was second to Urdu. In effect, 
the Telugu of Telangana developed the phonetic feature of 
dropping the unstressed second syllable. Most Telugu dialects 
have syllable-timed rhythm, i.e., an even rhythm is maintined 
throughout. Telangana Telugu differs from this, and appears 
to have, partly, stress-timed rhythm. 

In the five features mentioned hove, the last two features 
relate to regional dialect varitions. The presence of [ae J is 
attributed to the influence of English and also to a phonetic 
development from ina (with a loss of nasal). Consonantal 
clusters are attributed to syllable loss resulting from the 
influence of Urdu. The other three features reflect the social 
situation. 

6.1 Language is nota watertight compartment and language 
seepage takes place in all the social situations, and any 
analysis needs to be able to handle this. The indices suggested 
by me indicate whether the speaker is moving towards 
standardisation of the language or away from it, as far as 
pronunciation is concerned. 

Standard pronunciation is widely considered to be the 
same as spelling pronunciation. Speakers are considered to be 
standard speakers if they retain all the features of spelling 
pronunciation. Sometimes we find in the data certain 
examples where speakers cross the sociolinguistic bariers 
and move towards standard pronunciation. 
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Notes 

1. This bilinguaJism may be a situation with or without diglossia. Fishman 
(1967) in his expanded theory of diglossia, warns us tba t diglossia and 
bilingualism are to be carefully distinguished and separetely studied. 

2. The bilingualism prevailing in these areas was, till recent times, 
considered as bilingualism with diglossia. Urdu was used for H 
functions and Telugu for L functions. 

3. After the formation ofseperate state of And bra Pradesh, many people 
migrated to Hyderabad (which forms part of the Telangana area )and 
setlled there. Thus two different dialect speakers of the same lan
guage came into regular contact with each other. This situation bas 
given rise to a peculiar position in the Telugu language. 

(a) A speaker of dialect A acquires the features of B and is able to 
communicate in both A and B. This particular type of speaker need 
not be from only coastal or only Telangana area. Both dialect 
speakers are in good numbers. This is what Fishman (1967) identifies 
as bilingualism. 

(b) Some groups of speakers consider that their dialect is superior to the 
other and so observe bilingualism with diglossia. They restrict their 
own dialect for all H uses and the other dialect for L uses. We observe 
this tendency in the speech habits of coastal immigrants to the 
Telangana dialect area. Recent Telugu movies knowingly or un
knowlingly adopted this technique in order to create some unwanted 
humour. 

4. During the 1950s and later, it was a bilingualism witbdiglossiasituation 
which existed in the Telugu speaking areas of Hyderbd City and 
District Onthe other hnd the rest of the Telugu speakers present 
another sitution. They also ~~lice: bilingualism with diglossia, but 
for a different reason. Incomrnunicatingwith coastal speakers they 
use that dialect, and in aU other eases they adhere to their own 
Telangana dialect. Note that there is no Hand L function division. 

S. Telugu dialects are defined in accordance with Ruth McConnell's 
(1979) definition of dialects. According to that definition 'A dialect 
is a subvriety of a language, either regional or social. It is distin
guished from other subvarieties of the same language by unique 
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combioation of language features : pronunciation (including stress 
and intonation) grammaticl forms, words and expresions, meanings 
of words and expressions'. 

6. Ironically enough, this observation coincides with the situation 
-~i..aining in Telugt 

7. Chomsky (1965 : 4) suggests that the primary concern of a linguistic 
theory is limited to the 'ideal speaker-listner, in a completely homo
geneous speech-community'. Cassidy (1986: 205) quotes the above 
statement of Chomsky and argues that while attempting to propose a 
thoery about language, it is necessary to look in to the language 
carefully. Chomsky's observation presupposes linguistic variation 
within speech communities, but at the same time un-ideal data are as 
relevant as the data that a thoeretician makes use of. He observes that 
variation is intrinsic to language and the theoretician must admit the 
realities of unidealised language. He argues that it is not for the 
theoretician to choose the language 1}ariety and frame theories, but 
that his function is to look at the language as it is. 

8. Pringle (1983) oooerves that two opposed forces are at work in 
linguistic change. Firstly, there is the principle of imitation. When 
two speakers interact with one another each of them tries to adopt his 
speech slightly so· that the other person can understand better. This in 
a way is an attempt towards a common form of the language, which 
may be identified as a standard language. Secondly, there is the 
principle of impulse to differentiate. When two speakers interact, one 
of them may try to show how his speech differs from that of the other. 
This is achieved by making use of an artificially elegant language 
variety, or by exaggerating every sound so that it represents the 
written form ofthe language. This type of speech is far removed from 
the normal day-to-day speech. The other speaker who may be 
bewildered by this, either keeps away from it, or imitates and acquires 
it incorrectly. Thus the social distance of classes is maintained. 

9. The first principle ofPringle (1983) is applicable to this phenomenon. 
A similar attempt is made for identifying indices for standard Telugu. 

10. For a fuller discussion of Telugu stress rules, see 
Venkateswara Sastry (1987). 
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RELATIVIZATION IN TELUGU I 

A.Usha Rani I 
Osmania University 

The purpose of this paper is to study the different 
types of relativization strategies in Telugu and also to see 
which NP positions can be relativized in Telugu in terms 
of the nounphrase accessibility hierarchy proposed in 
Keenan and Comrie (1977). 

The accessibility hierarchy (AH) is : SU > DO > 10 
>9B > GEN > Ocomp >where'>' means is more acces
sible than (SU stands for ubject, Do for Direct object, Io 
for Indirect object,O~for oblique Gen for genitive,O comp 
for object of comparison). 

Keenan and Comrie (1977) propose the following > 
constraints which according to them held universally. 

1. A language must have a primary relative clause 
forming strategy. 

2. If a primary strategy in a given language can 
apply to a low position on the AH, then it can 
apply to all higher positions. 

Keenan and Comrie observe that relative clauses 
formed on subjects are always amongst the most accept
able in any language, and those formed on objects of com
parison, are judged to be only marginally acceptable. 
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Three different types of relativization processes in 
Telugu are discussed. They are as follows: a. participal, b. 
clausal and c. peri-clausal, of the three types, (a) and (b) 
are major types where as (c) is close to clausal but is of 
C"nversational sty1 .,..,e , · " t··nes are discussed below. 

a. participial: This type does not have any explicit 
relative morpheme. The verb takes on its attributive form 
and the modified noun becomes head of the construction. 

e.g. 

1. ramu konna pustakam batwundi 

The book which Ramu bought is nice. 

2. ninna waccina atanu na sne Jzitu4u 

The one who came yesterday is my friend. 

b. Clausal: Corresponds to wh type relative clause in 
English or jo-vo type clauses in Hindi. There are two cor
relative markers e and a which correlate with each other in 
this type. This type can also be called as correlative. 

e.g. 

3. e sanchi erragii wundo a san chi bli wundi 

The bag which is red is nice. 

4. e abba, yi na pustakamu cimpacfO a abbayi parigetti 
poyaqu 

The boy who tore my book ran away. 

c. Peri-clausal: This type is more close to the clausal 
type. This type pre-supposes a speaker and an addressee. It 
also implies that the object and event mentioned have 
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previous- reference in the discourse and the addressee is 
understood to have the knowledge of it. 

e.g. 

5. ninna waccetj.e ataqu nl1 sne hitwju 

The one who came yesterday is my friend. 

6. erra cTra ka!fukunnade arne nil cellelu 

The one who wore a red saree is my younger sister. 

The above mentioned types are syntactic types of 
relativization. The semantic types like restrictive and non
restrictive which are widely discussed in literature also 
exist in Telugu. 

Restrictive relative clauses serve to specify or nar
row down the .class or entities designated by the modified 
noun phrase. 

For e.g. 

7. e ammayi gui.Gbi gaunu wesukundo a ammayi na 
kuturu 

The girl who is wearing a pink frock is my daughter. 

8. e ciluka wepa ce!{upai kUcundO a ciluka nadi 

The parrot which is sitting on the neem tree is mine. 

In the above mentioned examples the common noun 
which is the head is restricted from others. 

A non-restrictive clause lacks this specifying func
tion and induces essentially extraneous information about 
the modified noun. The non-restrictive relative clause gives 
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additional information about the head NP which, is the 
subject of the main clause e.g. 

9. dilillo untunna akka haidrabad waccindi . . 
The sister wl,n stav" ~t Delhi came to Hyderabad. 

According to Ramarao (i975) unique reference is 
not restricted like, 

10. akasam/0 merise suryw;Ju andarikz we/turu ista4u 
The shining sun gives light to everybody. 

According to Keenan and Comrie (1977) languages 
differ as to which NP positions can be relativized and 
these differences are dependent on that of the other 
positions. 

It will be seen as to which NP position will be 
relativized in Telugu in both the participal and clausal rela
tive type. Examples are given below taking subjects first. 

Subject Relativization 

Parlicipilll type: 

11. repu wastunna abbayi ma pata snehitzu!u 

The boy who is coming tommorrow is our old friend. 

Clausal type: 

12. e ammayi fa!f.t wastundo ii ammiiyiki praiju istiiru 
The girl who comes first will get the prize. 
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Direct Object Relativization 

Parlicipial type: 

·13. rama tinna arati pal}r;iu tiyyaga unnadi 

Clausal type: 

14. rama e ara{i paf.!qu tinnado a ara!i par:cf.u 

.:alii tiyyagti unnadi 

The banana which Rama ate is very sweet. 

Indirect Object 

Parlicipial type: 

15. sua gauriki iccina pustakamu poyindi 

Clausal type: 

16. sita e pustakamu gauriki iccinao a pustakamu 

poyindi 

The book which sita gave to Gauri is lost. 

Genitive 

Parlicipial : 

17. mli-u ciisina abbayi cellelu iirlo ledu 

Clausal: 

18. mTru e abbayi cellini cus <Ero ii abbiiyi cellelu iirlo 
lidu 

The boy's sister whom you saw in not in town. 
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Object of Comparison 

Parlicipial type: 

A.USHA RANI 

19. hindu konna pustakamu kaf}!i kamala konna pus
takamu karldainadi. 

C!ausal type: 

20. hindu e pustakamu konnado a pustakamu kante ka-
mala konna pustakamu kartdainadi . • 

The book that Kamala bought is costlier than Hindu's 
book. 

Oblique position: 

This position includes locatives, instrumentals and 
ablative NP's. 

Locative 

Participial: 

21. si:la balla mlda pettina golusu kanapadatam ledu . ,, ... 
22. :ji:Ia e golusu balla mTda peUindo a golusu kana

pacja{am ledu 

The chain which Sheela kept on the table is lost. 

Instrumental Relativization 
--- ---

Parlicipial typ~:_ 

23. mzna kUralii kOsina katti caza teju 

Clausal type: 

24. mTna e katti to kiiralii kOsindo ii katti caza teju -

The knife with which Meena cut the vegetables is 
very sharp. 
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Compared to all the NP positions, ablatives seem to 
be the problem area for relativization in Telugu, examples 
are given below. 

25. as a madras nunci haidrabad waccindi 

Participial type: 

26. *asa waccina madras 

Clausal types: 

27. as a e madras nunci haidrabad waccindo Zi madras 

It is Madras from where Asha came. 

28. citanu /Wleji nunci i1J!iki waccerju. 

Participal type: 

29. *atanu il}!iki waccina kiileji. 

30. *atanu waccina kiileji. 

Clausal type: 

31. atanu e kaleji nunci waccerjo a ktileji 

The college from where he came. 

32. nenu uru nunci pustakalu teccrenu. 

Participial type: 

33. nenu pustakiilu teccina iiru 

Clausal type: 

34. nenu e iiru nunci pusta!Wlu teccreno iiuru 

The place from where I bought the books. 
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According to Ramarao (1976) the ungrammaticality 
of the examples 26, 29 and 30 may be due to the intransi
tivity of the verb and grammaticality of 32 may be due to 
the transitivity of the verb. However, example 32 is am
biguous which can be resolved by the context. 

In general participial rtlativization of ablatives seem 
to be a problem in Telugu. There can be different reasons 
attributed to the problem like: 

a. Examples 25, 28 and 33 are sentences with ab· 
lative phrases which might be creating a prob
lem for Participial Relativisation inablatives by 
breaking the phrase. 

b. Paticipial relative type does not have either a 
relative pronoun or a correlative marker. 

c. The ablative marker nunci is deleted in the 
participal relative type. 

The combination of these factors might be creating a 
problem because in other NP positions, participial 
relativization is possible. 

The very fact that gloss in English could be given to 
all the Telugu relativization examples shows that all NP 
positions can be relativized in English. The possibility of 
ablative relativization in English could be due to the reten
tion of case markers and use of relative pronoun. 

Except ablatives in oblique case, all other NP1s are 
relativizable in Telugu. 
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UNEDUCATED I 
TELANGANA TELUGU: 

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE 

V.Swarajya Lakshmi I 
Osmonio University 

Abstract: There are regional and social dialects in 
Telugu. Uneducated Telangana Telugu is one of the so
cial dialects of Telangana Region. Though it is used 
only in nonformal situations, it is full of Dravidian lexi
con and some of them were used in literature too. This 
paper aims to point out how some lexical items which 
were considered staruiard once upon a time lost their 
value in the modern colloquial standard language. 

1. Introduction 

Telugu, one of the literary languages of Dravidian 
family is spoken in Andhra Pradesh. The attestations of 
this language are available to us right from 6th Century 
onwards in prose form. Inscriptions in poetic form are 
available from 9th Century A.D. Both in prose and poetry 
the variety used for writing was different from colloquial 
spoken variety. The development of literary variety took 
place separately from Vyavaharika Bhashaa right from 
pre Nannayya period itself. Till the beginning of 19th 
century, colloquial variety was not used for writing pur
poses, and was considered non standard variety. As a re
sult of vyavaharika Bhashodyama the distance between 
literary and colloquial dialects was reduced. 

At present, there are four regional dialects in Telugu 
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(Krishnamurti 1979). North (Telangana), southern (Ray
alaseema), Eastern (Srikakulam, Visakhapatnam), Central 
(Krishna, Guntur, East and West Godavari Districts). The 
variety widely used in newspapers, Television, Radio and 
fiction is based on the speech of the educated middle and 
upper classes of Central Andhra Pradesh. 

Rest of the social dialects and regional dialects are 
confined only to non formal situations. Differences be
tween standard and non standard can be linguistically for
mulated mainly in Phonology, Verb and noun inflexion 
and the choice of certain lexical items. In this paper an 
attempt is made to show how the uneducated Telangana 
speakers chose to use words of Dravidian origin and some 
of which were very much in vogue in literary dialect, when 
compared to the lexical items used by the speakers of stan
dard dialect. 

2.0 Methodology 

Lexical Items peculiar to the uneducated Telangana 
speakers were collected by observing their speech. They 
were compared with the corresponding items from Stan
dard dialect. Later, Cognates from other Dravidian lan
guages are given to point out their origin. Based on 
Suryarayandhra Nighantuvu it was also observed whether 
fhese lexical items were used in literary dialect or not. 
This study enables us to know about the history of these 
lexical items which lost their place in Standard usage. 

1. kot:~fabo:vu It means 'to carry'. This word is 
used in the uneducated class of Telangana contrary to the 
standard form. Ta. ko{ (ko!v-, kol)t-) -) to seize, re~eive, 
buy Ma. kafka (kot:~!- zmper, ko) to hold, Ka, kef, kofu, 
koJ?u (kond- mod imp. ko) seige, take away, take; Kod.koll 
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(kovv- kond-) to take,· Kanda to bring; Tu. konu to take, 
held, keep Te. konu (kont} to buy, take, hold take up 
Kol. kor to bring; kandq·kor ( kOn- kat-)~) to purchase. 

-----~J ---- - ---

(D.E.D. 1788) If the above cognates are compared, the 
forms either kol -or kon -are found in combination with 
-t, one of the nonpast suffixes which has an allomorph-t 
after stems ending in-n. Tamil, Malayalam, kannada and 
Telugu show the forms like kond or kont. 

In modem Standard Telugu kanu means 'to buy'. 
However in literary Telugu, the usage of this verb is found 
with the meaning 'to hold'. which in the following com
pounds convey the m~aning 'to take'. 

1. gay konu < kaykonu to take 

hand to hold hand to hold 

. --------
2. ce konu i to take 

3. kani pavu : kan + i + povu to take 

having h0ld go 

4. kancu bovu kan + cu + povu to take 

In the last two items kan occurs with Past Participle 
-i- or present participle -cu- which in tum are combined 
with another verb Povu 'to go' giving a new meaning 'to 
take'. Same compound with non past participle is contin
ued in the uneducated Telangana Telugu in the form kanta 
ba:Vu or kancabovu which disappeared in Standard va
riety. 

2. Padanu: It stands for 'wetness' in the speech of 
uneducated Telangana speakers, Ta. Pata (-pp), (-tt-) to 
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become moist, marshy; patam 'water, dampness, moisture; 
KO, padam wetness of land, Tu. padam puni to become 
wet Kui. pete soft, damp; padanu, Padunu moisture, damp
ness, wetness. (D.E.D. 3227). The cognates are found ei
ther with-m or with-n. In Old Tamil there was alternation 
between m and n, maram, maran 'tree', kulam kulan tank. 
Corresponding to these forms Telugu shows mranu tree, 
kolanu 'tank'. Old Kannada has kalan 'battlefield' 
(Ta. kalam/n). Kalan 'tank', Penan 'corpse' (Ta. Pinam/ 
n), maran 'tree' with n as opposed to dalimbam 'white 
cloth'; Odam 'boat' etc with -m (.Subrahmanyam 1983). 
Since this alternation is a common phenomenon in Dravid
ian languages, some languages showed -m- and some other 
-n-. This offers a stronger evidence to point out that Padanu 
is of Dravidian origin. This word is attested in Sabda 
Ratnakaram in the sense of 'a unit to indicate the rainfall 
which dampens the soil upto the depth of ten inches'. The 
word in its broader sense is retained in Telangana among 
uneducated speakers. 

3. karre : It stands for 'black' corresponding to which 
the word nalupu is used in standard variety ,:c_~~a!~s· for 
karre are given below; Ta. karu black; karukkal darkness, 
cloudiness; Ma: kari, karu black; Ko. kar black; To. kary 
scorched Ka. Kari blackness Tu. kariya blackness Te. karu 
black [D.E.D.1073(a)] though the form karre was not at
tested in D.E.D, it can be deriveq from karu as the altern
ants are found in Telugu for other words also with both 
long vowel followed by a single consonant a~d short vowel 
followed by geminated consonants, e.g.: ceyi, ceyyi 'hand' 
neyi, neyyi 'ghee' etc., The word karu is found in modem 
colloquial standard only in certain compounds. 

e.g. karu ci : kati 
karu mabbulu 

thick darkness 
black clouds 
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The phonologically modified form karre was used in 
literary dialect which is retained in non standard dialect 
also. 

4. Por~ PoraDu: These words stand for 'girl' and 
boy respectively in the uneducated Telangana Telugu. Cog
nates of this word are as follows. Ma. Para a glutton, Ka, 
Para child, little boy little girl Tu, Para, pare lad; pori lass 
Go, Pori young of pig. Te. Pori girl; PoraDu boy (D.E.D. 
4603). In the standard Variety Pilla, ammayi girl; Pilla 
VaaDu, abbayi boy are used. The word Pore was used in 
literary dialect in the sense of a child which is retained in 
the dialect under discussion. 

5. '!.C?-·:P!!:·~ It stands for 'cup'. It cannot be treated as 
a modified-form of English word cup, because cognates 
are found in other Dravidian languages. 

Go. (SR) kopa small earthen Vessel (TR) kopa small 
earthen Poti'p(! 'kopel smallpot kol. (SR) koja 'cup' Go. 
khoja bowl (D.E.D. 2191). In all these languages it is found 
with the same vowel 0 either short or long. If k~i}_a: were... 
to be a borrowing fro~_J;:nglish cup, it would have become 
kaPPu instead of. kopa follwing · the pattern of other bor
rowed words with the same canonical s~ape. 

English Telugu 

buk bukku 'book' 

Dram Drammu 'Drum' 

bas bassu 'bus' 

It can therefore be said that koPa found in the speech 
of uneducated Telangana speakers can be traced back to 
Dravidian origin. 
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6. nUku. Uku : Its central meaning is 'to push'. It is 
also used in the context of "to push the garbage out, to 
sweep" in the uneducated Telangana dialect. Following 
are the cognates from other Dravidian languages. Ta. nukku 
to shove, push, thrust side. Ka. nuku nugu,nu~ku:to shove, 
push reject; Kod. nu.k to push; Tu. nukuni to thrust push; 
Te. nuku to shove, push, thrust out; riukudu shoving; 
Kol. nak to push so as to move. (D.E.D. 3083). The usage 
of this verb is found in literary dialect also in the context 
of 'to push' which has disappeared from Standard collo
quial dialect whereas it is retained in the dialect in ques
tion. In their speech the usage is extended to other context 
'to sweep', nTiku 'to sweep' alternates with uku. The proto 
Dravidian initial n-is occasionally lost in many Dravidian 
languages. 

e.g. *ni: (n) 

Similarly nfiku 

i:vu (O.Te) 

iiku 'to sweep' 

Both nUku and iiku are. in usage in the speech of 
uneducated Telangana speakers. 

7. 0/Wram : It means 'to vomit'. Which corresponds 
to vanti: of standard Telugu. This nonstandard form has 
cognates in other Dravidian languages. 

Ta.okkalam, okkalippu, Or]lal retching 
Ma. okkanam retching, n.a·usea; Ka. okari 

okarike, okarisuha, okala 'to retch', vomit 
Ka. okari, Vomiting okaris'u to retch 
Te. okara, Okarinta, okarincu retching (D.E.D.866) 

... -.. _, 
This word 

1
was attested in Sabda Ratnakaram also, 

though it was -substituted by a Sanskrit borrowing Vanti in 
standard dialect. 
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8. Pay/am: This is used by uneducated speakers of 
Telangana in the sense of '?e careful'. 

Pay/am biDDa Careful daughter (Voc) 

be careful 0! daughter. 

The standard fonn padilam from which Paylam is 
derived is used in different contexts. 

e.g. dabbu Padilanga dacuko 

money carefully hide 

keep money carefully 

The word jagrata is used in standard variety in the 
context where Paylam is used by uneducated class of 
Telangana. Though the words like jagrte, badrva are preva
lent in the sense of 'carefully' in colloquial Kannada, 
Kittel in his dictionary shows the occurrence of P~du
lamve (O.ka) hadulave (Mod. ka) "well being"<t, safety, As 
far as Tamil is concerned the word Padanam is given in 
Tamil dictionary compiled by Kazagam according to which 
this word occurs in literary dialect in the sense of 'careful, 
to protect'. At present it is replaced in the colloquial stan
dard variety by jagrata 'careful'. In Telugu also the word 
Padilam is used in the sense of 'careful' in literary dialect, 
which in colloquial standard Telugu is used with certain 
lexical items only. 

9. dubba: It stands for 'soil, ·dust' in the uneducated 
variety of Telugu. In the standard variety dummu is used. 
Both the forms are derived from the same proto Dravidian 
form undergoing different kinds of phonological changes. 
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The cognates from other Dravidian languages are as 
follows. 

Ta. tumPu 'dust'. Ka. dumbu id; Te. dummu 

dumaramu id. Based on these cognates * tumPu can 
be reconstructed to Proto Dravidian stage. 

*NP > NB in Kannada and Telugu. 

Further, in Telugu assimilation has taken place in 
opposite directions in nonstandard and standard dialects 
resulting in different phonological forms. 

PDr * tumPu > dumbu (Te) 

~ 
dummu dubba 

(Anticipatory (Perseverant 

Assimilation) Assimilation) 

10. bokkalu: It stands for bones, In the standard 
dialect the word emukalu is in usage. The word bokkalu is 
a modified form of bomikalu which is found in the literary 
dialect. Cognates from other Dravidian languages are as 
follows. 

Te. bomika, bomike, bake bone. Kol . bokka 

NK bokka Pa. bula id. Go (L) boka 

(M) bula id. Ka. mule Kod. mule 

Though the form emukatu is of Dravidian origin it is 
not attested in Silryarayandhra nigha!J[UVu as being used in 
Ilierary dialect. The word bomikalu which was used in 
literary dialect is retained in modified form in the unedu
cated Telangana dialect. 
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Conclusion 

The lexical items used in the uneducated Telangana 
dialect are not only of Dravidian origin but were used in 
the literary dialect also. These are replaced in modern col
loquial standard variety with forms, either borrowed from 
Sanskrit or I5ravidian words which were not used in liter
ary dialect. It can therefore be said that, this particular 
variety of Telugu shows more of old literary forms which 
are of Dravidian origin. 
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TIME SIGNALING LINGUISTIC FORMS I 
IN TELUGU AND THEIR MEANING* 

B. Vijayanarayana I 
Osmania University 

Abstract: The time sigTUJling linguistic forms in Telugu are 
systematically explored to understand their role in capturing 
linguistic time as a pure semantic notion. 

The time signaling linguistic forms (hereafter called 
TSLFs) are those which express time in any human lan
guage. These forms vary in form and meaning from lan
guage to language. In this paper an attempt is made to deal 
with the role of Telugu TSLFs in expressing time. For the 

I 

sake of convenience, we shall dfVide the following pre-
sentation into three sections, viz. the future, the present, 
and the past. 

The Future 

We can precisely define the future as a time subse
quent to the coding time (C). This can be shown in the 
following way: 

Future 

. 
c· 

When we assume that some event will take place during 
this time, we are said to be talking about future time. No 
one knows what is going to happen in the time that is to be 
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or will come hereafter. So all the propositions which we 
talk about may or may not take place. Leech (1971) is of 
the opinion that we cannot be so certain of future happen
ings as we are of past and present events. Even then in our 
day-to-day discourse we are rather compelled to assume, 
speculate or predict about some events as happening at a 
specific point or during a specific period of future time. As 
in the case of the past and the present time, this too has no 
physical limit, but shifts according to the time of coding. 

The following ten TSLFs are used to denote future 
in Telugu; they are: 

1. The future tense 

2. Infinitive + past progressive tense of p o 
3. The past progressive tense 

4. The future progressive tense 

5. Infinitive + future tense of p o 
6~ Infinitive + future progressive tense of p o 
7. Past verbal participle+ future tense of wz 

8. Infinitive+ (v) + ali 

9. Infinitive + (v) + a lsi+ uhdi 
10. The past tense. 

These TSLFs can express future in Telugu though there is 
a certain degree of semantic variation between them. 

1. The future tense is very likely the most usual one 
employed for future in Telugu. This tense can be used 
with a time expression for a definite future arrangement as 
in the following examples: 
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1. rep [sa may a niki nenu dill [ lo unt a nu. . . 
'By this time tomorrow, I will be in Delhi.' 

2. l a div ZfraJi sinim a ki veltanu. 
'I will go to a movie this Sunday.' 

It also indicates an additional idea of promise, inten
tion or inevitability. The relative frequency of this form in 
Telugu is much higher than the other forms used for future 
reference. 

As mentioned above, the future tense is used to pre
dict, opine, assume or speculate about a future event as 
shown in (3), ( 4) and (5) below: 

3. atanu r e pu vast a tjanukuh! a nu. 
'I suppose he'll come tomorrow.' 

4. bahu§a vannijail!Opetjataru. 
'They'll probably put him in jail.' 

5. va4uparllqafeyilavuta4emo! 
'Perhaps he'll fail in the examination!' 

In a way, the verbs like anukonu in (3) and the adverbials 
like bahu§ a in ( 4) and em o in ( 5) are adding something 
to the intended meaning of the proposition. 

The future tense is also used to foretell future events, 
as in ( 6) and (7): 

6. mana desan vacce satabdahtanikalla svayan 
samruddhamautundi. 
'Our country will become self suffucient by the 
end of next century.' 
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7. mara vandehdlalo mZinavudu visvZiillarZilanni . . . 
jayistatju. 
'In another hundred years, man will conquer the 
outer space.' 

When a future proposition is made with the help of 
conditional, temporal, or sometimes, purposive sentences, 
the future tense is used in the main clause: 

8. v a tj.iki cebife ninnu canput a nu. 
'If you tell him, I'll kill you.' 

9. vana velisaka veldamu. 
'After the rain stops, we will go.' 

10. v a qu tmfii t:j.ani m a nsan vantjutunn a nu. 
'I am cooking mutton so that he'll eat.' 

So~etimes, certain events will take place without 
· the intentional involvement of a person. Consider the· fol
lowing example: 

11. atanni repu kaieflio custanu. 
'I shall see him in the college tomorrow.' 

This event will take place on its own, because both per
sons study in the same college and attend regularly. 

Similarly, the future tense is used to denote a future 
event as a fact: 

12. vacce nelalo ugadi.vastuirdi. 
'U gadi comes in the next month.' 

13. i nel'iikhariki naku mupphai entj.lu niiJ4utayi. 
'I will be thirty years by the end of this month.' 
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The future tense with a subject in the first person 
may be used to express intention made at the moment of 
decision: 

14. "raja! emitala unnav?" ani aqigindi. 
11[Q/Qn0ppig a Uizdi. II 

''pa(juko. cj.Ziktarni pilustanu." 

'"What's the matter, Raja?" she asked.' 

'I've got a headache.' 

'Lie down and I'll call the doctor.' 

Now look at another example: 

15. - vacceppu4u nako nofbuk testava? 

- alage, testanute. 

'- Will you get me a note-book while returning 
home?' 

'- Certainly, I'll get it.' 

Unlike (14), the prediction in (15) is not the new informa
tion but it is a response given to a request. This difference 
is due to the difference in the discourse features of the 
examples concerned. 1 

Future habitual events can also be expressed in the 
future tense: 

16. paUT!Jami rojufu mafll malllvastayi. 

'The days of fullmoon will come again and again.' 

17. ikamlda{agiida vasaiztah tarvatane grl~mah 
vastundi. 
'In future also the hot season follows the spring 
season.' 
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This tense is usually employed in the formal an
nouncements of the future programmes of the political lead
ers, high officials or foreign dignitaries in newspapers, ra
dio and TV news bulletins. Following are some of the 
representative examples: 

18. amerik a r Ziyab ari mis{ar bu~ a ga~tu 15 
vecfukallo palgoii(liru. 

'The American ambassador, Mr. Bush, will par
ticipate in August 15 celebrations.' 

19. usmaniya yunivarsit! v1. sl. maizgaJavaran 

nacju akhila bharatlya bha<J.Jvettala 
samme!an anni praranbhah cestaru. 

'The V.C. of Osmania University will inaugurate 
the All-India Linguists Conference on Tuesday.' 

This tense is also used in expressing a potential dan
ger, warning and prediction: 

20. debbalu tintavu emanukuntunnavo! . . 
'I do not know what you think, but you are sure 
to get beatings.' 

21. l ve{appu~u v l dhiloke[[aku, pokiri pillalu allari
peqataru. 

'At this hour of the time don't go into the street, 
or loafers will tease you.' 

22. patjatanu, niccena gaf{iga pa{!ukO. 

'Hoki the ladder firmly, I may fall.' 

A creative writer, sometimes, sets the plot of his 
story in the time future to writing (=coding) time, i.e. from 
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a vantage point in the future, he stretches his imagination 
backwards or forwards as required by the situation. This 
can be better explained with the help of the following 
diagram: 

The events in the narrative 
supposed to take place 

during this time 

Past Future 

Future 

Here, C
1 

represents the actual time of the narrative and C
2 

represents a vantage point in the future. The propositions 
of all the events in the narrative supposed to take place 
prior to C

2 
and later to C

1 
employ all the TSLFs which are 

relevant for the past time expression. Following example 
is taken from such a writing in Telugu: 

23. di. 16-3-2053 na ratri 8-45 nimu{alaku hindi 
vartalu ayyaka desapradhana mahtri ti.vi. lo 
prasangincaru. (from a story 'kuturu puf(al~f' by 
Palakura Sitalata; published in Andhra Sachitra 
Vcira Patrika: 3-2-84). 
'On 16-3-2053 at 8.45 p.m., after the Hindi news 
bulletin, the Prime Minister spoke on TV.' 

The event in (23) is assumed or imagined to take place in 
the future but depicted in such a way as if it had already 
happened. 
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Sometimes, the future tense is also used to summarise 
the story so far in a narrative or fiction writing when it 
appears in instalments or parts (in a popular magazine or 
on the radio) : . 

24 .... ramanandan patike![a sakuhtalanu vivahah 

cesukun! a cju ... syamala, n i raja a iiz{i nuizci 
vellipot aru. siamala kumarte sarojatop a[ug ii 
varu simla cerukwi!Ziru. akkacja syamala lana 
b a Iva snehitur a lu kamalanu kalusukuiztuizdi ... 

~ . 
ffrom jarigina katha 'the story so far' of a serial 
novel svayan siddha by Arikepudi (Koduri) 
Kausalya Devi, published in Vanita (March, 
1985)] 

' ... Ramanandam marries a twenty five year old 
Shakuntala ... Shyamala and Niraja go away from 
that house. Along with Saroja, the daughter of 
Shyamala, they reach Simla. There, Shyamala 
meets her childhood friend, Kamala .. .' 

The use of the future tense in the above example does not 
imply that these events are happening now, or that they 
will actually happen in future. This is simply a device, 
making a change from the past tense in which the jarigina 
katha 'the story so far' is normally described. See the fol
lowing example where past tense is used for the same 
purpose: 

25. nay ana iiz{iloizci p aripoyiizdi. a menu kondaru 

duiujagulu venbacjincaru ati ka${ah mlda ame 
railekkiizdi. railu pe{!elo aka musalidi nayanaku 
a sara ayiizdi. [fromjarigina katha 'the story so 
far' of the earlier instalments of the serial pilupu 
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n l kosame by Mannem Sharada; published in 
Andhra Jyoti Sachitra Vara Patrikn: 23-8-85] 
'Nayana ran away from the house. Some black
guards followed her. With a great effort she got 
into the train. An old woman, in the compart
ment of the train, became her prop.' 

This tense is also used in referring to the later part of 
a book. article, lecture etc.: 

26. l roju ltii upany a san civaralo moghalu 
s Zimr Zijya patan aniki gala k Zirar a [ani 

pariSllist'Zinu. 

'At the end of my lecture today I shall examine 
the reasons for the downfall of the Moghul em
pire.' 

This tense is usual when we are retelling or briefing 
or narrating a story to others. The following example is 
from the summary of a Telugu novel entitled nikem knvali 
by Kodavatiganti Kutumba Rao: 

27 .... kamaizto kastiirini spruiiizcuta tf.u . ... a menu 
viv'Ziham'Zirj.alani nin;ayiizcukuiz{Zitf.u. anduku 
ame, " ... " anfuhdi. [from Andhra Jyoti Sachitra 
Vara Patrikn: 17-8-84] 
' ... he touches her lustfully .... he decides to marry 
her. For that she says," ... "' 

The following excerpt is taken from a Hindi feature 
film (i.e. Paar) review appeared in a Telugu daily: 
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28 .... kruratvaiz, nirdaya, amiin~atvan tappa mara 
m(mava gw;wiz leni bhusv ami kocj.uku skiilu 

rlcarnu hatyacestiicju. paigii danni aka ro4¢r,· 

pram ii dang ii nirupist ii tj.u. d l nni sahifzcafeni 
harijanulu ade paddhatilo bhU.svami kocj.ukunu 
hatyacesi pagatzrcukuiz! aru ... [Udayam: 
19-8-85] 
' ... the landlord's son, who has no other human 
quality except cruelty, mercilessness and inhu
manness, murders the school teacher. Besides, 
he proves it as a road accident. The Harijans, 
who are unable to tolerate this, take revenge by 
murdering the landlord's son in the same manner 

Thi~ tense may be used to report a statement of an 
author from his book or that of a character therein as in the 
following: 

29. karma phaliinni iisiizcakuiujii vidhiga karya 
s ii dhana ceyuv ii tj.e parama puru:ju4u ani 

bhagavatg l tala kr~l}ut}.u arjununito cept a 4u. 
'In the Bhagavat Gita, Krishna says to Arjuna 
that the one who does his duty without being 
attached to the fruits of activity is a supreme 
man.' 

Sometimes, this tense is also used to assess the char
acters in a story: 

30. visvanathaviiri kathanayikalu ka~(alato 
]iorat.J.utaru. varibratukulu vare bratukiltf.aniki 

prayatnist aru. eppudu evari sah ay ann i 
arthincaru. 
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'Viswanatha's heroines fight the hardships. They 
try to live on their own. They never ask for 
anybody's help.' 

Further, this tense may be used in giving information 
about a physical state of things or persons in absence: 

31. r avug ari amm ayilu pOtj.ugg a uiz! aru. 
'Mr. Rao's daughters are very tall.' 

32. tajmahal cala baguiz[widi. 
'The Tajmahal is very beautiful.' 

This tense is also used in giving information regard
ing road directions etc. to a stranger: 

33. tinnaga vellaiuj.i. sandhya (likzs vastuizdi. dani 

daggara unna dulia1J'lillo mzku kavaisinavannT · 
dorukutayi. 
'Go straight. You find Sandhya Talkies. In the 
shops nearby you get anything that you want.' 

Sometimes, while reporting an event that took place 
more than once in a similar manner prior to the reporting 
time, this tense is used. Look at the following excerpt of a 
headline news item from a Telugu daily: 

34. kohdaru marning vak ki bayaluderutaru. 
parkuloki pravesistaru. oka baizbu ha{attuga 
pe lutundi. akkacjunnavaru tun a tunaka /aipotaru. 
baizbu vasan a, cavu vasana vyapistuiuii. [ 

rakaizg a 4illill0nu, parisara pr ant a lalonii 
iravai n a lugu gan{ala vyavadhilo 80 maizdiki 
paiga amayakulu canipoyaru. [Udayam : 12-
5-85] 
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'Some people start for a morning walk. They en
ter into the park. Suddenly a bomb blasts. The 
people there are torn into pieces. The odour o; 
the bomb and death spreads. In this manner, ii 
Delhi and other surrounding places more than 8C 
innocent people died in a twenty four hours time.' 

The past tense form of the verb die ('canipovu') in (34) 
signals that the other verbs, though they are· used in the 
future tense form, are actually referring to an event which 
occurred several times in a succession or simultaneously 
in different places during a period of time in the past. 

In its restrinctive usage, the future tense is employed 
in seeking some information by questioning as shown in 
(35) below: 

35. -l bhojanan enta mandiki saripotundi? 
- bah u.S a padimandiki. 
'- For how many people this food is sufficient?' 
'- May be for ten.' 

The following sentences with future tense verbs in 
them signal repeated, customary, and habitual events. All 
these propositions are made based on the past experience 
or knowlege of the speaker or writer. Consider the follow· 
ing examples: 

36. raju kabatjtji aljatatju. 
'Raju plays kabaddi.' 

37. ramayya ganilO panicesta4u. 
'Ramaiah works in the mine.' 

38. bh aratryulu ch andasulu. anduk£ prati daniki 
edustaru . . 
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'Indians are a sentimental people. That's why they 
weep for everything.' 

39. rCilJi gufliki taracu veltundi. 
'Rani often goes to the temple.' 

Sentence (36) would mean either Raju can or know 
how to play !Cabaddi, or he does habitually play. The propo
sition in (37) suggests that Ramaiah is employed in a mine 
for a particular span of his life. The proposition in (38) 
points out that the people of India are grouped by a com
mon trait. 

The future tense, as in (39), is often associated with 
adverbials such as : appwjappuqu 'occassionally', pratiroju 
'everyday', varanikosari 'once in a week' etc. In such 
cases, the adverbials limit the duration of the action, so 
indicating a contrast with some other period. At the same 
time, they reinforce the notion of repetition and indicate 
nearly how many times an event is repeated. 

This tense is appropriate for expressing general or 
eternal truths. The following statements are true for all 
time: 

40. himalaya p arva(alu e/lappll(j.U mancuto 
kappabacji wi{ ayi. 
'The Himalayas are always covered with snow.' 

41. samudrapu nlru uppaga unfwidi. 
'The sea water is salty.' 

2. Infinitive + past progressive tense or po tends to 
indicate a future signification. Here is an example with 
this form: 
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42. idi n aj l vitahlo adbhutamaina roju kabi5tuhdi. 
'This is going to be the most wonderful day of 
my life.' 

This form denotes not only a future event but also an 
intention when the subject is human: 

43. nenu v a !{aku ceppabotunn a nu. 
'I'am going to tell them.' 

This form is also used in a wider range of contexts, 
wherever the proposition made is about a future event re· 
sulting from the present state of affairs. Consider these 
examples: 

44. a!u cucju. var~an pacjabotwidi. 
'Look there! It's going to rain.' 

45. I ceuu putaku rabotundi. 
'This tree is going to blosom.' 

In each of the above sentences the state of affairs giving 
rise to the future event are taken for granted. The proposi
tion in ( 44) is made when one sees dark clouds in the sky. 
In ( 45), the proposition is possible on two counts: it is ihe 
age of tree or the season that is responsible for its blos
soming. 

The proposition made by this form generally indi
cates the immediate future wherever the context does not 
provide a future time reference, or a future time adverbial 
is not present. cf. ( 46) with ( 47): 

46. en ceyabotunn avu? 
'What are you going to do?' 
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47. miru tarvati na[akahlo nafincabotunnara? 
'Are you going to act in the next play?' 

171 

This form not only indicates a premeditated action, 
as mentioned earlier, but also expresses a plan: 

48. ippucj.e cal a nu konukkocc a nu. by a nkulo 

par Ik~a [Iju ka!fabotunn anu. 
'I've just bought the challan form and I'm going 
to remit the examination fee in the bank.' 

3. The past progressive tense when used with a 
future time adverbial, refers to a forth coming event result
ing or contextually realised from a present plan, programme 
or arrangement: 

49. repu emi cestunnaru? 
'What are you doing tomorrow?' 

50. rZiHrapati jnani jailsiizg z nela 14na 
(Zidivarah) nagar(miki vastunnaru. [Udayam: 
13-7-85] 
'The President, Jnani Jail Singh, is coming to the 
city on 14th (Sunday) of this month.' 

Like the infinitive + past progressive tense of po 
form, this tense (particularly when it is not associated with 
a time adverbial) generally refers to the immediate future, 
e.g. 

51. nenu kiida mito vastunn anu. 
'I'm also coming with you.' 

Narayana Rao (mimeo) points out that the past pro
gressive tense may be alternatively used with a prospec-
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tive verb form (infinitive + past progressive tense of po). 

He illustrates this point with the following two examples: 

nenu fepu ve!!ipotunn anu. 
'I am leaving tomorrow.' 

nenu repu vef!ipobotunn anu. 
'I am going to leave tomorrow.' 

The present writer agrees, to some extent, with the above 
opinion as long as these are used for the future reference. 
But,- when they are u!ed· in the past propositions, they 
cease to function as alternatives [see examples (85) and 
(86)]. 

4. The future progressive tense expresses an ongo
ing action at a time in i'Yture. The future time adverbial 
must be provided either intersententially or intrasenten
tially: 

52.tvarag a vacceyahcji. nenu m z kosah 

n z rilqistunf a nu. 
'Come soon. I will be waiting for you.' 

53. rep I sa may a niki m a par l k~a jarugutuiqundi. 
'Our examination will be taking place tomorrow 
by this time.' · 

This tense can also be used to denote an action or 
event which habitually or repeatedly took place in the past 
and likely to continue in the future.2 Look at the example 
below: 

54. nenu roju l-yayamah cestun.fanu. 
'I do physical exercise daily.' 
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5. Infinitive + future tense of po is used to denote 
generally, the immediate future, i.e. just after coding time: 

55. vi ru ippucju 'yuddhamu saizti' ane vi~ayanpai 
maJla4abotarukav(ma mTrahta nissabdanga 
uizd a /ani korukuiztunn a nu . . , . 
'He is about to talk on the topic 'War and Peace', 
therefore, I request you all to be silent.' 

It is also not abnormal to use this form in expressing 
repeated, customary and habitual actions. The proposition 
in this case takes only animate subject(s): 

56. atanuprarirojupekap aqabotarju. 
'Everyday he goes to play cards.' 

6. Infinitive + future progressive tense of po indi
cates a future event. Compare (57) and (58): 

57. rep l p a;iki atanu par [ kJa r ayabotwif a cj.u. 
Tomorrow by this time he will be going to write 
the examinaiion.' 

58. repu atanu pari k~a ,. a_vabotunn a rju. 
'Tomorro\v he's going tc ··'·Tite the examination.' 

7. Past verbal participle+ future tense of un ,which 
was labelled as 'Future Perfect Tense' by Arden (1873), 
expresses an action perceived to have already been com
pleted prior to a definite point of time in future. In this 
case a future time adverbial is obligatory since it specifies 
the point from which the past is visualized: 
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59. n l vu tirigocce sariki Zi me nzkosafz vaiztacesi 
un{undi. 
'By the time you come back she will have cooked 
for you.' 

Venkateswarlu (1982) is of the opinion that this form 
has no existence in Telugu. But the examples like (59) 
above is sufficient to disprove his claim. 

8. Infinitive + ("~-) + ali construction, when used with 
a future time adverbial, indicates an-obligatory future event: 

60. nenu repu raj ani kalavali. 
'I have to meet Raja tomorrow.' 

It is also used for future predictions: 

61. s ayahtrahkalla var~an patj. Zi li. 
'It should rain by evening.' 

9. Infinitive + (v~ + alsi + widi, when used with a 
future time adverbial, denotes an obligatory future happen
ing and sometimes indicates a predetermined or destined 
future event or state: 

62. atanu mufzdu mundu enno manci panulu ceyalsi 
undi. 
'He is destined to do many good things in 
future.' 

10. The past tense forms of a couple of verbs indi
cate immediate future event. The following example is 
extracted 1'Pom Venkateswsrlu (1982: p. 552): 

idigo, vacca. ( = ippu4e vastanu) 
'Look! 'I'll come right now.' 
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The verb caccu 'die' when used in the past tense 
form with the first person human subject, as given in ( 63) 
below, expresses a future event visualised spontaneously 
(whether it is accomplished in an immediate future or not): 

63. abba! casti. 3 

'AJ.as! I'm gone ( = I've died.).' 

The Present 

The present time can be notionally devided into in
stantaneous present and exteRded present. The former in
dicates an event simultaneous with the coding time. It may 
be expressed diagrammatically thus: 

Instantaneous Present 
Past Future 

c 
The latter shows no limitation on the extension of the state 
into past and future time. That is, it indicates the present 
time extending into the time preceding and following the 
coding time. This may be shown as follows : 

Extended Present 
Past ( ........... ) Future 

. 
c 

In the first case it is a point of time, NOW, and in the 
second case it is a period of time, NOW. However, this 
distinction is only conceptual and does not affect the verb 
forms. Hence, It should not be associated with the non
progressive and progressive aspects respectively. 

In Telugu, the present state or event is expressed by: 
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1. The past progressive tense 

2. The past tense of un 

3. The future tense of un 

4. The future progressive tense. 

1. The past progressive tense is used to denote an 
activity taking place now (i.e. coding time). Observe the 
following examples: 

64. atanu ceppil1.di niku ceptunn anu. 
· · 'I'm telling you what he said.' 

65. manah ippucj..u ekkacj..iki veltunn amu nann a? 
'Where are we going now, dad?' 

In (64) and (65), the eve~ts are occurring simultaneously 
with the coding time, that is now. In fact they started 
earlier than coding time and may continue to occur in the 
future also. Take for instance (64): when someone is pass
ing on a message, may stop for a while and remind the 
listener of what he is doing by uttering (64). (65) may be 
used by a child asking his father when they are in a run
ning car. 

The past progressive tense, when used to denote the 
present, also adds an additional meaning of limited dura
tion. This is true whether it proposes an instantaneous or 
extended present as the division shown above. Consider 
these examples: 

66. G{U c'iiif.aiuj..i, V a tfU sigaref{U t a gutunn a tj.u. 
'Look there! he is smoking a cigarette.' 

67. v a cj.z madhya sigare#u bag a tagutunn a q.u. 
'He is smoking a lot of cigarettes these days.' 
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The sentence (66) indicates an ongoing action of limited 
duration, which itsel is in the instantaneous present time. 
On the other hand, (67) indicates an action occurring fre
guently these days in extended present time. Here, again 
the action is of limited duration. 

How extended is the extended present? This depends 
on the individual propositions made for the present time. 
Each situation has its own limitation by the Jaw of nature 
pertaining to time span< So, it is with the help of time and 
frequency adverbials, one can visualise the extended present 
time. 

2. The past tense of un in Telugu, when used to 
denote present time, doesn't express present activity. For 
that as shown above only past progressive tense is em
ployed. The propositions intended for present state will 
take this as shown below: 

68. atanu ink a akkfl{je unn a r:ju. 
'He is still there.' 

69. prastutan prati 1000 mandt puru~ulaku 970 

mandi str zlu unn aru. l paristhiti il age 
konas a gife prati 1000 mandi purU$Ulaku 100 

mandi strzlu un? a ru. 
'At present, there are 970 women for every 1000 
men. If this trend continues, there will be 100 
women for every 1000 men.' 

The present state of the proposition in (68) is realised con
textually. At the same time, the proposition made in (69) is 
true for present time denoted by the adverbial prastutan. 
Further, this proposition is about instantaneous present time. 
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3. The future tense of un also indicates the present 
state which is not within the immediate proximity of the 
codifier and listener(s) at the time of coding. For example, 
see (70): 

70. - janaki ekkatja? 

- bahusa, van{inflo ufzfundi. 

'- Where is Janaki?' 

'-Probably, she is in the kitchen.' 

4. The future progressive tense is used to express 
the acitvity or event which is taking place or in progress at 
the time of coding. In these cases, again like the proposi
tion in (70), the activity or event will not take place within 
the proximity of the codifier and listener(s). This proposi
tion also presupposes the earlier experience or knowledge 
on the part of the codifier, e.g. 

71. - v a q.u ippuq.u en cestunf a qu? 

- homvark cestunf a q.u. 

'-What will he be doing now?' 
'-He will be doing his homework now.' 

The future and future progressive tense, as shown in 
(70) and (71), also express events which are taking place 
during the extended present time. 

The Past 

The time which precedes the coding time is assumed 
to be past. In this case, the event can be traced at a definite 
point or during a definite period of time on the unending 
past scale. Observe the following diagrams: 
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Past 
. 
c 

event at a time 
Past 

c 
event during a period 

Past 
!" ........... 'l 

Telugu employs the following devices to refer to 
something which occurred in the past: 

1. The past tense 

2. The past progressive tense 

3. Infinitive + past progressive tense of po 

4. Infinitive + past tense of po 

5. Future relative verbal participle+ pronoun 

6. Future verb stem + progressive suffix + future rela-
iive verbal participle of un + pronoun. 

7. Past verbal participle + past tense of un 

8. Past verbal participle+ future tense of un 

9. Infinitive + (v) + ali 

10. Infinitive+ (v) + a lsi + widi. 

1. The past tense, in Telugu, expresses on one-time 
completed past event: 

72. vinod atani vaipu parisilanag a cuscufu. 
'Vinod looked at him searchingly.' 

This may be identified either by a past time adver-
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bial in the sentence as given in (73): 

73. memu poyina vesavilo ii? i ki velliimu. 
'We went to Ooty last summer.' 

or may be implied by the context, as shown in the 

following: 

74. -selavallo eti cesavu? 

- cala pustakalu cadivanu. 

':-What did you do in the vacation?' 

'-I read a lot of books.' 

The propositions made in (73) and (74) above are 
those of a definite past time orientation, i.e. the time 
of an event was pin-pointed by a specific time adverbial. 
Sometimes, the past reference is made in association with 
a non-specific time adverbial of duration. Compare (75) 
with (76) below: 

75. nenu mudeizdlu karate nercukunn anu. . . . 
'I learned karate for three years.' 

76. nenu 1981 nufzdi 1983 varaku karate 
nercukunn anu. 
'I learned karate from 1981 to 1983.' 

The habitual or frequentative events that occurred 
over a limited period of time in the past can also be ex
pressed by the past tense, e.g. 

77. a rojul/0 rojuku n Q lugu gaiqalasepu cadivanu. 
'In those days I read four hours a day.' 
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2. The past progressive tense, in Telugu, is used to 
express an activity in process in the past. This activity is of 
limited duration, out ib exact limits are not specified, viz: 

Past continuous activity 

Past 

c 
If this tense is used without a time adverbial, the 

proposition may indicate gradual development: 

78. pak~ulu guffu cerukunfunn ayi. 
'The birds were coming back to their nests.' 

Sometimes, the activity which is in process, indi
cated by the past continuous, may not be fulfilled. 

Consider the following: 

79. atanu parzk~a rastunnacfu. unna!{uncfi ataniki 
guiujepo(u ravadaiztoparzlcya rayacJan manalsi 
vacciizdi. 
'He was writing the exam. But he was to stop 
writing the examination due to sudden heart at
tack.' 

This tense in colligation with a point of time in the 
past indicates an activity still in process, i.e. began before 
that time and probably continued after it. Observe the fol
lowing diagram and the examples: 

activity in process 

Past 
............... , 

~ 

point of time c 
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80. atanu udayan e tjugah[alaku vy ay a man 
cestunnatju. 
'At seven in the morning he was doing physical 
exercise.' 

81. nenu akkarjiki vef(esariki atanu vyayamaiz 
c e stunn a du . . 
'When I went there he was doing physical exer-
cise.' 

(80) implies that the vy ay a man had started before seven 
in the morning or the time that I went there, as in (81), and 
that it continued after that time. 

It also indicates the future in the past as shown by 
the following example: 

82. a roju nenu vellesariki atanu battalu 
sardukuiztunn a du. . . 
- enduku? 
- ade roju sayantran atanu boizbayi 
veltunn a rju - andukani. 
'-That day when I went there he was packing 
his dresses.' 
'-Why?' 
'-He was going to Bombay same evening- that 
is why.' 

This can be presented more clearly with the help of a 
diagram: 
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Past sardukuntunn a du veltunnadu . 
( ........... ) ( ......... ) 

. 
c 

Sometimes, the past progressive tense is used in the 
place of a past tense (for the past propositions), Observe 
(83) below: 

83. nar e ~ sarasana r a dha to lis a rig a 
kathanayikaga na{istunnadi. ~ufifzgu bhagah 
purtayina l citraizlo ink a satyan ar ayal}a, 
allur amalingayya, sudh a kar, annapfi.riJa, 
ram aprabha taditarulu mukhya p a tralni 
p o ~istunn aru. [from a film report published in 
Andhra Jyoti Sachitra Vara Patrika: 17-8-84]. 

'For the first time Radha is acting as a heroine 
by the side of Naresh. In this movie, whose shoot
ing part was over, along with others. 
Satyanarayana, Allu Ramalingaiah, Sudhakar, 
Annapurna, Rama Prabha are also playing in the 
leading roles. ' 

In this case, the shooting part of the film was already over 
by the time of its reporting. So, most normal choice is the 
past tense rather the past continuous tense. See (84) below: 

84.nare~ sarasana radha tolisariga 
kath an ayikaga na!ihcindi. {ilfiitgu bh a gan 

purtayina z citraitlo inkii satyanarayal}a, 
allur a malingayya, sudh a kar, annap u rl}a, 
ramaprabha taditarulu mukhya patralni 
po~zncaru. 
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'For the first time Radha acted as a heroine by 
the side of Naresh. In this movie, whose shoot
ing part was over, along with others, 
Satyanarayana, Allu Ramalingaiah, Sudhakar, 
Annapurna, Rama Prabha also played in the 
leading roles.' 

3. Infinitive + past progressive tense of po with a 
past time adverbial, expresses unfulfilled plans in the past: 

85.aroju en jarigihdo telusa ? atanu 
bassekkabotunn{uju. T loga killujari kihda 
badaadu. 

'Do you know what happened that day? He was 
going to get into the bus. But by then his leg 
slipped and fall down.' 

Here, the activity in fact was in progress and hindered by 
some unprecedented cause. 

This form refers to a pre-programmed event in the 
past which was not fulfilled, and latter in sequence to an
other fulfilled event in the past. That is, it refers future in 
the past: 

86. vallu aderoju sayahtran asp-eliya 
ve[lfzbotunnaru, kani ahtakanna muhde agni 
pramiidahlo ant Zi caccipoya ru. 

'They were going to go to Australia that evening, 
but before that all of them died in the fire acci
dent.' 

See also the following diagram in connection with 
the above example: 
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Past 

unprecedented 
event fulfilled 

pre-programmed 
event unfulfilled 

. 
c 

4. Infinitive + past tense of po with a past time 
adverbial, indicates the non-beginning of the event in the 
past: 

87. ratn atanu tebul daggara kiirconi 
caduvaboy acju, ade samaya niki lai!fu 
aripoya yi. 
'At night sitting near the table he was about to 
read, at the same time the lights went off.' 

This form is also·. U!)ed with a different connotation 
for a past event: 

88. par l Jqa rayab 0 y a cju. 

'He went to write the examination.' 

5. Future relative verbal participle + pronoun ex
presses past custom, habit, repeated action, or state which 
contrasts with the present: 

89. atanu geyalu rasevat:ju, ipput:ju 
nava/alu rastunnacju. 

'He used to write poems/compositions, now he is 

writing novels.' 

This also denotes a past state or habit that continues 
to exist, but in a chnn~ed form: 

90. atanu ippafikann a ekkuvag a tag eva cju. 
'He' used to drink heavily than he does now.' 
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This can be used even when we are not making a 
contrast between past and present, in this case we are ca
sually mentioning someone's customary habit or routine 
during an unspecified or specified period of past time, as 
illustrated in (91) and (92): 

91. a me roju itaku ve![edi. 
'Daily she ued to go for a swim.' 

92. 1980 lo atanu rojuku padi gah!alu visrailti 
lls ukun eva cju. 
'In 1980 he used to take rest ten hours a day.' 

6. Future verb stem + progressive suffix + future 
relative verbal participle of un + pronoun makes the 
similar proposition (i.e. indicating past habitual or 
frequentative events) as expressed in (77) and (92). But 
the only difference it shows is the durational aspect of the 
event: 

93. atanu pratiroju konnigaiztalasepu vyayaman 
cestuiz4eva4u. 
'Everyday he used to do physical exercise for 
few hours.' 

This form is not used with the verbs indicating a 
state. Hence, the following expression is unacceptable se
mantically in Telugu: 

94. *ame cala aiuianga unJurujedi. 
'She used to be very beautiful.' 

7. Past verbal participle +past tense of un, though 
very rare in usage, can express past. Arden (1873) and 
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Venkateswarlu (1982) treat this form as a separate tense. 
The former uses the label 'Perfect or Pluperfect Tense' and 
latter, samapta vartamanakillan (=present perfect tense): 

95. memu akkatjiki velleppa!ike ahutulaizta vacci 
unnaru. 
'The invitees had already come when we reached 
there.' 

96. intavaraku m l kenn o m arlu ceppi unn Zinu. 
'So far I have told you several times.' 

These can be alternatively said with the help of a 
past tense as shown below: 

97. intavaraku mlkenno marlu ceppanu. 
'So far I have told you several times.' 

But the expression which uses the past verbal 
prarticiple + past tense of wz is more emphatic in nature 
than the one which uses the past tense. 

8. Past verbal participle + future tense of un, which 
was labelled as 'Future Perfect Tense' by Arden (1873), 
can be used by someone who makes a guess or confirms 
the possibility of an event in the past: 

98. atanu ninna l sarike gwi(ilru ceri uh(aqu. 
'Yesterday by this time he might have reached 
Guntur.' 

9. Infinitive + (v) + ali in association with a past 
time adverbial, refers a past time event, which was planned 
earlier. Sometimes indicates a past time unfulfilled obliga
tory actions : 
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99. atanu lekkaprakaran ninna rcwali 
'As plan· he had to come yesterday.' 

lO.J.nfiniuve + (") + alsi + widi indicates past un
fulfilled eve.nts gr refers the events which are destined to . ·. 
take place at a future point of time in the past : 

100. ninnane carcaku anumatiizcalsi vuizdi, (Udayam: 
15-9-85) 

'You should have allowed for a discussion 
yesterday'. 

101. atanu peddavacjai rii~asulni sanharincalsi undi. 
'He was destined to kill the demons when he 
attains the adulthood.' 

Notes 

• An abridged a11d modified version of chapter 1\ of Author's 
MPhil dissertation, Osmania University. In transcription, n 
stands for anusviira. 

1. Following Widdowson (1973:112-13), (14) may be described 
as a tqt by 'cohesion' and (15) as a text by 'coherence'. 

2. This does not include the propositions about 'all-time' truths, 
which are only expressed .by the tllture tense (see examples 
(40) and (41)]. 

3. This form is· a variant of caccanu 
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M. Phil. Dissertation Abstract 

AN ACOUSTIC ANALYSIS I 
OF URDU VO\VELS 

Mohd.Ansarl • 

The M.Phil thesis titled "an Acoustic Analysis of Urdu 
Vowels" deals with the acoustic features of Urdu vowels in 
tenns of their quality and quantity (i.e.duration), as measured 
from the spectrograms. The measurement of formant frequen
cies of vowels in hertz and duration in milli seconds is 
provided and discussed in detail. The first chapter presents an 
introduction to the language and its dialects, scope and aim of 
the study. It also discusses the data and instrumental technique 
used (i.e.Sound Spectrograph). 

The Second chapter presents the phonological sketch of 
Urdu speech sounds and gives a picture of Phoneme-graph
eme relations. 

The third chapter deals with the duration of Urdu vowels 
occurring in constrasts in different positions and context. 
Various factors studied include the topics such as effect o,f 
consonant voicing, place of articulation, manner of articula
tion, stress and nasalization etc. This chapter forms one of the 
core areas of thesis. 

The Fourth chapter studies the measurement of formant 
frequencies of vowels and their acoustic discription. 

The last chapter summarises the findings of the study. Thus 
·this thesis contributes not only towards the understanding of 
the differences among Urdu vowels but also corresponding 
differences in other languages. 
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tan Of TELUGU AS SPECIAL I 
A~APHORIC PRONOUN (SAP) 

K.Ashirvadam 
T elugu University I 

The term 'pronoun' originally belongs to Latin lan
guage. Later it came into English through French language. 
The original meaning of this term is same as we are using 
it today in English and Telugu languages i.e. 'word used 
instead of a noun'. Pronoun is a subset of noun and it is 
commonly used to indicate two functi~ns (Bhat 1978: 6). 

1. Pragmatic or deictic use, for referring to indi
viduals which are directly involved in the speech act itself 
(i.e. speaker addressee and referent). 

2. Anaphoric use, for referring to individuals, things, 
events that have been otherwise mentioned in the sentence 
itself. If anyone observed the following two examples, they 
can understand the above mentioned two types clearly. 

1. radha rajuto nzgurinci ceppindi 
'Radha told Raju about you'. 

2. radha tanagurinci rajuto ceppukonnadi. 
'Radha told Raju about herself. 

In sentence (1) n7 'you(r)' is used pragmatically 
where the identity has to be obtained from the speech act 
context itself. Here it refers to one of the speech act 
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participants namely, the addressee. In (2) the pronoun tan 
'her' is used as an anaphoric of the noun riidha which is 
mentioned in the same clause itself. 

1st and lind person pronouns (nenu, memu, manamu, 
nzvu-m1ru) are used pragmatically only, whereas the 
reflexive, and relative pronouns of English are used 
anaphorically. But third person pronouns which are 
demonstratives in Telugu are used for both pragmatically 
as well as anaphorically there by giving rise to referential 
ambiguity; 

3. raju ba4inunci vacce{appu4u atatj.u ecjustunnaqu. 
'While Raju was coming from the School he was 
crying'. 

4. slta ame pustakanni balla mUla pe!findi 
'Sita kept her book on the table'. 

The third person pronouns atafj.u and arne of above 
sentences can refer either to subjects (Raju and Sita) of the 
sentence or to other than subjects whose identity is to be 
determined from the speech act context (i.e. either 
anaphorically or pragmatically). These third person pro
nouns will be ambiguious even when they have reference 
exclusively to anaphoric pronouns as in (5). 

5. ramu suryam to atani pustakiinni balla mtda pe!{a 
manncuju. 
'Ramu told Suryam to keep his book on the table'. 

Here atani 'his' is a definite anaphoric pronoun. But 
it can refer either to the subject or to the object noun (i.e. 
rlfmu or Silryam). The referential scope of the pronoun is 
not restricted to a particular noun. This type of ambiguity 
can be termed as intra-anaphoric. 
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In Telugu the so-called reflexive pronouns tanu (sg) 
tamu (pi) are used to disambiguate such ambigious sen
tences. as ,~anu refers on!v to Jn immediatelv oreceamg 
noun 1n a ~entenc~. 

6. ramu tana pustakcmni ballamTda peuamani rajuku 
iccintj.u 
'Ramu gave his book to Raju to keep it on the 
table'. 

7. sYta tana kalanni radhaku iccindi. 
'Sita gave her pen to Radha.'. 

Here the tan pronoun refers to subjects of the above 
sentences. It is due to the fact t~at when the pronoun tan is . 
used immediately after a noun, it refers to the preceding 
noun only. In some contexts the tan also gives referential 
ambiguity. 

It may be observed here that the tan pronoun in 
Telugu appears only with reference to the third person 
pronouns. And it doesn't denote the first and second per
son pronouns at all. If we combine first and second person 
pronouns with tan for referential purposes, the resulting 
constructions are un-acceptable. _ _ 

8. * nenu tanaku vantjukonnanu 
'I for him cooked self. 

9. * nTvu tanaku vamjukonnavu 
'You for him cooked-self'. 

From these examples it can be seen that tan pro
noun refers to third person pronouns only, but not to all 
the nouns in reflexive meaning as in Hindi ap and English 
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self In Telugu tan represents the identity of preceding 
nounphrase only. But it does not indicate reflexivization. 
Even after the occurrence of tan pronoun in sentence we 
do not get the reflexive meaning. But after adding the 
auxiliary verb kon to main transtive verbs the sentence 
will change into reflexive. 

10. radha tanaku vanfa cesindi 
'Radha cooked a meal for her'. 

11. radha lana tamjriki van[a cesindi 
'Radha cooked a meal for her father'. 

These two sentences have the same structure except 
that they differ in their object NP's. In (10) the object noun 
shows identity with the subject of the sentence, whereas in 
(11) the object and the subject are different referential en
tities. Here (10) is unacceptable due to the fact that in 
Tel:ugu when there is coreference between subject and ob-. 
ject NPs the auxiliary verb kon should be suffixed to the 
main verb. (11) is not at all a reflexive construction as the 
subject and object nouns are referentially different. The 
only possible way to convert (10) into reflexive is to add 
the auxiliary kon to the main verb as below. 

12. r'adha tanaku vanra cesukonnadi 
'Radha cooked for herself'. 

After suffixing the kon to the main verb, it is easyto 
differentiate the reflexive sentence (12) from a non-reflex
ive sentence like (10). Lastly the pronoun tan also can 
optionally be deleted from the sentence without affecting 
its meaning. 
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13. radha vanfa cesukonnadi 
'Radha cooked for herself'. 

195' 

It is clear that even without the so-called reflexive 
pronoun tan, we can get the reflexive meaning as expressed 
in the above sentence. 

In Telugu tan is not obligatory in surface structure of 
a reflexive sentence, but auxiliary verb kon is obligatory 
in such a sentence. So it is treated as a reflexive marker in 
Telugu. Now we will compare it with the English 
reflexivizer, to show the different processes involved in 
two languages. 

In English we can find sentences which have under
gone the reflexive transformation. 

14. He shaved himself. 

One can assume that the above sentence with a re
flexive pronoun is to be derived from a deep structure 
which contains a non-reflexive pronoun or form as in 

15. He shave he 

Only when the object NP is identical with the sub
ject NP, the reflexive transformation changes the object 
NP into a reflexive pronoun. For the present purposes let 
us use the following structural description. 

16. NP 
1 

Aux 
2 

Verb- PP 
3 4 

NP 
5 

When the 1= 5, the reflexive transformation takes 
place or applies to that sentence. 
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On meeting this matching condition, the morphophon
amic rules of English convert the forms like he + reflexive 
to himself, I + fef1exive myself. ihe~' + reflexive them
selves anci so on. Here the condition of identit'' is compul
sory for the structure to undergo the reflexive transforma
tion as in all other languages. 

Even Didayi, a munda language has this same condi
tion to undergo the reflexive transformation. 

17. m ce m rr;ha bagoyge 
he himself killed .. 
'He killed himself. 

_ 18 .. m<£.m._<f;~a korta kvarge 

he himself beard shaved 
'He shaved beard himself' 

19. naih naiizha ncjoyge 
I myself cooked 
'I cooked for myself'. 

Here the marker -ha works as -self of English lan
guage. T11is marker occur with all pronouns (like self) and 
refers the prec~Q.!D:& pQUil. or pronoun in the sentence. If 
the subject and object nouns are not coreferential and re
flexive transformation doesn't apply to that sentence at all, 
and the marker -ha will not affix to the object pronoun. 

In Telugu when this identity condition is met, the 
auxiliary verb kon is suffixed to the main verb as a sort of 
agreement marker. But the second NP of English and Didayi 
takes the suffix self and ha respectively to indicate the co
reference between subject and object NPs of the clause. It 
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goes without saying that in Telugu also the two NPs (sub
ject & object) of sentence are required to be identic:::! I in 
order to undergo the reflexive transformation. 

20. riidha VQ!}{Q cesukonnadi 
'Radha cooked for herself'. 

The above (surface structure of) reflexive sentence is 
derived after applying the reflexive transformation. The 
deep structure of (20) can be postulated as in (20 a). 

20 a. riidha radha kosam van{a cesindi 
Radha cooked for Radha 

In Telugu when the two NPs (third persons) are iden
tical/coreferential, the tanization transformation 
(pronominalization) applies, whereas pronominalization 
transformation applies elsewhere. Here the tanization trans
formation converts (20) into (20 b). 

*20 b. radha tana kosam vanfa cesindi 
'Radha cooked meal for her' 

When the pronoun tan occurs in the sentence the 
refelexive transformation converts the verb into retlexi.ve 
by adding auxiliary kon as 

20 c. rZidha tana kOsam van{a cesukonnadi 
'Radhacooked food for herself. 

Lastly even the pronominal deletion rule deleres the 
tan and resultant sentence is ·· 

20 d. riidha vanfa cesukonnadi 
'Radha cooked food for herself'. 
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Ihe :v.erb with Jwn auxiliary will give reflexive mean .. 
ing, .e:v.en Nlitbout 1he pronoun tan. As Telugu has the 
::&uqj.e.c.tiMril~ur :v.e.rb@.1 agreement system, the kon form wil! 
he -adde.d. ,to .:v.erb as agreement to get reflexive meaning. 
'The mb.al ,~greem.ent itself gives the, full details o'f the 
:atibjtlatn lolf tthe $.el'l!tence. 

TJle ,Qther Dr.avidian languages like Tamil also have 
,a_S:im:i:lar 1process.. According to Kumaraswami Rajn (1971) 
,and JEa.dmanabha Pillai (1981), Tamil tan doesn't denote 
;the r-efl.exiMization. but the occurrence of tan in a sentence 
is .tr.eated .as .a result of a transformation called tanization. 
And lfue_y :ffiigued that insertion of auxiliary kol in the main 
weJfiD ~s :the mefl.exive meaning . 

.Ac.arud1ng 1o Bhat (1978 : 52-80) tan of Kannada 
do.esn'.t .,gi:v.e :the reflexive meaning, but he treated it as a 
¥cia.! .an<lJ)hor:ic pronoun which refers to a particular 
.n.o.llDJlhrase . .S.o :he names it as a special anaphoric pronoun 
.(S.~) and ipO:inted out that Kannada too has a verbal pro
cess it!D tderurt.e the reflexive meaning. 

F.tom tfue :above discussion it can be said that as in 
ro;LJ.S..o,nance -:with its sister languages like Tamil and 
Kannada, .tan .of Telugu also doesn't denote the process of 
reflex:iv:ization, but it is used to indicate the antecedent 
noun .only ··when both the NPs are identical. At the same 
time it is ·used to disambiguiate the sentences which are 
refe.re.o.tia.Ily ambiguous by the use of the third person pro
nouns as ·in (3) to (7). this tan refers to a particular noun 
which ·we·want to specify. In Telugu, also we can treat tan 
as .a special anaphoric pronoun (SAP) as Bhat treared ll m 
Kamnada. Let us observe another example with illustra
tionsror a dear understanding. 
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21. rakes poif.ucukon [n(a)] if.u 
Rakesh stabbed himself. 

199 

One can assume the following deep structure to above 
surface structure. 

21 a. rakes raXesnu pQ(jisin(a)4u. 
'Rakesh stabbed Rakesh' 

The phrase marker of this sentence will be as fol-
lows. S 

A 
/ ~ 

NP 

N (i) NP v 
(D-i) / 

""' ~ 
Rakes 

T r Po4icina4u · 

rakes m 

Rakesh Rakesh to stabbed 
The presence of two identical NPs which command 

each other, triggers the reflexivization transformation. 

In Telugu, this transformation adds the auxiliary verb 
1'0!1 to tn~ :'"',;.., "''rr. ~r:rJ thP Sl"rnno Np Chrtr[:':'S to a 
pronoun tan by the tanization transformation. So the struc-
ture of above sentence change to ......... . 
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NP 

21 (a)rakes tananu porj.ucukonnZicju 
'Rakesh stabbed himself'. 

s 

NP 

NP 

K.Asirvadam 

VP 

~ ~ 
N c v Aux 

I 
rakes !ana nu po~ucu konna<.ju 

Rakesh him stabbed self 
·. Jjl,stly tb.e pronominal deletion. c1,1le deletes the tan 

pronoun without affecting the meaning of the sentence giv
ing rise to (21) 

21. rake§ pocj.ucukonnZicj.u 
'Rakesh stabbed himself. 

It is shown here that the pronoun tan is the output of 
the tanization transformatfun, whereas the auxiliary verb 

~ 
NP VP 

I A 
N V Aux 

I I I 
rakes po9ucu konna9u 

Rakesh stabbed himself 
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kon is the output of the reflexivization transformation. Most 
probably both the transformations will apply in the same 
environments and tanization is a feeding rule for the 
reflexivization rule. If the tanization doesn't apply to the 
sentence the eflexivization rule also doesn't apply to that 
sentence. Tanization is a type of pronominalization only. 
In English tl1e reflexivization process is treated as pro
nominal because of the inflection of pronoun, adding 'Self 
to all Ist and lind, and IIIrd person pronouns i.e. him chang
ing to himself, her to herself etc. But we didn't find any 
verbal inflection. In Telugu reflexivization, we find the 
verbal inflection, i.e. by adding kon auxiliary. So the pro
cess was treated as a verbal (device). Suppose we accept 
ran as a reflexive marker, like English 'self' or Didayi 'ha' 
(which occur with every pronoun Ist, lind, Illrd) it doesn't 
denote all the pronouns with acceptable meaning. The oc
currence of tan with first and second person pronouns, 
renders the constructions unacceptable. 

22 a. nenu nannu tif{ukonnanu 
'I scolded myself' 

* b. nenu tananu ti!{ukonnlinu 
'I him scolded self'. 

23 a. nivu ninnu tiffukonnavu 
'You scolded yourself'. 

* b. nTvu tananu ti{{ukonnavu 
'You him scolded self'. 

The sentences with tan pronoun are ungrammatical, 
because tan never refers to first and second person pro
nouns. But the accusative form of the subject pronoun is 
used to refer the subject noun (optionally). If we observe 
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the sentences with third person subjects even there also the 
pronoun tan is not obligatory to get reflexive meaning. 

24. vatztzi vaqu ti![ukonnacfu 
'He scolded himself'. 

25. amenu arne tif!ukonnadi 
'She scolded herself'. 

26. dandiadikorukonnadi 
'It bit itself. 

27. vii{{anu va[!u tif!ukonnaru 
'They scolded themselves'. 

These sentences are reflexives though there is no tan 
pronoun in the sentence, but the accusative forms of the 
subject pronouns are options. This shows that the pronoun 
tan is not necessary concomitant of reflexivization. 

It is well known that the reflexivization in Tamil is 
expressed by the auxiliary verb ko[ (Padmanabha Pillai 
1981 : 70-74) 

28. avan a{ittukontan 
'He beat himself' 

When ko! occurs after the transitive verbs, it shows 
that the agent and the patient are one and the same person. 
Here we can express clearly by setting up the deep struc
ture as follows : 

28 a. avan avanai a{i + past 
'He him beat'. 
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When the subject NP, and object NP are identical 
the reflexive transformation adds the kol to the main verb 
of the sentence. 

28 b. avan avanai aJi-ko! +past 
'He him beat self 

Other transformations like agreement and verbal 
participialization take place and finally give the sentence-

28 c. avan avanai a[ittukkonfan 
'He beat himself'. 

Finally the equi-NP deletion rule applies and deletes 
the second NP from the sentence without affecting the 
meaing of the sentence. 

28 d. avan a[ittukkonfiin 
'He beat himself'. 

In Kannada the auxiliary verb ko! 'to take' or 'to 
seize' is added to denote the reflexivization (Bhat 1978 : 
15). 

29. rani apaghatakka avazanne dilrikoncfiilu 
Rani accident for her only blamed self 
'Rani blamed herself for the accident'. 

As it was discussed above, most of the Dravidian 
languages denote the reflexive meaning through the mecha
nism of adding auxiliary verbs only. The reflexives in 
Telugu occur in/with different tense and moods, as can be 
seen from the following examples. 
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30. vacju/W (in;p) 
use for yourself. 

31. vacjukonnacju (past) 
'used for himself'. 

32. vacjukon(acju (future) 
'will use for himself'. 

33. vacjukonrunna4u (present conti) 
'using for himself', 
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This auxiliary kon occurs in the negative construc
tions also. The negative forms of the above examples are 
as follows: 

30 a. vadukO vaddu 
'Don't use for yourself'. 

31 a. vacjukonalecju 
'Didn't use for himself'. 

32 a. vacjukonacju!vacjuko4u 
'Will not use for himself'. 

33 a. va4ukona4am ledu 
'Not using for himself'. 

Reflexive forms frequently denote that the action is 
performed for the benefit of the subject or that it is per
formed by the free will and choice of the agent. The re
flexive verbs give two types of readings i.e. (1) benefac
tive (ii) sequential. The following examples show the dis
tinction. 
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34. vacju illu ka!!ukonnacju (benefactive) 
'He constructed a house for himself'. 

35. vacJu bharyaku cTralu konukkoni vaccacJu 
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'He bought sarees for his wife and came' (se
quential) 

In the above examples the auxiliary kon gives differ
ent meanings. In (34) the house was constructed by others 
like contractor or mason, but it is constructed for the ben
efit of the subject (noun). Here the kon was added to indi-

. cate the benefactive meaning. In (35) the kon was used to 
benefit the person referred to by the object NP (bharya) 
through the activity of the subject (vacju). Here object en
joys the benefit of subject's action cTralu kona(iam 'buying 
sarees'.~Became of two verbs. occurring one after another. 
the kon form became obligatory in such situation. If kon is 
deleted the two verbs become unrelated. This type of kon 
usage can be termed as sequential. 

Reflexivization always occurs within the simple sen
tence. In Telugu it is manifested mainly in the verb phrase 
through the auxiliary kon. The tan pronoun was termed as 
reflexive pronoun by the earlier grammarians (Arden, 
Caldwell etc) because they were influenced by the Indo
European language structures and adopted that system into 
Telugu description also. But some recent studies Bhat 
(1978) Kumaraswami Raja (1972) etc. who originally 
belong to Dravidian group of languages, treated that tan as 
an special anaphoric pronoun and at the same time they 
accept k.on or ko? as the reflexive marker. The tan occurs 
even in a sentence where no reflexivization is involved in 
order to disambiguate the referential identity of nouns in 
the sentence. 
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36.rangaqiu atani/va«.i bharyato sinimaku poyincju/ve!!pecju 
'Ranga went to film with his wife'. 

There are two readings for above sentence, the pro
noun vacju 'he' can refer either to Ranga (subject) or some 
other person whose identity can be obtained from the speech 
act context. Similarly the pronoun iime in (37) also given 
rise to ambiguity. 

37. sTta a me cellenu pilisindi 
'Sita called her sister'. 

In such contexts the pronoun tan only can 
disambiguiate the reference of nouns i.e. it refers only to 
the subject of the sentence but not to anybody. 

38. rangacf.u tana bharyato sinimaku poyincju 
'Ranga went to film with his (own) wife'. 

Like that 

39. sTta tana cellenu pilisindi 
'Sita called her (own) sister'. 

Now there is no any possibility of ambiguity. The 
reflexivization process in Telugu occurs only when the 
two identical i\Ps are involved in an action of a sentence. 
This rule operates only within a sentence. The tan pronoun 
occur even in embedded sentences provided that the sub
ject NPs of the two sentences are identical. 

It is obvious from the above discussion that no 
tanization takes place without reference to subject-known
or unknown of a full sentence. This tanization process is 
also a kind of pronominalization. But the difference be-
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tween them lies in the fact that the tanization is necessarily 
an intra-sentential process, whereas pronominalization is 
an extra-sentential process. So we can call the tan as intra· 
sentential anaphoric pronoun and others atacju 'he' ame 
'she' are extra sentential anaphoric pronouns. Tanization is 
not an obligatory in all reflexive sentences, but it is op
tional. The tanization and reflexivization are two different 
processes in Telugu, tanization is manifested only in 
nounphrase, whereas reflexivization is found in verb phrase. 
But in English and Didayi both pronominalization and re
flexivization are manifested in noun phrase only . . 

In Telugu we get reflexive meaning by adding ko to 
the existing imperative form. The subject of the imperative 
is 'you', the second person pronoun only. The tan pro
nouns never denote or refer to a second person at all. So 
imperative gives reflexive meaning by adding ko to the 
verb. 

40. kottu 

41. kottuko 
self'. 

'beat'. 

'beat your-

The (41) is the reflexive form of (40). The negative 
forms of the above sentences will be as follo.ws. 

42. ko!{avaddu 'don't beat'. 

43. kottuki5vaddu 'don't beat yourself .. 
On similar lines the transitive sentence change to 

reflexive by the addition of kon to its verb. 



.14. va~lu debba tagilincimju (tr) 
'He hurted (somebody) 

45. vo.(lu debba tagilincukonnacju (reflex) 
'He hurt himself .. 

The negative forms also shows similar structure with 
negative marker fe. 

46. vacju debba tagilincatedu 
'He didn't hurt' (any body). 

47. vcuju debba tagilincukoledu 
'He did not hurt himself'. 

There is no tan pronoun in these sentences but still 
they are all reflexive sentences. So we can say that tan 
does not indicate the reflexive meaning of sentences, but it 
is a kind of special anaphoric pronoun, which cccur as 
intra-sentential anaphoric and it refers to third person pro

nouns only. 

The English reflexive marker self occurs with all 
pronouns in the object position but never Li t.he subject 
position. If they occur in subject position the sentence \Vill 
be ungrammatical. 

48. John cooked for himself. 

But not 

49. *Himself cooked for John 

50. Sita scolded herself 
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51. "'Herself scolded sit2 

But the tan of Telugu occur in the initial positiOI! ns 
<1 third person pronoun. r\nd this tan doesn't sho-..v any 
gender distinction. 

52. rangaqu tanakosam baffalu konukkonnaqu 
'Ranga bought clothes for himself'. 

and also 

53. tanakosam (ani) rangaqlu ba!falu konukkonnacju 
'Ranga bought clothes for himself'. 

These examples show that the tan of Telugu is one 
of the third person pronouns which occurs in the initial 
position. We can find tan in subject position of compound 
sentence as well. 

S.i tanu kuqa fas{u ravalani gita kanapacji 
cadavutundi 
'Gita is studying hard as she also wants to stand 
first'. 

From the foregoing c.li.o:c'JSsion, we can conclude that 
ian of Telugu acts as a third person pronoun which refers 
to a noun in a particular context (i.e. when the two NPs are 
in referential identity) but not a reflexivizer exclusively. 
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DEVELOPMENT OF \VORD II".JITIA l' I 
RETROFLEXES IN 1\:IODERN 

DRAVIDIAN LA..NGUAGES':' 

G.Uma Maheswcra Rao I 
University of Hyderaoad 

Abstr.tct: Tire treatment. of retro_fiexes in Dravidian hitherco 
has not receiv~ serio!Js attention fro;n tire Dravidian Scholars. 
Passing sratefnents on tire retroflexes appearing in H-'Ord initial 
position, from the works ofvarious sclroiars were brought to

getlzer and discussed. it was found that these formulmions ac
counting for v;ord initial retro.ficxion in Dravidinn are incom
piece and isolated. The present study examines the daw avail
able in DEDR and various other sources. Five differem pizono
logical phenomena are identified: Metathesis, Metathesis and 
Cluster Simplificmion, Assimiimio:; Nasal induced rctrofle;:
ion, and cnomaropoeia. Evidence from recent studies in 
articulator;-aco:mic phonetic feawres was provided to account 

for the nasal induced retroflexion. 

1.0 Introduction 

Prot.o-Dravidian did Il(Jt have retroflex consonants in 
word initial position ( cf. Cal.d·.vell, 1856, 2nd edn. 1875, 
reprinted 1976: 144; Subb&yya, 1990).However, Dravidian 
Etymological Dictionary [Burrow and Emeneau, Revised 
edn. 1984=DEDR (First published 1961)}lisis 57 entries 
(DEDR entry nos. 2938-2994) grouped under the etyma 
beginning -.vith retroflex consonants.besides a large 
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number of etyma in various languages originally begin
ning with a vowel or a non-retroflex consonant that have 
cognates beginning with retroflex consonants. The devel
opment of word initial retroflexes in the latter type of etyma 
is explained by Krishnamurti (1961:51) in the following 
lmes: 'From a comparative study of Dravidian vocabular
ies, one observes that the retroflex consonants (!, r;., /, !) 
and the liquids of the alveolar series (r, [, l) do not occur 
initially in common Dravidian etyma. But in Pre-Kui
Telugu certain phonetic changes took place (in the pre
historic) period, resulting in a shift of these consonants to 
the initial position .... '. Krishnam urti (1961 : 53) also men
tions that '4 seems to have arisen from *t before a 
preconsonantal nasal of the retroflex series'. Later, Zvelebil 
(1970:102) in· a slightly modified version expresses his 
view that '*[does not occur word initially in Dr. However, 
there is a number of items in many Dr. languages where t 
or d occur in onlaut. This may be explained either as the 
result of developments from *! before a pre-consonantal 
nasal of the retroflex series (in Te. Pa. Kui, Kur. and Malt.), 
or as the result of metathesis (e.g. Te Kon. Kui, Kuwi, 
Kol.) or as occurrences in onomatopoetic words (e.g. in 
Ta.); or finally, borrowings from non-Dr. languages'. On 
the consideration of the foregoing observations, the devel
opment of word initial retroflexion in modern Dravidian 
languages may be summarized in the following schema : 

1. t > ~ 1 - v~ (!) 

2. VCV > CV Where C = !, q, !1, !, ~ 
3. Onomatopoeic expressions 

4. Loanwords 

However, a substantial number of words remain 
unexplained by the above schema. There are about 235 
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etymological groups in DEDR (form approximately 5% of 
the total DEDR entries) which contain at least one cognate 
with an initial retroflex consonant. Of these, only 78 in
stances of word initial retroflexion are due to metathesis. 
whereas another 30 instances of word initial retroflexion 
may be due to the assimilation of the word initial dental "I 

(or its reflex d) to a following preconsonantal nasal. There 
are about ten instances of word initial retroflexion that are 
accounted for by onomatopoeic phenomenon. Words of 
unsettled etymological history with areal connections of 
more than one language family (indo-Aryan and Dravidian, 
Munda and Dravidian, and Indo-Aryan, Dravidian, and 
Munda) cannot be more than a dozen. This leaves out 
about another one hundred etymological groups containing 
one or more cognates exhibiting word initial retroflexes 
which need to be accounted for. Parji has word initial 
retrotlexes ! and 4 which correspond to Prato-Dravidian 
*t. Burrow and Bhattacharya have observed this fact as 
early as 1954 and resolved that 'When the first syllable of 
a word terminates in cerebral t (!0 or 4, an initial dental is 
by attraction, cerebralized in all three dialects, e.g. tofiu 
'rope', ~o9 'to touch' (Ka. tocj.u), fi{[a 'straight' etc'. (1954 
: 4). Also. Burrow and Bhattacharya (1963 : 240) mention 
that 'as in most of the Dravidian languages of this area an 
initial dental (in Kuvi) is usuailv assimilated to a follow
:ng cerebral'. Similar explanation may be extended to ac
count for the word initial retroflexes which correspond to 
Prato-Dravidian *t in about seventy etymological groups 
represented by the following Dravidian languages viz., Ku., 
Kw., Go., Kon., Pe., Mand., Kol., Nk., Ga., Kur., Malt. 
This leaves out yet about sixty word groups which must 
have derived word initial retroflexion through other means. 
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2.0 On the development of retroflexes in. Indo
Aryan 

On the Indian linguistic scene, the spread of 
retroflexes or cerebrals have attracted a great deal of atten
tion from various scholars for over a century ( cf. Fortunatmi;' 
1881; Wackernagel, 1896; Turner, 1924: Chatterjee·, 1926; 
Zvelebil and Svarny, 1955; Emeneau, 1956; Master, 1960; 
Kuiper, 1967; Burrow, 1971; Schwarzchild, 1973; 
Deshpande, 1978; and Hock, 1975). Retroflex plosives did· 
not occur in Early or Proto-Old Indo-Aryan or Pre-Vedic 
Indo-Aryan or Ur-Rgvedic ( cf. Deshpande, 1978), though 
they did occur sparingly in Rgvedic, and increasingly in 
the later stages of early and classical Sanskrit 

A number of scholars in the field have considered 
the origin and spread of retroflexes in Old Indo-.f>....ryan as 
due to spontaneous development (Bailey, 1952-68; Bur
row, 1971; Hock, 1979), while a second group of scholars 
have contemplated that they are the resuli of extraneous 
reasons like the influence of Dravidian (Emeneau., 1956; 
Kuiper, 1967). A third group (Turner, 1924) proposed for 
the presence of both the factors viz., internal cause for 
impromptu phonological developments and an external in
fluence for the spread and diffusion. 

What is interesting and relevant forth-:.:: present pur
pose is not the origin of retroflex consonants in Old Indo
Aryan but their distribution. According to Schwarzchild 
(1973 : 482) ' ... in Sanslait, apart from a few exceptional 
cases, retroflex plosives do not occur initially except in a 
few borrowed words. These words are attested mainly in 
late texts and particularly in lexicographical ',;.,orks; some 
have ciearly come into Sanskrit via Middle Indo-Ary2n'. 
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However, the situation changes gradually towards the later 
stage of Middle Indo-Aryan and particularly in Apabhramsa 
which reveal the continual influx of words with initial 
retroflexes. By the way, among a number of words in earl:-
and classical Sanskrit, identified by Burrow (1945, 1946) 
as having Dravidian origin, there is not a single word be
ginning with an initial retroflex plosive. 

3.0 Retroflexes in common Dravidian 

Unlike in Oid Indo-Aryan, the reconstructed Prato
Dravidian phonemic inventory has the following set of 
retroflex consonants viz., *{, *!, *1}, and *?"· However, re
call that none of the consonants belonging to retroflex (and 
alveolar) series occur in word initial position in the recon
structed Prato-Dravidian. As in the case of Old Indo-Aryan, 
Dravidian too acquired word initial retroflexes compara
tively recently. Particularly, Telugu provides inscriptional 
evidence for historical development of word· initial retrof
lexion in a considerable number of cases (the phenomenon 
is a shared innovation among SCDr. languages) indicating 
that this change started only from the early centuries of the 
Christian era. 

4.0 Retroflexes in Monda Languages 

The reconstructed phonemic (consonant) inventory 
of the third important language family of India i.e., Munda 
consists of a lone retroflex consonant - *d among thirteen 
others. 

p 
b 
m 

[ ] 
n 
r 

[ ] 
d 

[ ] 

(c) 
j 
n 

k 
g 
n 
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According to Zide (1964 : 414) the distributi_pn of *t 
and *9 js asymmetric and it is preserved in most of the 
modem languages. However, considering the distribution 
of the dental and retroflex plosives in the present Munda 
languages, it is unlikely that in the early stages of Munda 
there were retroflex consonants as separate phonemes (see, 
Kuiper, 1965; Schwarzchild, 1973). Furthermore, accord
ing to Bhattacharya (1975:84), 'The retroflex sounds do 
not occur uniformly in Munda. The variation between the 
dental and the retroflex series is so frequent in it that it is 
very difficult to understand the pattern of change ... It is 
therefore quite possible that the retroflex sounds, ... are not 
radical in Munda and also in AA.' 

5.0 On the consideration of the facts presented in 2.0, 
3.0, and 4.0, ODf' r::tn re:2r:h th~ (:Cn~lusion that there has 
not been a considerable amount of borrowing of words 
with initial retroflexes either from Indo-Aryan or from 
Munda languages into Dravidian. Now it must be assumed 
that a greater part of these words if not the entire stock 
with initial retroflexes to have developed in Dravidian in
digenously, and only in certain cases we must look for an 
entirely different source which remains to be discovered. 

5.1. A Survey of Dravidian development of word 
initial retroflexion 

I have attempted to organize various cognates with 
word initial retroflexion occurring in about 220 entries into 
different categories. I propose to examine each of these 
categories according to a particular linguistic change and 
trace their development to Proto-Dravidian. 
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5.2 Metathesis 

The following entries from DEDR have words in 
modem Dravidian languages, with initial retroflex conso
nants, corresponding to Proto-Dravidian root syllable type 
VC-V, where the middle consonant is fronted to word ini
tial position· through the the operation of apical displace
ment rule (Krishnamurti; 1978:1): 

DEDR No. Language(s), Source: 

63 Tu., Te., Kon., Ku., Kol., d-; Nk. dh- < *a\-ank-

77 Te., Kon., Ku., Kw. q- < *a!-

7'7 it., Kw. q-; Ku. r- <*a!-
83 Ku. 9- < *a~-ay 

86 Te. 9- < *a~-ay 
88 Kor. (T), Ku. q- < *a!-ay-kkay 

109 Te. c)-< *a?-appi 
276 Kon., Kw. {- < *a:f-i 

277 Te. 9- < *a~-

282 Ku., Kw., Pe., Mand. r- < *a~-

295 Ku. 9- < *aj-ac-
297 Kw., Pe., Mand. r- < "a!-

305 Kw., Mand. r- < *a!-

- 319 Ku. r- < *ar-ac 

432 Ir. d- < *it-appu 

435 Te. 9- < *it 
437 Ka. (Hav.), Tu., Kor., Te. q- < *it-arkku 

443 Ka., Te. 4- (>Kon. r-) < *il-i 

444 Ku. c;i-< *i!-
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447 Te (>Kol.), Kw. 9- < *i~-ay 

449 Te., Go., Nk. q- < *i!-am 

452 Go. cJ- < *i?-itr-

453 Ku., Kw., Pe. q- < *i!-

495 Kw. d-: < c;Hikaangi < *il-ay-
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502 Te. (<Go.), Kon., Kol., Nk. 9- < * i?-ik-
' 504 Ku., Kw. 9- <*ri- <**i?-

505 P *. . e. f- < I?-IC-

508 Te d/cJ- < *i~-a 

513 Go. 91~/r-, Kw. r/r~ < *i!-ay 

524 Ku. r-?< *it-uku . . 
591 Ku. 9, Kw., Mand. r- < *i!-ay 

686 Te. d-(<*<;1), Ku., Kw., Pe., Mand r- < *u?-

688 Te. d-(<*9), Kon., Ku., Kw., Pe., Mand r- < *u?
u 

689 Te. d-( <*<;l), Kon. cJ, Kw. r- < *u~-u 

692 Te. d-(<*c:J), Go., Kol., (<Te.), Pa. (<Te.) q- < 
*u?-up--

694 Te. d-(<*c:J), Go., Kon., Kol. (<Te.), Ga. (<Te.)<;l
< *u?-uppi 

695 Ku. d- < *uz-. . 
698 Kw. r- < ur-ay < *u!-ay 

718 Ku. r/r- ?< *ur-um 

757 Ku., Kw., Mand. r- < *ur- < *u~-

837 Ku. 9- c;limbu < ecJimbu < *elimpu 

851 Go., Ku., Kw., Mand. cJ- < *q-

910 Te. d- < *ez-. . 
954 Te., Ku. cJ- < *ot-unk/ump--

1012 Pe., Mand .. r- < *o~-ucc-
1041 Ku. d-< *ot-u . . 
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5.3 Metathesis and cluster simplification 

The following entries have words beginning with ret
roflex consonants in modem Dravidian languages. These 
words correspond to Prato-Dravidian root syllable type 
C

1
V

1
C

2
-V2; where C

2 
is fronted to word initial position 

through the operation of apical displacement rule and a 
subsequent cluster simplification rule (Krishnamurti, 
1978:1-3) : However, in the cognates given under 2402, 
2404, 2583, 2584, 2613, 2698, and 2900, corresponding 
to PDr. cVt, cVz, cVl- and except for the corresponding 
forms in Konga (and sparingly in Kui, e.g. 2402), the 
word initial r-/9- must have derived through metathesis 
without the need for cluster simplification. Except for 
Konga all other languages viz. Te., Go., Ku., Kw., Pe., 
and Mand. have evidently been effected by the operation 
of *c/s > 0 before the operation of apical displacement 
rule. 

DEDR No. Language(s), Source: 

1527 Ka., Te., Go., Kon., Kw., Pa. g- < *ki!-ika 

1651 Kw. 9- < *k9oka < *ku!-akka 

2054 Ka., Tu., Te., b.4~< *kdonk < *ko~-ank 

2402 Kon., Kw., Pe. Mand. r- < *ar-/sra- < *ca! 

2404 Pe. r- < har- < *ca~~ca!-

2583 Kon., Pe. r- <*if- :c::*ci~ 

2584 Kw. r- < *ir- < *ciz-. . ~ . ~· 
2613 Ku. d- < *id- < *cit- - ' . . . 
2698 Te. q- < *u:pil < *cu~-al 

2900 Mand. r- <*(c) u~-- · , 

2903 Ku. 9 <*narampu 
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2942 Pe., Mand. ~- < *an\-

2974 Kw., Kol. c;l- < *i!ap--
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3122 Go. c;l- <r, Ku., Kw., Pe. r- < *taf-

3585 Kw. d- < *nc;la- < *na!-

3621 Ku. d- < *n~ang < *na)-ank 

3679 Ku., Kw., Pe., Mand. r < *n6- < *nT~-

3692 Ku. ~ < *nc;lr- < *ni\-

3714 Kon., Ku., Kw., Pe., Mand r-< *nru-< *nu~-

4183 Kw. r- < *vri- <*pi~ 

4847 Kon. ~- < m!rekT *mi!-ar-ka~ . 

4866 Kon., Pe. r- < mring < *mi~-unk 

5153 Pe., Mand., Ku., Kw. ~- < ?Vnc;I < *yai}!U 

5302 Kon., Pe., Kw. r- < *va!-

5306 Pe., Mand., Kw. r- <*val-
. . . . ~ 

5312 Pe., Mand. r- < *vaJi 

5393 Kon. r- < vr- < *vi!-

5432 Pe., Kw. r- < vr- <*vi!-

5481 Kon. r- < vre- < *vent-. . ... 
5495 Ku. r-/q- (Kw. r-) < *vre < *ve!-

5496 Pe., Mand., Kw. r- < *vrinj < *ve!-inc 

5499 Pe., Mand. r- < *vren (g) < *ve!-ink 

5.4 Assimilation 

In the following entries, modern Dravidian languages 
have words beginning with initial retroflex consonants 
which correspond to Proto-Dravidian non-retroflex plosives 
at word initial position of the root syllable type C

1
V

1
C2-

V2. In all these instances the word medial consonant C2 is 
a retroflex consonant (!, ~' ), and I_l), and the word initial 
non-retroflex plosive cl ( = k, c, t) has developed retrof-
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lexion by assimilation to the following consonant. Most 
items in this set begin with a dental plosive which readily 
assimilates to the following retroflex segment. Only in 
three cognate groups i.e., 2658, 2698, and 2716 word ini
tial retroflex plosive corresponds to Prato-Dravidian *c-. 
Etymologica~ly, there is evidence to show that even in 
these items *c- alternates with *t- (cf. 2658 Tu. cuti 'aim', 
till)~ 'point at'; 2698 To. tli!y 'to move in a circle', Ka. 
to?3l 'to move round', tu~i/su~i 'to turn round/go round' 
Tu. tulipuni/sulipuni 'to shake, agitate to turn in a lathe'; 
2716. Ka. doge 'a small natural pond in rocks, a hole', 
Te.(B.) dona 'a pool on a hill'. Therefore, the presence of 
t alternants in these have fecilitated the assimilation. The 
third set consisting of five cognate groups present the 
most interesting aspect of assimilation which is unheard 
of elsewhere in Dravidian. Here the word initial retroflex 
9 corresponds to Prato-Dravidian *k-. Word initial 9 in 
these instances are developed through an intermediary g 
( <*k) when it is immediately followed by an apical seg
ment r. 

DEDR No. Language(s), Source: 

1109 Ku. 9- < 9ra- < gra- <*kat-a 

1123 Ku., Kw. 9- < c.Iralu < gralu <*kat-a-

1148 Ku. 9- <<;Ira-< *gra- <*kat-a-

1659 Ku. q- <c.Iru- < *gru- < *ku~-u-

1852 Ku., Kw. c.I- < c.Irok- < *grok < *kurVkk-

2658 Pa. ~- < *tu!i < *cugi 

2698 Ku. d- < *tur-i < *cuz-i . . . 
2716 Ka. 9- < *toge > *cuq.-ai 

2943 Kur., Malt.!-< *ta~-kay: cf. Bhili (D) c_losJ 

2946 Go., Pe., !- < *taq.!i 
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2952 Kur., Malt.~-< *tal-: cf. Nahali ~o-- ( <Kurku) 

2956 Kol. tit, Nk. t/k-, Nk. tic-< *titVr/k:itVr . . ' . . ~ 

2957 Kur., Malt.~-< '"tit-

2962 Ku. !-, Kw. ~f91d- < *tul)q-

2963 Go., Kon., Pe., Pa., Ga. d- : dugdi < tlil)!i : cf. Ha. 
sfhlincp 

2967 Ku., Kw., ~- < "'ti:i~-

2968 Kur., Malt. t- < "'tli~-:-

2969 Ku., Kw. 9- < *tun!V- cf. Ho \OI)~O, Nahali sfonga 
[ <(Kurku)] 

2972 Ku. d-· Kw. t- < "'tet-. ' . . 
2984 Go., Ku., Kw. !-; Mand. 9- <*to!-

3020 Go., Kon., Ku., Malt. 9- < *ta!-

3031 Go., Kur., ~- < *ta~-

3036 Go., ~It-; Pe. ~- < "ta!!i- : cf. Pkt. taHi 

3038 Ku. q- < *tat~-

3040 Kw., Pe., Mand.,j(ur. !- < *ta!~V 

3044 Go., Pa., Malt. 9- < *da99 < *tagV 

3048 Go. ~ld-, Kon., Kw. (Su.) NK., Pa. q- <*taq.~a-

3052 Go. Yt-; Pa. ~- < "'tel)~-

3056 Ku. 9- < '*tal)t-
·-
3118 Malt. t- < *taz-. . 
3136 Go., Ku. !- <'*ta~!ifm!i 

3158 Kon. d- < *tant-. . . 
3180 Kon. (-<tar< &ta~ 

3198 Go., Kon •• Kw. r-: < tal)<;}i < *taQ!i 

3218 Pa. (S) ~- < *ti!-k-

3222 Ku. J/9, K.ut. ~ < ti~ 

3258 Kw. t- < *til I tin- imp-. . . 
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3263 Kon., !ft- < *tiq~i- < *tin 

3273 Pe. !- < tlf.l!-
3296 Go. J/t-; Ku. !- < *tut-i 

3297 Kon., Ku. !- < *tu~-um 

3302 Ku. 9- <*tUJ)!-

3304 Go., Kon., Kw. 9- <*tutt.-

3305 Ku., Kw., Pe., Mand. !- < *tury-

3310 Pa. !- < *tunt-

3378 Go. g- < *du99/dud- (*tug-/tut.-

3395 Nk. (Ch.) t- < Hi~ < *tlil-t < *tul-

3402 Kw., Pe., Mand. !- < *tli! <*tun. 

3411 Mand., Nk., Malt.!-< *ten-

3434 Kol. !- < *te! 

3440 Pa. t- < * tatt . _ .. 
3450 Ga. (011.) ~- < teg < * ten-!!/ teJ-t 

3480 Pa. t- < *ton 

3481 Ku. !- < *to:r:t9itot-

3485 Go., Kon., Kw. 9- < *tog-u 

3487 Go. Vt, Pa. 9- < *to-!impa 

3489 Go. d- < *to!~V-

3490 Go., Kon., Kw. !- < *te!!-

3491 Go. ~h-, Ku., Kw., Pa., Kur., Malt. ~- < *to~!-/ 
tot-

3499 Go., Pa. !-, Kon., Ku. 9- < *tOJ)!-

3501 Ka. q-, Kon. !- < *tory!V 

3502 Ka., Tu. q- < *tOI)-

3517 Ku. d- < *dodu < *tolu . . 
3522 Ku. 9- < *to~-

3525 Pe., Mand. ~-<*to! <*to?-
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3528 Ka. t-. Tu. t/d- Te. d Go. d/t- < *tol-. . . . ~ . . . 
3543 Go. 'f/9h- < *tot-

3546 Pa. t- < *totti-. . . 
3547 Pa., Kur. !- < *toH-

3549 Kon., Ku., Kw., Pe., Pa. ~- < *torg-/*tog!~ 

3559 Ku. t- < toqu < *tolu 

3561 Pe. t- < *tora < tola . .. . . 
3563 Kon., Pe. t- < * tol)q- < *to~nt-

3566 Pa. t- < *?tot-< tott-. . .. 
3739 Pa. ~- : ti!~- < *nig-

5.5 Syllable fmal nasal induces retroflexion 

In the following entries, words beginning with ret
roflex plosives t and d may correspond to an earlier *t. At 
least for certain cognate groups under the. entries 2938-
2994, the etymological history is uncertain. The current 
and most widely accepted notions of Dravidian phonologi
cal theory preclude the possibility of reconstructing word 
initial retroflexes for common Dravidian. Therefore, cog
nate groups under the entries 2938 to 2994 in DEDR should 
be considered suspicious and therefore needs to be ac
counted for. A common feature shared by the entries 
grouped under this category is the presence of a nasal 
consonant (or at least one of the cognates have a nasal) in 
the syllable final position. Hence, it is proposed that for 
the following items the reconstructed Proto-Dravidian root 
syllable begins with a dental plosive and ends with a nasal 
consonant as in *tVN- (C(C)V). The reconstructed form 
partially conforms to Krishnamurti's observation that '9 
seems to have arisen from*t before a preconsonantal nasal 
of the retroflex series'. Though, the -N- in the recon-
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structed form is not a nasal of the retroflex series, the, data 
under consideration indicate that there seems to be a Corre
lation between the presence of a nasal and the develop
ment of retroflexion. Now the question is how does a den
tal consonant in the environment of - VN exibit a ten
dency toward a retroflex articulation and what is its theo
retical implication. It is inevitable that vowels in (C_N) 
are produced with certain amount of nasalization (nose 
coupling or nasal co-articulation) at least during their final 
phase of utterance (The degree of nasalization differs from 
language to language). In such a situation these vowels 
have slightly backed or centralized and lowered allophones 
(Van Reenen 1982: 101). In turn these vowels (with char
acteristic lowering of Formants) create an environment 
which favours the articulation of segments with the feature 
'flatness' which results in retroflexion. (The feature 'flat' 
involves downward shifting in the frequency location of 
formants or spectral energy.) In terms of opposition 9 is 
more 'flat' and (also less spread) than d (Fant, 1973 : 138, 
186-190). 

DEDR No.l..anguage(s), Source: 

2940 Ma. ~; Ka. !fd- < ?*tan-kVm 

2941 Te., Go., Ku., Kw. (Isr.), Pa. ~- < *ten-kkV 

2958 K., Kon. 9- < *tim-pu I tim-ppV 

2961 Pe., Mand. q- < *tim-pa ( cf. 3266) 

2965 Kon., K w. q- < * tum-u 

2966 Go., Kon., Kw., Pe. <;I-< *tum-~a 
2980 Ka., Tu. ~- < *ton-ka 

2981 Te., Nk. cr < *ton-kV 

2982 Te., Go., Kw., Kol., Kan., Nk.; Pe. 9-< *ton-kV 

2983 Go., Nk. t- < *ton-k:V 
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2986 Ka., Te. did; Go., Kol., Pa. 9- < *tom-ppa/toppa 

2990 Ta., Ku., Ga. (oil.)!-; Ka., Te. 9/d < *ton-kV-

2991 Kon., Kol. cJ- < *tom-(p)v 

3014 Te. 9- < "'tan-kV /takk-

3076 Ka. 9- < *tam-ppV/tapp--

3153 Ka. t- < "'ta-kV 

3229 Ku., Pa., Kur. 9- < tippa/tin-nV, tim-nV (cf. 3239) 

3263 Kw. t-: ti'ni < *tin-v 

In the case of 3263 Kw. ti'ni, 'right hand' Emeneau 
'(1987 : 331) believes that it is a case of analogical spread 
of retroflexion from the borrowed Indo-Aryan word tebri 
'left'. 

3291 Kw. d- < "'tun-cV 

3326A Ga. (P.) 4- < *tum-ppa 

3328 Ka. 9- < * tum-pi 

3337 ? Te., Go. 9< *tuy-/tun-cu 

3376 Pe. d- < "'tun-kV-

3408 Ka., Te. !-<*ten-kay 

3449 Ka. t- < *ten-kV 

3451 Ka., Go., Kon., Pe., Nk. 9- < *ten-kk.u 

3452 Te., Go., Kw., Kol., Pa. !-<*ten- (k) kV 

3478 Ku. 9- Kur. t.- < *ton-kV-

3510 Ka., Tu. ~d- <*tom-pi 

3532 Te. (dial.)!-: !om-bay< *ton-pati < **to!-pattu 

In the opinion of Krishnamurti (personal 
communication), at least in certain cognate groups of this 
category (e.g. 3452), probably the root syllable final nasal 
was a retroflex one but it got assimilated to the following 
consonant (Uma Maheshwar Rao, 1987: 69). 
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5.6 Onomatopoeic expressions 

In the following words the occurrence of word initial 
retroflexion may be due to onomatopoeic phenomenon. 
All these words convey sounds as they are perceived by 
the speakers. 

DEDR-No. Language(s), Source: 

2944 Ta.1, Ka. !19/~h-, Tu. !19 < *!an-.. 
2945 .Ka., Tu. q- <"'\an-

2947 Ta. h Ko., Te. q- < *tap--

2949 Ta., Ma., Ko., Ka., Tu., Te., ~~~- < *!am- cf. Skt. 
damaru 

2951 Go., Kol., Pa., Ga., Kur. ~- < *!eva- : cf. Halbi, 
tevasa 

According to Bhaskara Rao (19~0 : 108) 'tev' is an 
onomatopoeic expression signifying the cry of a bird known 
by the name 'tevore' in Koneker Gadaba. Kittel's Kannada 
dictionary has words tiva 'name of a bird' and ~ivaka, 

'sound produced on tambura, a stringed instrument', which 
may belong to this group. 

2954 Go., Pe. ~- < *tink-

2973 Kur., Malt !- < *!ep--

3069 Ka., Tu. q- <*<;lab-< *!apukk-

5198 Ka., Te. !- < *lo!f Jol 

5.7 Residue 

The following items form a mixed set, as no 
patterning can be discerned in the development of word 
initial retroflexes. Some of these words seem to be bor
rowings from theneighbouringlndo-Aryan or Munda lan-
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guages. Their genetic affinity is uncertain. These words 
form part of the common vocabulary shared by the lan
guages of this region i.e. Central India. In many cases 
exact etymological information is lacking. The actual source 
of some of these words may be an extinct language. Lan
guage like Nahali in Central India aiiude to such a lan
guage group (cf. Kuiper, 1966). 

DEDR No. Language(s), Source: 

2938 Ta., Ka., Te. t - < * !akk -

2939 Go. ~-; Te., Kol. ~/d; Nk. ~h- < ?"'!akku/ takku 

2948 Go., Kon., Kol., Nk. !- < *!a~Vr cf. Skt. tarpara 

2950 Go., Ku. 9- < *qey-

2953 Go., Ku., Kw. ~- ?*tikul).i 

2955 Pe., Mand. 9- < *!irinkl!rink 

2959 Kw., Mand. ~-<?"'til-

2960 Pe., Mand. q- <*gi-

2961 Pe., Mand. 9- : 9Tba 

2964 Ku. !- < *tii~ 

2970 Te., Kon., Nk., Ga. d- < *9ekka 

2971 Go., Kw., Kur. 9- < * ti (n) k - < Pkt. 9ev, Or. 
deik 

2975 Ku., Kw. 9- < ?*!er-

2976 Ka., Te., Go., Ku., Kw., Nk., Nk. 9- < *9okka 

2977 Go., Kon., Ku., Kw., Kol., Pa., Ga. d- < ?"'tor-
kk-

2978 Go. t- < *tokV 

2979 Go., Kol. q- < ?*!ok-ar 

2985 Go., Kol. 9- < cf. lA *dul)9ubha. Ga. do~~ibamu 
'water snake', (bamu 'snake') also see Mundari 
c:Jundi water snake, eel', Ho. 9undubing 'water 
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snake' (bing 'snake'). 

2987 Go., Kon., Pa. t- < ?*toy-VIV 

2988 Te., Go., Ku., Kw., Kol. q- <?"'toll-

2989 Te., Go., Ku., Pa. (S.) 9- < ?*~okk-/!ok-

2992 Pe., Mand. !- < "tar-ak 

2993 Kw: (T., Isr), Pe. q-!. < *tar-anc-

2994 Pe., mand. ~- < "tar-unk? 

3000 Ka., Tu. t/!- < "'tak-ar 

3001 Kw. (lsr.) !- < "tak-ar-

3003 Ka. t/t- < *tai-ak-/tan-kv-

The Kannada alternants taragasi/tagarise and Ka. and 
Te. tange<;Ju indicate that the word had tar-/tan-root alter
nation at an early stage. 

3009 Te. (B.)!-< "takk-VJi 
3075 Ka. q- < *tapp--

3139 

3262 

Ku. t- < *taduri I taluri < *tar - aiV . . . . ...... 

Kon. !- < *tirr-
3340 Ka. d-, Nk. dh- < *tur-app 

3399 Te. q- <?*tur-

3540 Ku. d- < ?*toc-

3560 Ku. ~- < *to!- cf. Kw. tala, Br. tol) 

5165 Ku. r- (Kol.r- rang) ranc-

Forms under 5165 may belong to the etymological 
group 509 *i!anc/i~-ank-. 

5180 Kw. r- <*a!-Vk 

5181 Ku., Kw. r- < *rap- *a~-ap--

5182 Pe., Mand. r- < *ruk-
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5183 Kon., Pe. r- < *reto-. . 
5184 Kon., Pe. ~- < *~o-

5199 Ku., Kw. q- <*lump-

52G1 Ku. d- <*lang- cf. Skt. langula 

6.0 Conclusion 

There are about 235 cognate groups involved in 
retroflexion. The most common mechanism contributing 
to the development of initial retroflexion is the assimila
tio,n of word initial dentals (sparingly velars) to a syllable 
final retroflex consonant. The next most common source 
of word initial retroflexion is the combined effect of met
athesis and cluster simplication. The source of word initial 
retroflexion in the case of a considerable number of words 
listed in 5.5 is not clear yet. 

The foregoing survey has shown that there are Jt 
least five different types of linguistic changes resulting in 
the origin of word initial retroflexion in modern Dravidian 
languages, they are: 

1. Metathesis: medial retroflex consonants are fronted 
in 46 items. 

2. Metathesis and Cluster simplication: medial ret
roflex consonants are fronted resulting in word initial clus
ters, which are later subjected to cluster simplification re
sulting in word initial retroflex consonants. It involved 32 
items. 

3. Assimiliation: word initial non-retroflex consonant 
is assimilated to a following retroflex consonant. It in
volved 76 items. 

4. Syllable final nasal induces retroflexion of the word 
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initial dentals in 30 items. 

5. Onomatopoeic phenomenon: the origin of retrof
lexion in a group of words is ascribed to sound imitation. 
About 9 items are identified. 

6. A residual category : includes items exhibiting 
word initial retroflexes which cannot be explained by any 
authenticity. They are about 43 such items. It includes 
words of unknown etymology, probably borrowings and 
certain cases of sporadic changes. 

Notes 
-

This paper has benefitted greatly from the comments by 

Professor Bh. Krishnamurti, who has read it earlier. 
However, incorporation of several of his suggestions 
require a thorough reorgnization of this paper in future. 
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SOUND CHANGE IN GONDI: I 
A CASE FOR LEXICAL DIFFUSION 

Ravi Eshwar Chand I 
Osmania University 

Language change has been the cause of several in
triguing questions and has been the source of a very inter
esting study in the descipline of linguistics. Quite many 
researches have been conducted to explain the variations 
caused by sound changes in languages. For that matter, 
earliest studies in the "Science of language" were attrib
uted to 'sound change' resulting in language change. Sound 
change, as has been viewed by the earlier linguists, is one 
of the principle changes that takes place in a language, 
whose directionality is yet to be positively determined. 
The way in which a language is spoken, varies over the 
years and is a result of sound and structural changes. The 
universality of language presupposes the operation of s~v
eral sound changes which has resulted in the present day 
distancing of human languages, which however is recon
structable to a proto-state using the methods of internal 
reconstruction. Ther~pave been -~arious approaches to study 
the sound changes. in human languages which can be 
summed up as follows: 

1. Neogrammarian approach. 
2. Structuralist approach. 
3. Generativist approach. 
4. Lexical diffusionist approach. 
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The presuppositions of these different approaches 
can be listed as follows in a nut shell. 

Neogrammarian approach : 

1. Sound is the basic unit. 

2. Sound changes are phonetically gradual. 

3. Sound changes are lexically gradual. 

4. Changes operate mechanically. 

5. Exceptions to the sound change are due to bor
rowing and analogy. 

Structuralist approach : 

1. Sound changes are regular. 

2. Sound change is due to change in phonemes. 

3. Sound changes are gradual. 

4. Sound changes are prone to temporal limits and 
exceptions are due to analogy and borrowing. 

Generativists approach : 

1. Phonological changes are due to changes in the 
grammar of the languages. 

2. Phonological changes are abrupt. 

3. The exceptions, to a change are attributed to 'mi
nus rules' and 'minor rules'. 

Luxical diffusionist approach : 

1: Sound change is lexically gradual. 

2. Sound change is phonetically abrupt. 
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3. Exceptions, due to the 'leaders' and 'Jaggers' in the 
process of sound change, are the result of the speed 
at which the change operates. 

For the present study, a sound change in Gondi is 
taken up and is analysed employing the lexical diffusionist 
model. One of the important sound changes of Gondi, which 
has resulted in the dialect differentiation, is that of proto
Dravidian "'!- The reflexes of the pre-Gondi *!in the pres
ent day Gondi speech variety are predominantly in r but 
also in r and l. 

The present study is limited to viewing the sound 
change of the proto-Dravidian lateral retroflex "'f, which at 
the proto-South Central Dravidian stage occurs in all the 
positions i.e. initially, post vocalically and finally, as a 
result of apical displacement. In all the languages of this 
sub-Group (Telugu, Gondi, Kanda, Kui, Kuvi, Pengo and 
Manda) the change in to I, rand r is observed. In Telll::,CTU 
the change is uniformly to l. 

In modern Gondi this particular sound change forms 
as isogloss for the major dialect division which sepera£es 
the different varieties of the language spoken. 

The lexical items taken for the present stuav are listed 
below, which have correspondences of Prato-Dravidian ret
roflex *I 

*fay 
* !.oc 
';'!on 

*!pp 
*len 

"IOUng' 

to bale out water' 
.,1ouse' 

:n. inside' 

•o qet loose 
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*efz 'bear' 

*vel-ci 'bright, light' 

*a[ 'wife' 

*kal-v 'threshing floor' 

*va{-v 'wind' 

*eel -al 'sister' 

*par-a! 'mother-in-law' 

'ifal-v 'tomorrow' 

*kallu 'toddy' 
· · *u!{i 'onion' 

*pu!!a 'sour' 

*pi![a 'young one of animal' 

*kalle 'thief 

The nature of operation of the sound change of pre
Gondi * J, has to be studied seperately in the various dia
lects of the Gondi, the area of which extends from Seoni in 
the North to Adilabad in the West, to Khammam in the 
South and Bastar in the East. The reflexes in the different 
positions of the occurrence of pre-Gondi * J, in Adilabad 
(West) and Seoni (North) are studied as they are relevant 
to the present analysis. 

Given below are the reflexes of the occurrences of 
pre-Gondi * { in the initial, medial and word final positions 
in the dialects of Adilabad and Seoni. Given also are the 
reflexes of the geminate occurances of the pre-Gondi *H· 
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Pre- Gondi Adilabad SEONI 
West Sirpur South North 

Pre- Gondi Adilabad SEONI 
West Sirpur South North 

Initial 
* fey- young r l r r 

* lon- house r l r r 

* !op - inside in r l r r 

* lac - to baleout r r r 

* !en -to get lose r l r r 

Medial 

* elz- bear r r r r 

* veJci -light bright r r r r 

* nali - tommorrow r r r r 

* ka{a - threshing floor r r r r 

* vali- wind r r r r . 
Final 

* al-wife ,. r r r . 
* celal- sister r r r r . 
* pora!- mother-in-law r r r r 

Geminate 

* kallu - toddy u ll ll ll 

* ulli - onion u ll 11 ll 

* pi!~ - young one u ll 11 ll 

* kalle -thief u ll ll ll 

* pu!Ja - sour u ll 11 ll 
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Adilabad: The initial occurence of* J, whose reflexes are 
r and I, appears evidently to split the Gondi dialects with 
specific geographic boundaries- Western (Adilabad, Yeot
mal, Betul, Chindwada, and Mandla) and the other areas. 
In the Adilabad variety a seeming exception occurs in riy
'the young one' which needs explanations. At this stage, 
leaving out the exception, one can postulate sound change 
as: 

*l>rl#-

The change in the Sirpur and Aihiri, area in the ini
tial occurrance is different from what has been postulated. 
The retroflexion is dropped and the realisation of Pre-Gondi 
*l, in this area has reflexes in 1. Thus we have to formulate 
yetanotherindependantchange. 

*l>l!#-

These two changes have specific area boundaries and 
thus can be said to have operated independently and thus 
chronological operation does not have any bearing to the 
sound change. 

The sound change in the post-vocalic positions 
(medial and final) of Pre-Gondi *! has reflexes uniformly 
in!· The change can be thus formulated as 

*!>fiV-t, 

but conditioned, tha C is not * f. 

The geminate occurences of Pre-Gondi * ll have had 
the sound change of deretroflexgion to l !, the occurrence 
of which is limited to the post vocalic positions. 
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*ll>lliV-V 
(- long) 

SEONI : In Seoni District, this sound change seperates 
North Seoni from South Seoni. The change in the initial 
position is uniform and the reflexes are shown as r, which 
helps us to postulate the change as 

*!>rl#-

The word final occurences of pre-Gondi * J, have also 
the reflexes in r, 

*! > r I - # 

One could formulate a common rule for the sound 
change for both initial and final occurrences of pre-Gomii 
*l as 

*! > r 1- { #
-# 

The variation in the nature of the sound change which 
leads to a dialect demarcation is apparent in the medial 
position, wherein the speech variety of North Seoni shows 
reflexes in r and the South Seoni variety has!· 

The changes thus can be formulized as 

1. */ > r I v -

2. *! > r I v -

The geminate occurrences of pre-Gondi *! [ have 
reflexes in the present day speech variety of Seoni (North 
& South) in ll which can be postulated as 
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*ll>ll 

On studying the nature of operation of the sound 
change in different geographical areas and in different 
positions of occurrences, the following changes are ob
served. 

Initial position : 

Adilabad (West) : * l > r I#-

(exception of riy -) 

Adilabad (Sirpur) : *! > l I # -

Seoni : *l > r I#-

Post-vocalic position : 

Adilabad *!>rlv-

Seoni (North) : * I > r I v -

Seoni (South) : * ! > r I v -

Word final position : 

Adilabad: * l > ! I - # 

Seoni: : * l > r I - # 

Geminate occurrence : 

Adilabad 
& 

Seoni 
*ll>ll 

Looking at these changes one could tabulate the re
flexes of the pre-Gondi *1 as follows: 
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ADILABAD SEONI 
West Sirpur South North 

Initial ! (r) r r 
Medial r r r r 
Final r r r r 

For a better explanation of the sound change and the 
areal drift, a collapsed sound change of the following type 
is necessary. 

*l>r>r . . 

The geminate occurrences of pre-Gondi * ! ? which 
uniformly changes to ll, are the result of deretroflexion. 

It can now be explained that the change has had its 
operations to the fullest in the North Seoni dialect where 
the reflexes of Pre-Gondi *J are realised as I r I through
out. 

The scene in Adilabad region is a bit complicated in 
the sense that the change in the initial occurrences of pre
Gondi *!have been subjected to two independant changes. 

1. *l > r > r in Adilabad (West) 

2. *l > l in Adilabad (Sirpur) 

The change. in Sirpur area in the intial position is 
complete and thus has no residue, but the change*! >! > r 
in Adilabad (West) has ceased to operate fully and hence 
the residue in lriy-1 'young one', which needs explanation. 
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In the medial and final occurrences of Pre-Gondi *I 
in Adilabad, the change has stopped after the operation of 

·the first stage i.e. * l > r and thus has reflexes in !r/. . . . 

The drift of the sound change can be claimed as 
being North to South. The change, owing to the extent of 
its operation, can be stated to have started in the Northern 
dialects of Gondi and then spread south-wards. This is 
reinforcecl by the fact that the land of the Gonds, "Gond
wana" wa~ situated in South Central India of which Seoni 
is a part. 

The manner of operation of this change can best be 
explained using the lexical diffusion approach to sound 
change. The 'leaders' to the sound change in Seoni can be 
said to be the words with initial and final occurrences of 
Pre-Gondi *?,which have reflexes in the present day speech 
in 1[1. But the medial occurrences in South Seoni are rela
tively 'Jaggers' and as a result have not undergone the 
change to the full. 

Same can be said of the nature of the sound change 
in Adilabad. One stricking obvious exception to the change 
*! > ! > r in the initial position in Adilabad can only be 
explained through the operation of the change through lexi
cal diffusion. The lexical item !riy-1 'young one' has not 
undergone the change to the expected /ri y /. This is not due 
to borrowing or analogy, as it is very much a native lexical 
item and other lexical items meeting the requisites of the 
change have been affected completely. Hence, the only 
logical explanation is that this particular lexical item did 
not undergo the second stage of the change. It may be 
recalled here that !riy-1 occurs in lexical items such as 
.f!iyor/, !riyya! 'young boy' 'young girl', which refer t0 
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human, whereas all other lexical items which have under
gone the change refer to non-human. 

The lexical diffusion in the operation of a sound 
change has three stages in its course. 

1. Pre-change stage. 

2. Variant stage. 

3. Post change stage. 

For a sound to change from its original pronuncia
tion to an innovative pronunciation a stage when both the 
forms are in vogue (synchronic variation) is necessary and 
an innovative form gains entry into the languages when 
the speakers drop the original form and accept the innova
tive form of pronunciation. 

Could it then be said that the 'tapering factor' acted 
to halt the sound change to /riy-1 half way through. What
ever be the reason, the fact remains that the sound change 
did peter out after the operations of the change *! > r, 
which can be the result only of a situation where the 
variant forms were not available for the progress of the 
change, which is a necessity in the operation of a sound 
change in the lexical diffusion approach. Thus the 
exception-less, mechanical operation of sound changes can
not explain this situation. The lexical diffusion theory of 
sound change, on the other hand,- gives a logical and satis
factory explanation to the change and its residue. 
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REVIEW ARTICLE 

PRIMARY EFFORT AND QUANTITY: I 
AN EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION 

(by S.R.. Savithri, All india Institute of Speech and 
Hearng. Manasa Gangothri,Mysore-6. Doctoral disser
tation submitted to the University of Mysore: 1985) 

D. Vasanta I 
Os;:nonio University 

The link between ancient Indian and modern western 
schools of linguistics is said to be closer in phonetics than in 
grammar (Allen, 1953). The phonetic observations of 
Indian grammarians have been critically examined in the 
light of modern linguistic theories (see for eg. 
Ananthanara yana, 1986; Cardona, 1988; Misra, 1966; Varma, 
1961) and their relevance to research in theoretical linguis
tics in the Indian context has been pointed out recently 
(Ananthanarayana, 1988). The work under review attempts 
to verify two phonetic concepts from ancient India, viz., 
"primary effort" and "quantity", using modern techniques of 
instrumental phonetics. 

The main impetus for this work was reportedly derived 
from an earlier study by the same author (Savithri, 1979) 
entitled "Speech and Hearing science in ancient India: A 
review of Sanskrit literature" which was subsequently pub
lished in Savithri (1988). Applications of the knowledge of 
Sanskrit literature in medical fields like rhinoplasty and the 
quest for exploration of possible clinical relevance of vari
ables like "quantity" provided further motivation. Most of 
the earlier critiques of Pa~inian treatises were undertaken 
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primarily in the context of describing the grammar of another 
language. The work under review on the other hand, attempts 
to explore1he possible applications of the phonetic concepts 
themselves by subjecting them to experimental verifications, 
and hence merits a critical examination. 

At face value, the work is very thorough and is based 
on over thirty si~as and pr{Itisakhyiis. More than seventy 
sutras were referred to in the text and the original sutras were 
quoted at the end, making,the main text very readable. The 
coverage of the western literatu.re pertaining to the subject 
under study is also quite exhaustive. The instrumental 
phonetic technique employed was spectrography and the 
analyses were based on a total of 3370 spectrograms of 
which, a representative sample was included in one of the 
appendices to the dissertation. Before reviewing the main 
work, for the sake of completeness, it is instructive to provide 
a brief exposition of the terms, "primary effort" and "quan
tity". 

The term "primary effort" which subsumes the cate
gories, internal effort (abhyantara prayatna) and external 
effort (bahya prayatna) refers to various inspiratory/expira
t0ry forces and articulatory and resonatory processes in
volved in speech production. The term "quantity" refers to 
duration of a segment expressed in "matras" where one 
matra equals the time taken for a snap of a finger or an eye 
blink. The theory of speech production espoused inPaniniya 
si~a and subsequent prcui.Sakhyas recognizes, among other 
things, the following variables as important in the production 
of speech sounds: degree of tongue height, extent of mouth 
opening, area of constriction between the articulator and 
place of articulation (subsumed under the term internal 
effort) the state of glottis, type and quality of sound source, 
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amount of air utilized during speech production (subsumed 
under the term external effort): ·pitch and duration of the 
vowels (quantity). Thus, the internal efforts involved in the 
production of vowels for instance, were de.Scribed as aspr~!a 
(no contact) or vivrta (mouth open), the external efforts as, 
nada, ghosa, samvara and alpaprcu;a (voiced sounds pro
duced where in the breath stream is modified at the level of 
glottis which is in a contracted state and relatively less 
amount of air is utilized resulting in little or no aspiration). 
The other external efforts pertaining tq pitch/accent of the 
vowels were described as udatta (high pitch or acute accent): 
anudatta (low pitch or grave accent) and svarita (high-low 
pitch or circumflex accent). In contrast, the internal efforts 
involved in the production of plosives, affricates and nasals 
(sparsas) have been termed asspr~!a (complete contact) and 
the external efforts involved in the production of voiceless 
aspirated stop consonants for instance were described as: 
svasa, agho~a, viviira and mahapralJa (vioceless hissing 
sound unmodified at the level of glottis which is fully open 
and relatively large amount of air is utilized resulting in 
aspiration). Turning to the construct, quantity, consonants in 
isolation were thought to have a duration eqvivalent to that of 
1/2 mcltra; that of individual consonants occuring in gem ina
tion as 1/4 mcura; a short vowel (hrasva) has a duration of one 
matra whereas, a long vowel ( dzrgha), a fricative consonant 
and a diphthong were said to have a duration of two matras 
each. The duration of extra long (pliita) or prolated vowels 
such as those which occur in the final sy liable of an utterance 
were said to have three matras. 

In order to translate these concepts into variables 
which are amenable for spectrographic analysis, the 
investigator undertook a thorough review of acoustic pho
netic literature from 1930's up until early 80's (mainly 
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western literature, although data based on one or two Indian 
language studies were also included). It was established 
empirically that the duration of one matra should be 85 m. 
sec. Drawing mainlyfrom Fant (1960) and Potter, Kopp 
and Green (1947), several hypotheses were formulated and 
tested. For instance, to test the validity of the construct, 
"internal effort" as it relates to the tongue height dimension, 
the following hypothesis was used; 

HI: F2 /a/ < F2 /ail< F2 /e/ < F2 Iii 
similarly, F2 /au/< F2 /o/ < F2 /u/ 

The rationale behind HI is the well established acoustic 
phonetic fact (Fant, 1960) that the second formant of a vowel 
(F2) decreases as the degree of mouth opening (tongue 
lowering) and depression of the lower jaw (mandible) in
creases. The mouth being wide open in the case of/a/ or /au/ 
as opposed to Iii or /u/ and hence the F2 of /a/ or /au/ would 
be higher than the latter sounds. 

Based on the relationship between the degree of in
crease/decrease in constriction area in the front part of the 
oral cavity in the production of consonants and the first and 
second formant frequencies of vowels following or preced
ing those consonants (Fant, 1960) three more hypotheses 
were formulated to test the validity of internal effort. For the 
purposes of brevity, these hypotheses will not be discusssed 
in this review. 

The hypotheses used to test the validity of "external 
effort" CORCemed with the state of the glottis and the amount 
of air utilized in sound production are: 
H2: The speech sounds which have the effort "nada" 

should have voice bars on the spectrograms, whereas, 
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those with ''svasa" effort shouis display "gaps" on the 
spectrograms. 

H3: The speech sounds which have the effort 
"alpapra~a"should display fewer "fills" (irregular 
vertical striations which result from frictional modula 
tion of th: airstream) on the spectrogram than those 
which have an effort "ma!zapra~w,. The three main 
hypotheses used to test the construct "quantity" were: 

H4: The duration of the long vowels should be twice 
that of short vowels. 

H5 : The duration of all stops, affricates and nasals and 
semivowels should be half a matra. 

H6 : The duration of fricatives should be equal to that of a 
long vowel or two mlitrlis. 

These hypotheses were tested out empirically, using 
ten subjects (five males and five females) who are proficient 
speakers of Sanskrit. The subject's task consisted of reading 
109 meaningful declarative sentences each of 3- words in 
length. The words themselves were chosen carefully so that 
all the test consonants occured in inter- vocalic position (e.g. 
aka, aka,akha; ika, uka, ukha etc) with the exception of /ch/ 
and 19hl which also occured in word initial position in 
Sanskrit. From the original set of forty sentences, 109 final 
tesr sentences were generated by changing the word order, 
which is said to be flexible in this language (but, see Anantha
narayana, 1986) . For each subject, 109 linear, wide-band 
spectrograms and 228 narrow- band spectrograms were 
obtained on a sound spectrograph (Voice identification, 
series 700).A total of 3370 spectograms were made for all ten 
subjects. Tne measurements were made only on the first 
word in each sentence. 

The formant frequency measurements and examina
tion of spectrograms for presencc)absence ofvoice bars, gaps 
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and fills revealed that all the hypotheses periaining to the 
internal and external efforts should be accepted. For in
stance, the folJowing results (in Hertz or HZ) were noted in 
relation to Hl: 

The F2of /u/ was 877.5 Hz, which is not higher than F2of 1 
au/ or /o/ as hypothesized. 

Similarly, all the vowels and semivowels exhibited 
voice bars on their spectrograms, but none of the voiceless 
consonants did. Both voiceless and voiced unaspirated con
sonants had fewer fills Gompared to their aspirated counter
parts. With regard to the variable, quantity, only the first 
hypothesis (see H4above) was accepted. Hypotheses H5 and 
H6 had to be rejected because the duration of all sparsas 
(stops, affricate and nasals) and semi vowels was not equal to 
half a matra ( 42.5 m. sec) , nor was the duration of all 
fricatives equal to two matras (180 m. sec) . Significant 
durational differences were reportedly noted among spacias, 
semivowels and fricatives. 

Based on these results, the investigator concluded (on 
p.140) that the theories of Sanskrit grammarians with respect 
to primary effort were valid and so is the theory of relative 
vowel duration. But, the theories regarding the duration of 
sparsas, fricatives and semi vowels were not found to be valid 
from the data obtained. The investigator opined that the 
ancient Indian grammarians• concept of duration is not physi
cal in the same sense as tested in this study. 

While the results pertaining to primary effort are stright 



forward and need no funi:er comm;:;n'. her c:;:nclusions 
pertaining to the vcriabk "quanrity'' needs further scrutiny. 
For a more recent discussion of this mvestigator's views on 
timing in speech (which once again drmvs on Sanskrit litera
ture) the reader is referred to Savithri (1 989). The differences 
in the conceptualization of the term. 'quantity" or duration 
between the ancient Indian phoneticians and modern day 
phoneticians have long been recognized. Far instance, Varma 
(1961) in his cogent discussion on syllabL: quantity com
mented that the basis for syllabic quantity is phonetic and not 
orthographic in that, ancient Indian grammarians referred to 
the actual duration of audition of a segment when it is 
pronounced and neglected for all practical purposes, the 
onglide and partly the contact stage of a p!osive consonant. 
It was pointed out further th;J.t quantity often modifies 
syllabic division of words without necessarily effecting a 
break in the chain of connected speech. 

Even in the western literature, it has been pointed out 
(Lindblom and Rapp , 1973 cited in Fowler, 1977) that 
measured duration of a given acoustic segment varies as a 
function of its location in a syliable, word or phrase such that 
segments are shortened by preceding and following 
intra-syllabicsegmeniS; syllables are shortened by preceding 
and following intra-word syliables and stressed words are 
shotened by preceding and following stressed words in a 
phrase . There has been a great deal of discussion on the 
phenomenon of closed syllabie vowel shortening (CSVS) 
which is said to be consistent with the view that the rhyme of 
a syllable is a unit of organization in speech production (see 
Maddieson, 1985 ). More recently, Fant,Kruckenberg and 
Nord (1991) reported durational reduction as a function of 
word class. Specifically, adjectives and nouns were shown to 
retain 75% of their isoiated reference duration when 
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foliowed by verbs, adverbs, pronouns, prepositiOns, 
conjunctions down to the extreme. of articles which retain 
only 21% of their isolated mode duration. 

The relevance of the above cited research findings to 
the topic under discussion is that the construct" quantity "which 
translates as "duration" of speech sounds is meaningful only 
in relation to the type of syllable (closed/open, stressed/ 
unstressed), grammatical category of the word in which the 
target syllable occurs, phonetic or pheonological context 
preceding and following the target syllable and so on. 
Against this back ground, if we now look at hypotheses HS 
and H6 pertaining to the quantity of consonants, they seem 
too general to permit significant generalizations, for they do 
not specify the environment in which the target vowel/ 
consonant is going to be measured. Commenting on the 
procedure used in making durational measurements in this 
study, the investigator stated on pp. 77-78, " only the vowel 
sparsa I semivowel I fricative duration in the first syllable of 
the first word of each sentence was measured ".The vowel 
duration was defined as the time between the onset and 
cessation of glottal vibration (i.e. VCV context) . In the case 
of I chI and I cj.h I which occured in word initial position, the 
durational measurement was in CV context. 

The result that significant differences were noted 
among the durations of sparsas as well as fricatives can be 
attributed to the fact that the syllable structure was not treated 
as a variable in this study. To elaborate this point, it is 
pertinent to go over the below mentioned partial list of 
rules for syllabification of Sanskrit words discussed in 
Varma ( 1961 ): 
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1. A consonant followed by a vowel, whether the 
consonant is initial or intervocalic will go with the succeding 
vowel. Thus, dana = da/na; iman = i/man. 

2. For consonantal groups (clusters), the general rule 
is that the first member of the consonant group will belong to 
the preceding vowel (e.g. mukta gets divided as muk/ta) . A 
more specific tule pertaining to plosive plus [ r] is that the 
first member of a consonant group, if preceded by a vowel is 
doubled, thus the syllabic division for" pull·am "is putt/ram 
or put/tram, but never pu/tram ( see p. 63 for a detailed 
discussion ). 

3. In consonant+ semivowel group, the consonant goes 
with the succeding sy liable (e.g. adhyavasa = a/ dhya/va/ sa), 
but when a semivowel follows another semivowel as in 
"navya", the syllable division is nav/vya. 

Even though most of the words in the test sentences 
were said to be trisyllabic , my own analysis of the first 
words of the forty sentence listed in Appendix - 3 ( on 
p. A3.6), according to Vanna's rules for syllabification 
mentioned above showed that there are eighteen disyllabic 
words, twenty one trisyllabic words and one tetra syllabic 
word. In thirty seven of the forty words, single vowel consti
tuted the first syllable. Among the second syllables contain
ing both consonants and vowels, there are seventeen closed 
syllables and twenty three open syllables. The durational 
measurements in the present study were not based on syllable 
structure, they pertain instead to either Ve or eve seg

ments. 
The point to be noted here is that the quantity of "ch" 

in the word chatra}J for instance, syllabified as chat/ra}J 
(resulting in a closed syllable according to rule 2 above) 
would be different from that in a word like chalayati 
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syllabified as cha/la/ya!ti (as per rule 1 above; chis an open 
syllable in this case). For the same reason the consonant !j! 
in word pairs "ojati" and "ajayyah" is not comparable be
cause in the first word it occurs in an open syllable, whereas, 
in the second word, it occurs in a closed syllable. The 
consonant /d! in words "aidamparyam" and "audaki" is 
likely to have different degrees of quantity because of the 
difference in number of syllables following the target sound. 
Similarly, unless all the words in which the target consonant 
is occuring belong to the ~arne grammatical class, guaninty 
differences are bound to be present. 

The above discussion points clearly that when qua
ntity is treated as an independent variable, the test words 
have to be matched according to a number of variables like 
syllable structure, grammatical class etc. It must however 
be noted that the results of the present study pertaining to 
durational information are indeed valid, but they refer to CV 
or VC(V) segments and not syllables in every case. Since 
much discussion on quantity, both in the ancient phonetic 
discrpitions and modem day metrics refer to syllable, it 
would have been interesting to see results of the study 
discussed in relation to syllabic length segments. Despite the 
many problems associated with the concept "syllable", this 
analysis is suggested only as an alternative approach that 
should be tried out before reaching the conclusion that 
"quantity" of consonants, in view of the differences in defi
nitions, can not be verified experimentally using modern 
methods of instrumental phonetics. Such a conclusion may 
preclude further discussions on clinical utility of these con
structs. 

Finally, the investigator chose to use the term "sparsas" 
in place of the more commonly used western terms like stops, 
affricates and nasals, obviouslv for reasons of economy, and 
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yet, the other consonant groups were reffered to as fricatives, 
semi vowels etc, This mixing of labels especially in the main 
hypotheses of the study could have been avoided. Alterna
tively, reasons for this choice could have been offered 
sufficiently early in the dissertation to draw reader's attention 
to this fact. 

These comments are in no way intended to undermine 
the importance of the rich data presented in the thirty five 
different tables in this dissertation. Several suggestions have 
been made by the investigator for further study in this area, 
which have implications for both Linguistics and Speech and 
Hearing sciences. 
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